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ranging from atoms and ions in the gas phase to molecules, color centers and 
quantum dots in the solid-state. A new direction in experimental quantum optics  
is to exploit this know-how to assemble well-defined arrangements of optically 
coupled emitters for investigating quantum many-body physics. However, common 
approaches via strong focusing or cavity quantum electrodynamics do not scale 
favorably.
We developed a scalable light-matter interface by coupling organic dye molecules 
to subwavelength dielectric waveguides (nanoguides). Their small effective mode 
area gives rise to substantial single-emitter coupling efficiencies with expected  
values up to 35 %. By combining high-resolution microscopy with fluorescence 
excitation and resonance fluorescence spectroscopy, we study the coupled nano-
guide-emitter system. Our results demonstrate the versatility of the geometry for 
reaching high optical densities and yet maintaining the addressability of each single 
emitter. We show that we can couple several thousand molecules simultaneously 
and coherently to a single guided mode, while their nearly lifetime-limited resonances 
re inhomogeneously distributed.
The optical response of the coupled nanoguide-emitter system can be controlled 
by modifying the molecular electronic states either via static electric or external 
optical fields. Here, a pump beam can switch and even coherently amplify a weak 
laser beam that probes the inherent nonlinearity of a single molecule. Moreover, 
we gain local control of the molecular resonance frequencies via the dc Stark  
effect by applying static electric fields on microelectrodes integrated along our 
chip-compatible nanoguides. Exploiting this tunability allows us to match the  
resonance frequencies of two molecules that are coherently coupled to the same 
waveguide mode.
All these crucial ingredients, a scalable light-matter interface, high optical densities, 
external control over the molecular resonance frequencies and their nonlinear  
response, open up realistic prospects for investigating small, but well-defined  
networks of quantum emitters coherently coupled via a shared guided mode.
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τὰ δ΄ ἀλλα πάντα νενομίσθαι
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everything else is merely thought to exist.

— Dēmókritos (Diogénēs Laértios)

To my parents. . .





Abstract

Optical studies of single emitters have become routine for a number of sys-
tems ranging from atoms and ions in the gas phase to molecules, color centers
and quantum dots in the solid-state. A new direction in experimental quantum
optics is to exploit this know-how to assemble well-defined arrangements of op-
tically coupled emitters for investigating quantum many-body physics. However,
common approaches via strong focusing or cavity quantum electrodynamics do
not scale favorably.

We developed a scalable light-matter interface by coupling organic dye molecules
to subwavelength dielectric waveguides (nanoguides). Their small effective
mode area gives rise to substantial single-emitter coupling efficiencies with
expected values up to 35 %. At superfluid helium temperatures, organic dye
molecules can act almost like an ideal two-level system resulting in large scat-
tering cross sections that are necessary for coherent light-matter interaction.
By combining high-resolution microscopy with fluorescence excitation and res-
onance fluorescence spectroscopy, we study the coupled nanoguide-emitter
system. Our results demonstrate the versatility of the geometry for reaching high
optical densities and yet maintaining the addressability of each single emitter.
We show that we can couple several thousand molecules simultaneously and co-
herently to a single guided mode, while their nearly lifetime-limited resonances
are inhomogeneously distributed.

The optical response of the coupled nanoguide-emitter system can be controlled
by modifying the molecular electronic states either via static electric or external
optical fields. Here, a pump beam can switch and even coherently amplify a
weak laser beam that probes the inherent nonlinearity of a single molecule.
Moreover, we gain local control of the molecular resonance frequencies via the
dc Stark effect by applying static electric fields on microelectrodes integrated
along our chip-compatible nanoguides. Exploiting this tunability allows us to
match the resonance frequencies of two molecules that are coherently coupled
to the same waveguide mode.
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All these crucial ingredients, a scalable light-matter interface, high optical densi-
ties, external control over the molecular resonance frequencies and their nonlin-
ear response, open up realistic prospects for investigating small, but well-defined
networks of quantum emitters coherently coupled via a shared guided mode.
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Zusammenfassung

Optische Studien an einzelnen Emittern sind für eine Vielzahl von Systemen,
wie Atomen oder Ionen in der Gasphase bis hin zu Molekülen, Farbzentren
und Quantenpunkten im Festkörper, zur Routine geworden. Ein neuer For-
schungszweig in der experimentellen Quantenoptik versucht dieses Wissen
zu nutzen, um Emitter kontrolliert optisch miteinander zu verknüpfen. Die
resultierenden Quantennetzwerke können genutzt werden, um kooperative
Effekte in Vielteilchensystemen zu untersuchen. Die herkömmlichen Herange-
hensweisen, wie zum Beispiel starkes Fokussieren von Licht oder Hohlraum-
Quantenelektrodynamik, ermöglichen zwar eine effiziente Wechselwirkung mit
einzelnen Emittern, sind jedoch nicht skalierbar.

In dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir einen skalierbaren Ansatz, der die effizien-
te Wechselwirkung der geführten Mode eines dielektrischen Wellenleiters mit
organischen Farbstoffmolekülen ausnutzt. Durch die kleine effektive Modenflä-
che der Wellenleiter erwarten wir Kopplungseffizienzen bis hin zu 35%. Farb-
stoffmoleküle können sich bei Temperaturen von superfluidem Helium wie
ein nahezu ideales Zwei-Niveau-System verhalten. Dies führt zu einem großen
optischen Streuquerschnitt, der für kohärente Licht-Materie Wechselwirkung
nötig ist. Wir untersuchen die Kopplung von einzelnen Molekülen an unsere
Wellenleiter mithilfe von hochauflösender Mikroskopie sowie Methoden der
Fluoreszenzanregungs- und Resonanzfluoreszenz-Spektroskopie. Unsere Platt-
form erlaubt es, mehrere tausend Moleküle kohärent an einen Wellenleiter zu
koppeln. Die spektral verteilten, molekularen Resonanzen zeigen eine Linien-
breite, die durch die Lebensdauer der elektronischen Zustände begrenzt ist.

Das optische Verhalten des gekoppelten Molekül-Wellenleitersystems kann mit-
hilfe von statisch elektrischen oder externen optischen Feldern gesteuert werden,
da diese die elektronischen Zustände der Moleküle beeinflussen. Wir zeigen,
dass durch die Nichtlinearität eines einzelnen Moleküls ein starkes Lichtfeld
einen zweiten, schwachen Laserstrahl schalten oder sogar kohärent verstärken
kann. Darüber hinaus können durch das Anlegen statisch elektrischer Felder
die Resonanzfrequenzen der Moleküle verschoben werden (Stark Effekt). Dies

iii



erlaubt es uns, die Resonanzen von zwei Molekülen gezielt zu überlagern, die
kohärent an den gleichen Wellenleiter koppeln.

Unsere skalierbare und effiziente Licht-Materie-Schnittstelle ermöglicht nicht
nur hohe optische Dichten, sondern auch die Kontrolle über die molekularen
Resonanzfrequenzen und ihr nichtlineares Verhalten. Diese Kombination von
Eigenschaften verspricht für die Untersuchung von kleinen, aber wohldefinier-
ten Netzwerken von optisch verbundenen Quantenemittern in naher Zukunft
Erfolg.

iv
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1 Introduction

The realization of a scalable, highly efficient light-matter interface for optically
interconnecting a well-controlled number of single quantum emitters is one
of the big dreams of modern quantum optics because it would facilitate the
creation of complex quantum networks [1]. The individual nodes of such a
network would consist of emitters such as atoms, ions, quantum dots, color
centers or molecules as schematically depicted in Figure 1.1a. Each node would
then be connected via a photon bus to other emitters, enabling long-ranged
optical interactions between distant emitters, where their distance can be much
larger than their transition wavelength λ.

By tailoring these long-range interactions, new quantum many-body phenom-
ena and exotic phases of light could be explored in analogy to fermionic effects
in the solid-state [2]. This include super solids [3], Wigner crystallization [4],
topological states [5], violation of speed limits (Lieb-Robinson bound) of propa-
gating information [6, 7], break-down of additivity [8] and many more interesting
effects [9–13].

. . .

Γ1D

Γloss
(b)

(a)

Figure 1.1 – (a) Complex network of optically interconnected quantum nodes. (b) Basic building
block of such a quantum network: A single emitter couples efficiently to a photonic mode where
its coupling rate Γ1D is large compared its loss rate Γloss.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

A key ingredient of such a quantum optical network is the experimental tech-
nique that sends and retrieves photons from an individual emitter with a prob-
ability close to unity [14, 15]. The technical advancement over the past three
decades has enabled studies with single quantum emitters interacting with
just a few, or even a single photon [16–27]. Conventional approaches such as
cavity quantum electrodynamics (C-QED) and strong focusing were the first
techniques that were used to optically interconnect two remote emitters [28, 29].
The rather low efficiency of these experiments in combination with the lack of
scalability due to the growing experimental complexity with increasing number
of emitters limits, however, their future prospects.

Currently, one dimensional waveguides are the most promising scalable light-
matter interface as they simultaneously meld two important properties: a broad-
band, high single emitter - single photon interaction probability as well as an
intrinsic bus for channeling the collected photons to other quantum emitters
(see Figure 1.1b). Additionally, the integration of waveguides on chips opens
up the whole toolbox of integrated optics, including complex optical elements
such as detectors, filters, resonators and directional couplers [30–34]. A figure
of merit for waveguide-emitter systems is the coupling efficiency, β, which is
defined as the decay rate of an emitter into the guided mode Γ1D normalized by
its total decay rate Γ0 = Γ1D +Γloss which includes the losses to other channels
Γloss(see Figure 1.1b),

β= Γ1D

Γ0
= Γ1D

Γ1D +Γloss
. (1.1)

The coupling efficiency can be maximized by confining light to an effective
area that is comparable to the resonant scattering cross section σ of an ideal
two-level system where the latter scales solely with the square of the transition
wavelength λ. With the advance of nanofabrication, it is now possible to struc-
ture materials like metals, dielectrics and semiconductors on subwavelength
scales in all spatial dimensions facilitating engineered light confinement. Nowa-
days, one can even control the photonic and phononic density of states as well
as the emitter position with high accuracies. This triggered the development of
different experimental approaches to one-dimensional light-matter interfaces.

Although metallic waveguides support strongly confined surface plasmon po-
laritions, ohmic losses usually limit their propagation length to below 10 µm
at optical frequencies [35, 36] making this class of material less attractive for
larger networks. Absorption losses are often negligible in dielectrics. The prop-
agation length in such waveguides is, therefore, mostly limited by fabrication

2



Introduction

imperfections and remaining surface roughness which extends it beyond the
centimeter regime [37]. Maximal light confinement and, thus, the coupling effi-
ciency in simple dielectric waveguides are set by the refractive index contrast
n1/n2 between the waveguide material (n1) and its surrounding (n2). However,
one can overcome this limitation by engineering the waveguide dispersion. A
periodic modulation in the waveguide geometry results in so-called photonic
crystal waveguides (PCW) [38] where the emission behavior of the emitter can
be modified due to an increased local density of optical states channeling the
emitted photons preferentially into a desired guided mode.

High coupling efficiencies at hand, a single emitter would directly lend itself as
a single-photon transistor [39, 40], diode [41–44], quantum logic gate [45, 46] or
as an integrated, deterministic, high bit-rate single-photon source [14, 15]. As
soon as two emitters start communicating via a shared mode, entanglement or
resonant energy transfer can arise [47–49]. By increasing the emitter number
even further, a rich polaritonic phase space that is highly sensitive to relative
spatial arrangements of the emitters and their optical density evolves [50].

One of the first demonstrations of an efficient one-dimensional light-matter
interface was realized in the group of A. Rauschenbeutel in 2010 [51] providing
coupling efficiencies up to 20 % [52]. Here, atoms were trapped in the evanes-
cent field of a subwavelength, dielectric fiber (nanofiber, Figure 1.2a) which
intrinsically yields a mode overlap between the emission pattern of an atom
with the guided mode. This scheme was extended to emitters in the solid-state
using colloidal quantum dots [53] or recently dye molecules embedded in a
crystalline matrix [54]. Although, the nanofiber approach is a highly interesting
platform for quantum optical experiments [55, 56], it is barely chip compatible
and therefore not scalable.

Another experimental scheme was introduced by P. Lodahl et al. exploiting the
increased density of optical states in PCWs which enabled coupling efficiencies
of a single quantum dot up to 98 % (Figure 1.2b) [14]. By introducing defects in
the periodic modulation of the refractive index of PCWs, optical microcavities
can be fabricated to boost the channeling efficiency into the guided mode further
and allow the observation of cavity-induced effects on the single emitter level
[59]. Defects in the periodic modulation can be either generated by a change of
periodicity in the PCW or by simply placing a single atom in close vicinity to the
waveguide structure [60]. The various experimental demonstrations revealed
substantial nonlinearities on the single photon level [57, 58, 61]. Two examples
are shown in Figure 1.2c and d, where either a single atom was trapped [57] or

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

(a) (c)

(b) 1 μm 1 μm

(d)

Figure 1.2 – Efficient one-dimensional light-matter interfaces (position of the quantum emitter
is marked with a yellow symbol): (a) Atoms are optically trapped in the evanescent field of the
guided mode of a nanofiber. Reprint with permission from [51]. (b) A single quantum dot couples
with 95 % efficiency to the guided mode of a photonic crystal waveguide (PCW). Reprint with
permission from [14]. (c) A single atom couples to a cavity mode of a photonic crystal waveguide.
Reprint with permission from [57]. (d) A spatially deterministic generated silicon-vacancy color
center couples to a diamond photonic crystal cavity. Reprint with permission from [58].

a single silicon vacancy center [58] was implanted in the center of a photonic
crystal cavity. Only recently, a similar approach was exploited to demonstrate
the first waveguide mediated coherent emitter-emitter interactions between, on
average, three atoms [62].

In principle, all these platform can be interfaced with any quantum emitter
ranging from gas phase to solid-state systems. Each emitter offers opportunities
for exploring new regimes of light matter-interactions while also exhibiting
limitations in certain regards. Atomic gas phase systems allow access to a wide
variety of electronic sublevels with high coherence and spin degrees of freedom
which open up the large playground of quantum mechanics. However, trapping
and cooling the atoms is experimentally challenging and usually does not permit
optical densities higher than one atom per half a wavelength along a waveguide
[63, 64].

Solid-state emitters do not require complicated trapping schemes as they are
naturally embedded in a matrix with fixed positions and shielded from envi-
ronmental influences. The remaining interactions of the emitters with their
surrounding matrix can be minimized by lowering the temperature to values
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(a)

(b) (c)

Electrode

Organic waveguide

TiO2 waveguide

Organic fiber core

Grating coupler

Organic matrix

Figure 1.3 – One-dimensional waveguide geometries explored in this thesis: (a) A cylindrical
waveguide with a dye-doped organic core. (b) A dye-doped organic waveguide core integrated on
a fused silica chip. Micro-electrodes (brown) along the waveguide allow to locally apply electric
fields and can be used shift the resonance frequencies of the dye molecules via the dc Stark effect.
(c) Dye molecules coupled evanescently to an inorganic TiO2 waveguide fabricated on a fused
silica chip with integrated grating couplers.

typically below 5 K where dephasing mechanisms and spectral diffusion can be
suppressed [65]. However, placing emitters in nanostructures, where, by neces-
sity, they are located close to crystal boundaries or defects, often degrades their
optical properties [66, 67]. Once this problem is mastered, solid-state emitters
are highly promising candidates for optical quantum networks.

Among the solid-state emitters, organic dye molecules offer a unique combi-
nation of properties such as a high quantum efficiency with values above 95
% [15, 68], a lifetime limited optical transition [69], a high coherent scattering
probability of up to 0.5 [26, 70] and high optical densities exceeding several
hundred emitters per λ3. The latter feature is especially promising for studying
polaritonic systems. Most other solid-state systems do not compete with this
combination of properties, although they might offer direct optical access to
spin states [37, 71–73].

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

In this work, we will discuss the integration of single polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbon dye molecules (PAH) into various waveguide geometries at low tempera-
ture where their resonant scattering cross section is maximized, facilitating an
efficient interaction with light. Chapter 2 provides the basic concepts needed
to understand the interaction of a single emitter with a confined guided mode.
Extending these ideas, we elaborate on the interaction of two and many emitters
mediated by a guided mode. Chapter 3 summarizes the basic photophyscical
properties of PAHs. Technical details of the experimental setup used for the
studies presented in this work are discussed in Chapter 4.

A first proof-of-principle demonstration showing that single molecules can be
coherently coupled to a subwavelength dielectric waveguide (nanoguide) is
presented in Chapter 5. Here, a cylindrical organic nanoguide doped with dye
molecules allows for coupling efficiencies up to 18 %. A schematic sketch of this
geometry is depicted in Figure 1.3a. Chapter 6 discusses the realization of chip
compatible nanoguides where either the dye-doped organic matrix is used as
waveguide material (Figure 1.3b) or evanescent coupling of dye molecules to a
TiO2 nanoguide is exploited (Figure 1.3c). The integration of micro-electrodes
along the nanoguides in both structures allows us to tune the resonance frequen-
cies of the molecules via the dc Stark effect. External tunability of the resonances
is a key technology for bringing two or more molecules on resonance as their
transition frequencies are usually inhomogeneously distributed. After discussing
the experimental results, we present in Chapter 7 waveguide structures that can
help to improve on the coupling efficiency. Chapter 8 summarizes this work and
highlights future directions.

The work covered in this thesis is partly published in the following references:

S. Faez1 , P. Türschmann1 , H. Haakh, S. Götzinger, and V. Sandoghdar, Physical
Review Letters 113, 213601 (2014).

N. Rotenberg, P. Türschmann, H. Haakh, D. Martin-Cano, S. Götzinger, and V.
Sandoghdar, Optics Express 25, 5397 (2017).

P. Türschmann, N. Rotenberg, J. Renger, H. Haakh, I. Harder, O. Lohse, T. Utikal,
S. Götzinger, and V. Sandoghdar, Nano Letters 17, 4941 (2017).

1 Equal contribution
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2 Quantum Optics with Nanoguides

The efficient interaction between light and electronic transitions of single quan-
tum systems (single emitters) requires spatial and temporal mode matching
between the incoming photons and the associated dipolar mode of the emitter
[27, 74, 75]. Here, perfect light-matter coupling implies that an emitter sees every
bypassing photon with unity probability [76]. In a simple geometrical picture,
a measure for the interaction probability can be obtained by comparing the
effective mode area Aeff of the light field with the interaction cross section σ

of the emitter [77, 78]. As the ratio of σ/Aeff grows, the interaction probability
increases.2

In homogeneous, dielectric space the diffraction limit governs mode confine-
ment. A point dipole imaged with a numerical aperture of NA = n · sin(Θ) will
generate a point spread function in the far-field of width d/2 = 1.22 λ0

NA whereΘ
is the maximal collection half angle, n the refractive index of the medium and
λ0 the vacuum wavelength [79]. Thus, light emitted from a point-like source can
be confined to an effective mode area of Ahom

eff with

Ahom
eff =π

(
1.22

λ0

n · sin(Θ)

)2

≈ 1.49π
λ2

0

NA2 . (2.1)

The resonant scattering cross section which can be assigned to the optical
transition of a pure two-level system (TLS) in a homogeneous space depends
only on its transition wavelength and reads

σ= 3
λ2

0

2n2 ·π . (2.2)

2 The geometrical picture provides only an estimate of the interaction probability which holds
true for probabilities much smaller than unity. For strongly confined modes the actual mode
overlap has to be calculated and, eventually, quantum electrodynamic effects which can arise if
optical feedback is provided must be considered.
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Chapter 2. Quantum Optics with Nanoguides

In complex shaped media, local field corrections have to be considered that
directly affect the scattering cross section [80]. However, Ahom

eff and σ0 can reach
values of the same order of magnitude when working with high numerical
aperture objectives (NA> 1) resulting in efficient light-matter coupling. The
theoretical limit of perfect absorption can be achieved by further engineering
the spatial mode of the light field [74].

A focused light field will, however, diverge after reaching its minimal mode area
[81]. Therefore, separate focusing and collecting optics such as objectives and
telecentric systems are usually necessary for efficient interfacing a confined
but freely propagating mode with many quantum emitters. Additional optical
elements introduce potential losses and increase the complexity of the system. In
contrast, guided modes allow diffraction-free propagation while providing mode
confinement with an effective area Aeff being comparable to the diffraction limit.
These properties allow the use of waveguides to efficiently interconnect many
emitters via a shared mode.

Section 2.1 provides a short introduction to the quantum mechanical concepts
used to describe light-matter interactions based on the references [82–86]. The
principles of waveguide optics are summarized in Section 2.2 with an emphasis
on evanescent field tails and longitudinal polarization components which play
a prominent role in nanoguides [81, 87–94]. In addition to classical mode prop-
erties, quantum electrodynamic effects can influence the coupling of an emitter
to waveguides by, for example, boosting or suppressing its emission rate into
specific modes. Here, the formalism of macroscopic quantum electrodynamics
using the dyadic Green’s functions (Section 2.3) allows one a universally valid
description of light fields interacting with quantum matter in complex shaped
dielectric or metallic environments. With the theoretical formalism at hand, we
discuss waveguide-mediated interactions among several quantum emitters in
Section 2.4. The latter two sections are based on references [39, 47, 48, 50, 79, 95–
100]. By increasing the number of emitters coupled to the same guided mode,
mesoscopic ensembles can be realized which lead to new polaritonic states with
a variety of different phases [13, 50].

2.1 Interaction of Light with a Single Emitter

The basic interaction of light with a single quantum system can be described
either semi-classically (Section 2.1.1) or fully quantum mechanically (Section
2.1.2). The semi-classical picture assumes that the emitter acts as a quantized
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2.1. Interaction of Light with a Single Emitter

object while the light-field is treated classically. This model captures spectral
behavior such as saturation, line shapes and resonance fluorescence. Properties
such as spontaneous emission and photon correlations, however, have to be
formally introduced by quantizing the light field (second quantization).

In the following, we limit the discussion to the general picture of a two-level
system (TLS) with the ground state |g〉 and the excited state |e〉. Both states are
interconnected via an allowed optical dipole transition at frequency ωA (see
Fig. 2.1). The associated dipole matrix element of the point source is d = d∗ =
e 〈g|r̂ |e〉 with r̂ being the position operator and e the elementary charge. The
universal state |Ψ〉 = cg |g〉+ce |e〉 describes a superposition of the system in the
atomic basis. We can define the density operator ρ̂ as3

ρ̂ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| . (2.3)

In the matrix representation of ρ̂, the state populations |ci |2 are found on the
diagonal ρi i while coherences between the two states c∗i c j , with j 6= i , are repre-
sented by the off-diagonal elements ρi j . The temporal evolution of the system
under the influence of a Hamiltonian Ĥ can be expressed using the Liouville-
Von-Neumann equation (Schrödinger picture)

∂ρ̂

∂t
=− i

ħ
[
Ĥ, ρ̂

]
, (2.4)

where we used Planck’s constant ħ. Damping due to coupling with an external
bath can be introduced into the master equation using the Lindblad super
operator L̂. This modification will result in a non-unitary evolution of ρ̂ following

∂ρ̂

∂t
=− i

ħ
[
Ĥ, ρ̂

]
+ L̂[ρ̂]. (2.5)

Equation 2.5 represents the general form for describing any open quantum
mechanical system and will be used in the following sections.

2.1.1 Semi-classical Theory

Let us assume that a two-level atom interacts with a classical, single mode light
field at frequency ωP (see Figure 2.1) and that the interaction can be treated

3 For the ease of discussion, operators Ô are be marked with a hat ( ˆ ) independent of their
representation while vectorial components as the electric field E are marked by bold symbols.
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|g

ω
Α

EP(ωP)

|e

Figure 2.1 – A TLS interacting with a coherent probe field EP with frequency ωP. The ground state
|g〉 and the excited state |e〉 are spaced by the energy difference ħωA.

perturbatively. We introduce the atomic raising σ̂+ = |e〉〈g| and lowering opera-
tor σ̂− = |g〉〈e|. In a frame rotating at the probe field frequency ωP and making
use of the rotating wave approximation we can formulate a time-independent
Hamiltonian [84]

H=−ħ∆Pσ̂
+σ̂−+ ħΩP

2

(
σ̂++ σ̂−)

. (2.6)

In this expression, we neglected constant energy terms and introduced the Rabi
frequency ΩP = −dEP/ħ, assuming that the electric field is aligned parallel to
the dipole transition. This expression is valid under the assumption that the
laser field frequency is close to the transition frequency ωP ≈ωA. The detuning
between the probe field and the atomic resonance is denoted as ∆P =ωP −ωA.

A TLS in the excited state |e〉 will spontaneously decay to the ground state |g〉,
while a system in the ground state will not be spontaneously excited to the
excited state as long as there is no net energy input (low temperature approxi-
mation). The spontaneous decay cannot be explained within the semi-classical
picture. Here, the quantization of the electric field is necessary, which also
shows that coupling to an external bath, specifically the vacuum field, causes
the decoherence. At this point, we introduce the spontaneous decay rate Γ phe-
nomenologically. According to Fermis golden rule, Γ is proportional to the local
density of states D(r ,ωA) at the position of the atom r

Γ= 2π

ħ D(r ,ωA)|deg|2. (2.7)

The master equation can be written in accordance with equation 2.5 as [86, 101]

∂ρ̂

∂t
=− i

ħ
[
Ĥ, ρ̂

]
−Γ

2

(−2σ̂−ρ̂σ̂++ σ̂+σ̂−ρ̂+ ρ̂σ̂+σ̂−)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lindblad operator L̂[ρ̂]

. (2.8)
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2.1. Interaction of Light with a Single Emitter

The second term corresponds to the Lindblad operator describing dephasing
and radiative decay of the system. By solving the master equation and assuming
that the TLS is initially in the excited state ρee = 1, one can show that the system
will exponentially decay to the ground state with the rate Γwhere the population
will be trapped if no laser field is incident (ΩP = 0). The coherences ρeg and ρge

decay both with Γ/2 if no further dephasing channels are assumed [82, 101].

The steady state solution ρ̂ss = ∂ρ̂
∂t

!= 0 is valid in the case of continuous wave
excitation and can be obtained by using the normalization condition Tr

[
ρss

]=
ρss

ggρ
ss
ee

!= 1. The emission rate Γemission of the TLS under continuous wave (cw)
excitation is proportional to the excited state population ρss

ee in the steady state
solution [83] and reads

Γemission = Γρss
ee =

Γ

2

S

S+1
. (2.9)

Here, we introduced the saturation parameter S= Ω2
P

2(∆2
P+Γ2/4)

that captures the

Lorentzian line shape of the atomic resonance as a function of the laser detuning
∆P. The full width half-maximum linewidth ΓFWHM can be found by solving

ρss
ee(∆P)

!= 1
2ρ

ss
ee(∆P = 0) which gives

ΓFWHM = Γ
p
S+1. (2.10)

For weak driving S ≈ 0 and no additional dephasing, the measured linewidth
ΓFWHM corresponds to Γ. For S> 0 the Lorentzian line starts to broaden (power
broadening). By measuring the fluorescence spectrum as a function of the inci-
dent power P , one can experimentally determine Γ as well as a relation between
the incident power Pinc and the on-resonance Rabi frequency ΩP which is a
measure for the light-matter coupling efficiency (see Section 6.1). Here, one
usually defines the saturation power PS as the power needed in order to achieve
a saturation parameter of S= 1.

2.1.2 Quantization of the Light Field

The interaction of a two-level atom with a quantized electromagnetic field can
be written analogously to the semi-classical picture making use of the bosonic
creation â+ and annihilation â− operators. In a frame rotating at laser frequency
ωP and neglecting the fast oscillating terms (rotating wave approximation), we
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arrive at [86]

Ĥ=−ħ∆Pσ̂
+σ̂−− i

( ħωP

2ε0V

)1/2

d ·E(
â−σ̂+− â+σ̂−)

. (2.11)

Here, E is the unit vector determining the electric field orientation, V represents
the quantization volume of the electric field and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity.
The term â−σ̂+ describes the annihilation of a photon when an atomic exci-
tation is created and the complex conjugate the reverse process. Solving the
master equation using the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian from equation 2.11
reveals the respective transition dynamics between the energy eigenstates. The
probability that a photon is absorbed by the TLS scales with d ·E0m1/2 while the
emission of a photon from the emitter is proportional to d ·E0(m +1)1/2. Here,
we introduced the photon number m and the quantized electric field amplitude
E0 = (ħωP/2ε0V )1/2E. The vacuum state of the electric field (m=0) will not be
able to create an atomic excitation, while once the atom is in the excited state, a
photon will be spontaneously emitted [86].

Single photon emission is characteristic for single emitters and manifests in the
normalized second order correlation function g (2)(τ) of the emitted field [82]

g (2)(τ) = 〈â+(t )â+(t +τ)â−(t +τ)â−(t )〉
〈â+â−〉2 , (2.12)

which can be interpreted as the conditional probability of detecting a second
photon at time t +τ if a first photon was detected at time t . A single quantum
emitter driven with a continuous wave laser at Rabi frequencyΩP emits a stream
of photons for which g (2)(τ) can be formulated as [82]

g (2)(τ) = 1−
(
cos

[
µPτ

]+ 3Γ

4µP
sin

[
µPτ

])
e−3Γτ/4,where µP =

√
Ω2

P −
Γ2

16
(2.13)

if we assume a lifetime-limited resonance. In any other case, equation 2.13 needs
to be modifed [102]. For τ = 0, the second order correlation function is zero
independent of the emission rate Γ or the Rabi frequencyΩP meaning that just
one photon is emitted per unit time. This feature, also known as anti-bunching,
is fundamentally different from conventional light sources. Coherent states
show no preferential temporal spacing with g (2)(τ) = 1 while ideal chaotic light
exhibits bunching with g (2)(0) = 2 [83, 103]. Superposition of the emitted light
with the coherent driving field will alter the photon statistics as it is discussed in
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Section 2.3.3. It is noteworthy that single two-level systems can also generate
two-photon pulses if pulsed excitation is considered [104].

In the experiment, background light and a finite time resolution of the detectors
can reduce the anti-bunching contrast obtained in a correlation measurement
and thus raise the ideally expected value above zero. However, g (2)(τ = 0) ≤
0.5 indicates that the light stream consists dominantly out of photons anti-
correlated in time. This is considered as proof that the emission stems from a
single emitter.

2.2 Confined Guided Modes

The principle of dielectric waveguides relies on total internal reflection which
can occur when light is traveling from a high refractive medium n1 towards a
medium with low refractive index n2. As long as the angle of the incoming light
relative to the surface normal is larger than the critical angle (sin(θc ) = n2/n1)
the total internal reflection condition is met and the light will be reflected.
Following this idea, a high refractive index cylinder will support, for a certain
range of wave vectors, guided modes traveling along its z-axis (see Figure 2.2a
for a schematic cross section). By shrinking the diameter d of the cylinder, the
guided mode can be confined in the transverse plane. There is, however, a

0
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y
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Figure 2.2 – Numerical calculation of the transverse (x − y plane) electric field distribution for
quasi horizontal (TE) polarization in three exemplary geometries with strong mode confinement
(see Appendix A for details regarding the performed numerical simulations). The core refractive
index is n1 = 2.4 while the surrounding refractive index is n2 = 1.46. The wavelength is 765 nm:
(a) Cylindrical waveguide with a diameter of 250 nm showing an evanescent field tail in the
surrounding medium. (b) Same as (a) but for a square waveguide with a width of 250 nm. (c) Slot
waveguide with strong mode confinement in the region between the two bars. The width of the
two squares separated by 50 nm is 200 nm.
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natural limit to the confinement set by the refractive index contrast n1/n2. It is
therefore pivotal to match the geometrical cross section of the waveguide for
a given wavelength and ratio of refractive indices in order to achieve maximal
mode confinement. In strongly guiding systems, with n1/n2 À 1, best transverse
confinement can be achieved in subwavelength structures (nanoguides). Here,
depending on the geometry, light can be either confined inside the nanoguide
material (normal cylindrical or bar waveguides) or inside the medium of low-
refractive index (slot waveguides) [105, 106]. However, in both cases a sudden
step in the refractive index profile results in a discontinuity of the electric field
at the waveguide boundary where evanescent fields will leak into the outer
material.

Figure 2.2 illustrates three types of nanoguides in cross section (lower panels) as
they are discussed in the experimental chapters of this work. The upper panels
in Figure 2.2 show the normalized electric field distribution in the transverse
plane of a quasi linearly polarized mode assuming a refractive index n1 = 2.4
of the core (TiO2) embedded in a medium with n2 = 1.46 (fused silica) at a
wavelength of 765 nm. Subwavelength cylindrical and bar waveguides (Fig. 2.2a
and b) exhibit similar mode profiles. Slot waveguides show a more complex
mode structure where light can be confined in the region of low refractive index
(see Figure 2.2c). The latter is achieved by bringing two bar waveguides close
to each other with a separation much smaller than λ. The formed structure will
support for a mode with evanescent field enhancement in the gap region. Here,
the electric field enhancement scales with n2

1/n2
2 [107].

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.3 – Exemplary overview of more complex optical elements based on bar waveguides
as being used in integrated optics: (a) linear waveguide, (b) Mach-Zehnder interferometer, (c)
directional coupler, (d) ring resonator, (e) Bragg filter, (f) grating coupler for interfacing the guided
mode with free space modes. The arrows indicate the possible propagation direction of light.
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Bar and slot waveguides (see Chapters 6 and 7) have the inherent practical
advantage compared to cylindrical structures (see Chapter 5) that they can be
easily fabricated on-chip using lithography methods. Therefore, more complex
optical elements as for example interferometers, resonators and Bragg filters
can be readily integrated as it is already common practice in integrated photonic
networks (see Fig. 2.3).

In the following, we will discuss the fundamental concepts of nanoguides on the
example of cylindrical waveguides where analytical descriptions are available.
The specific optical properties of any other subwavelength waveguide geometry
can be investigated numerically using finite element or finite difference methods.
Concrete design consideration for cylindrical, bar and slot waveguides used in
this work can be found in the corresponding Chapters 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

2.2.1 Transverse Mode Confinement in Cylindrical Waveguides

Strong light confinement in the core of a subwavelength fiber with the radius r
results in electric as well as magnetic field components along the propagation
direction z. The formed hybrid modes are not restricted to a clear transverse
electric (TE) nor a transverse magnetic (TM) polarization [81, 90, 91]. Depending
on the main component in longitudinal direction, one distinguishes between HE
(strong magnetic z-component) and EH (strong electric z-component) modes.
While higher order TE, TM, HE or EH modes experience a cut-off frequency, the
fundamental mode HE11 persists even if the wavelength λ is larger than the core
diameter 2r .

The single-mode operation regime for a fiber with radius r can be defined by
using the waveguide parameter V

V = 4π · r

λ
· (n2

1 −n2
2

)1/2
. (2.14)

If V becomes larger than 2.405, higher order modes will emerge (Figure 2.4a)
[81]. For a fixed waveguide parameter, each mode can be assigned an effective
mode index neff which can range usually from n1 down to n2 depending on how
strongly the light is confined in the core or in the surrounding (see Figure 2.4a).
If neff comes close to n2, most of the electric field is placed in the surrounding
material and the mode is barely guided. For the extreme case that neff < n2 the
mode is considered leaky and power is lost to the surrounding world.
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wire material.   
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Figure 2.4 – Mode dispersion of a cylindrical waveguide: (a) The effective mode index neff as a
function of the waveguide parameter V . The gray horizontal, dotted lines indicate the upper and
lower bound of the mode index set by the refractive index n1 of the core and n2 of the surrounding.
The vertical dashed line visualizes the single mode condition. (b) Group velocity vg of the fun-
damental mode for a fused silica fiber in vacuum (n2 = 1) and two different wavelengths versus
diameter d . The dashed horizontal line indicates the group velocity expected for propagation in
homogeneous space with n1 = 1.46. Taken from [91] and modified.

A measure for the mode dispersion is the group velocity vg = ∂ω/∂k, which is
plotted in Figure 2.4b as a function of the fiber diameter d for two wavelengths.
Interestingly, the group velocity vg can become smaller than c/n1 (black dashed
line). This minimum originates from the Goos-Hänchen shift the light experi-
ences when evanescently leaking into the surrounding medium [94, 108]. For
smaller and for larger fiber diameters, the effective travel duration of light for a
fixed length of fiber is extended [109]. The group velocity, as it will be discussed
in Section 2.3, directly affects the coupling of a single emitter to the guided mode,
as it is inversely proportional to the local density of states.

Only the fundamental mode allows for maximal field confinement, which is
pivotal for high interaction probabilities with single emitters (see Chapter 2.3).
Therefore, we limit our following discussion to the fundamental HE11 mode. A
quantitative measure for field confinement is the effective mode area Aeff

Aeff =
(
∫

I dA)2∫
I 2dA

, (2.15)

with I (x, y) being the transverse mode intensity distribution and
∫

dA the spatial
integral in the x-y plane. The effective mode area Aeff can be used to define
an effective mode diameter Deff for cylindrical waveguides as the hypothetic
diameter in which 86.5 % of the total power is confined in [91]. Figure 2.5a
plots Deff as a function of the fiber diameter for a given wavelength and set
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as well as for improving the sensitivity of evanescent wave based sensors [15].  
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Figure 2.5 – Mode confinement in a cylindrical fused silica waveguide in vacuum at a wavelength
of 630 nm: (a) Effective mode diameter (solid line) and physical diameter (dotted line) as a
function of the core diameter d . The black dashed line indicates the single mode regime. The
orange shaded area represents the range of mode diameters (depending on the definition of Deff)
of a diffraction-limited focus in a homogeneous medium with the refractive index of fused silica.
(b) Fraction of power enclosed in the core as a function of the core diameter. This figure was
adopted and modified with permission from [91].

of refractive indices with n1 = 1.46 and n2=1. Deff reaches a minimal value for
a critical core radius ropt. For r > ropt the effective mode diameter increases
slowly with the light confined in the core while for r < ropt, Deff diverges fast as
the light is pushed into the outer medium. The orange shaded area in Figure
2.5a compares Deff with a diffraction limited spot size achievable in fused silica
assuming a numerical aperture NA of 1.46. Figure 2.5b shows the fraction of
the power η enclosed in the core as a function of the core radius. For a minimal
mode diameter a substantial fraction of the total guided power (est. 10 %) will
penetrate the outer medium.

By choosing the right parameters, subwavelength waveguides can operate in
the single mode regime where maximal mode confinement can be achieved.
Reducing the waveguide dimensions beyond the optimal parameters increases
the power fraction in the surrounding material, which is interesting for sensing
applications or, as it is further discussed in Section 6.2, for coupling single
emitters evanescently to a guided mode.
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2.2.2 Polarization Properties in Cylindrical Waveguides

The polarization of the fundamental HE11 mode is nontrivial. For a perfect
cylindrical symmetry two degenerate modes with either dominating linear po-
larization along the x- or y-component are supported. Figure 2.6 shows the field
components of a quasi-linear x-polarization in a cylindrical waveguide. In this
specific example, the dominating field contribution with 67 % stems from the Ex

field component. The Ez component also contributes a substantial part of 26 %
to the total field while it is forced to zero in the center of the waveguide due to
symmetry arguments. The Ey component plays a minor role (6.7 % total field
contribution) and only affects the region outside of the fiber core. On the axis of
the waveguide, it is a legitimate approximation to assume a purely linear polar-
ization. For radial displacement from the core, however, other field components
will contribute resulting in a rotating polarization with non-negligible compo-
nents in the propagation direction [90]. For weakly guiding fibers with n1/n2 ≈ 1
or core radii much larger than the wavelength, the longitudinal components can
be neglected and it is reasonable to assume TE and TM modes [81].

0

1
|Ex| |Ez| |Ey|

|E
i|

(c)(b)(a)

y
x

200 nm

Figure 2.6 – Field components of the quasi linearly polarized HE11 mode supported in a vacuum
suspended fused silica fiber at λ=765 nm: (a) Ex component with highest field intensity inside the
core and a substantial fraction in the evanescent field. (b) Ez component with no contribution in
the center of the waveguide. (c) Ey component with a negligible contribution to this mode.

2.3 A Single Emitter Coupled to a Guided Mode

In order to describe the optical response of a dipole source d placed in an
arbitrary dielectric environment, it is convenient to use the classical, dyadic
Green’s function in the framework of macroscopic quantum electrodynamics
[110–113]. The Green’s tensor G(r ,r ′,ωA) relates the electric field E (r ,ωA) at
position r with its current sources at r ′, which we assume to be an oscillating
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dipole d(r ′) at the given frequency ωA

E (r ,ωA) = ω2
A

c2ε0
G(r ,r ′,ωA) ·d(r ′). (2.16)

Here, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and c the speed of light in vacuum. We
assume that the linear response ε of the dielectric (nonmagnetic) medium is
isotropic. It relates to the refractive index as ε(r ,ω) = n(r ,ω)2. The tensor form
of the Green’s function results from the vectorial character of the electric field
with all its field components Ex , Ey , Ez taken into account. The Green’s function
satisfies in general the wave equations as [79]

∇∇∇×∇∇∇×G(r ,r ′,ω)− ω2

c2 ε(r ,ω)G(r ,r ′,ω) = δ(r − r ′)1, (2.17)

where 1 is the identity matrix. In the presence of a single guided mode, it is
convenient to divide the Green’s tensor into two parts, namely the guided mode
contribution G1D and loss channels Gloss,

Gtotal(r ,r ′,ω) =G1D(r ,r ′,ω)+Gloss(r ,r ′,ω). (2.18)

In this picture, near-field contributions and all losses to non-guided modes of
an emitting dipole source are captured by Gloss(r ,r ′,ω). In contrast, G1D(r ,r ′,ω)
describes only field properties of the guided mode several wavelength away
from to the emitter (far-field limit). This decomposition is useful in the following
discussion. However, it is also insightful to decomposeGtotal into a homogeneous
part Ghom(r ,r ′,ω) describing the electric field of a dipole in a homogeneous
medium and a scattered part Gscat(r ,r ′,ω) which includes all the contribution
caused by the waveguide boundary conditions [114]

Gtotal(r ,r ′,ω) =Ghom(r ,r ′,ω)+Gscat(r ,r ′,ω). (2.19)

2.3.1 Coupling Efficiency of a Single Emitter

The imaginary part of the Green’s tensor at the position of the dipole itself is a
direct measure of the local density of states [96]. Fermi’s golden rule relates the
density of states D with the decay rate Γ of an emitter as (see also Equation 2.7
in Section 2.1.1) [83]

Γ= 2ω2

c2ε0ħ
d∗ · Im[G(r ,r ,ω)] ·d. (2.20)
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Making use of the Green’s tensor decomposition as introduced in Equation 2.18,
it is possible to define the coupling efficiency β of a single emitter to the guided
mode, which is resonant at frequency ωA as

β= Γ1D

Γ
= d∗ · Im

[
G1D(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d

d∗ · Im
[
Gtotal(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d
≈ lim

z→∞
d∗ · ∣∣Gtotal(r ,rz ,ωA)

∣∣ ·d

d∗ · Im
[
Gtotal(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d
, (2.21)

where Γ1D is the emission rate into the guided mode normalized by the total
emission rate Γ of the emitter. The last identity is valid for a lossless and trans-
lational invariant waveguide, where the z-dependence of the field distribution
along the waveguide axis is described by an effective wave vector keff, and the
waveguide contribution of the Green’s tensor G1D is proportional to exp[ikeffz]
(see Section 2.3.2). Here, the symbol rz refers to a position in space that is trans-
lated along z compared to r with a spacing between r and rz much larger than
the wavelength. This definition is helpful when numerical methods are used
to reconstruct the full field in a waveguide. In these simulations, the near-field
dominates at the position of the source and cannot be easily separated from the
guided mode contributions.4

In general, the coupling efficiency β accounts for an arbitrarily oriented dipole
coupling to a complex guided mode with various field components. It is notewor-
thy that β carries no detailed information about the interactions that arise when
a second emitter is coupled to the system (Section 2.4.1). Neglecting coherent
effects, a quantum emitter acting as a simple single photon source emits under
cw excitation maximally with a rate of βΓ/4 into each arm of the waveguide.

For an ideal one-dimensional system no radiation is lost into non-guided modes,
and β becomes unity. However, in reality loss channels cannot be completely
suppressed. The coupling efficiency can be additionally boosted by increasing
the density of optical states of the guided mode. The emission enhancement
factor A quantifies this effect and is defined as the total emission rate of the
emitter in its local environment Γ normalized by the emission rate of an emitter
in isotropic space Γiso. The reference space refers to a medium that surrounds
the emitter and not necessarily vacuum

A= Γ

Γiso
= d∗ · Im

[
Gtotal(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d

d∗ · Im
[
Giso(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d
. (2.22)

4 Details on the numerical simulations and the extraction of relevant quantities are discussed in
Appendix A.
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The product P = βA = Γ1D/Γiso defines the emission enhancement into the
guided mode compared to all other channels and is comparable to the Purcell
enhancement factor [115]. The emission of a single emitter into a single mode
waveguide is sufficiently described using β and A. In the literature, it is common
to use the cooperativity C which can be written as [14, 46]

C= β

1−β = Γ1D

Γloss
= d∗ · Im

[
G1D(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d

d∗ · Im
[
Gloss(r ,r ,ωA)

] ·d
. (2.23)

The cooperativity C is a measure for how strongly the emission into the guided
mode is enhanced relative to all other relevant loss channels.

2.3.2 Spectral Response

Up to here the discussion was very general and no special assumptions had
to be made. However, relating the coupling efficiency β with quantities which
can be easily observed in the experiment is not trivial. Although the decay rate
of an emitter can be routinely measured, decomposing its contributions into
loss channels Γloss and the guided mode Γ1D is a challenging task. Instead of
measuring directly the decay rates in the time-domain, it is possible to evaluate
the spectral response of the emitter-waveguide system when probed via the
guided mode. Three ports are in general available: transmission, reflection and
light scattered into the non-guided modes. In the following, we introduce a
very compact formalism that allows one to gain insight into the underlying
physical processes. The derivation of the formulas in this section is lengthy and
the interested reader is referred to the respective references.

At several wavelengths distance from a linearly polarized dipole in the transverse
plane with |z − z ′|Àλ, where r′ = (x ′, y ′, z ′) is the position of the dipole, the on-
axis guided mode contribution of the waveguide can described by a plane wave
propagating in z [99, 116, 117]. Accordingly, the 1D Green’s tensor G1D(r ,r ′,ω)
can be well approximated using the pure transverse components and reads
[87, 98, 118]

G1D(r ,r ′,ω) ≈ i
c2ε0

2ω
· E TW(r )⊗E TW(r ′)∫

TA dA Ez
(
E TW ×H TW∗)eikeff(z−z ′). (2.24)

The transverse field components of the waveguide mode are described by its
transverse electric E TW and magnetic field strength H TW, where ⊗ denotes the
tensor product. The term

∫
TA dA represents the integral in the transverse plane
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(x-y) and Ez is the longitudinal unit vector. The exponential term, with the
wavenumber keff = neffω/c defined by the effective mode index neff, depends
on the waveguide axis projected separation between the point of interest and
the dipole source z − z ′. A closed form of the Green’s function for cylindrical
waveguides can be found in reference [116]. We can rewrite Equation 2.24 as a
function of β and the distance (z − z ′) as [114]

G1D(r,r′) ≈ iβ(r′)Γ(r′)G1D
0 (r,r′)eikeff(z−z ′). (2.25)

Here, we introduced G1D
0 , which carries information on the transverse mode

profile.

Extinction - Destructive Interference

When launching a probe field with amplitude EP into the waveguide mode, we
can express the transmitted field Et as the coherent superposition of the probe
field EP and the field E1D,scat scattered by the emitter,

Et = EP +E1D,scat. (2.26)

In order to calculate the scattered electric field of the emitter E1D,scat, we assume
that the Green’s function G(r ,r ′,ω) for the system of interest is known and turn
to the full-quantum picture. We can formulate the electric field operator Ê (r ,ω)
as [110, 113]

Ê (r ,ω) = i
ω2

c2

√
ħ
πε0

∫
dr ‘

√
Im{ε(r ′,ω)}G(r ,r ′,ω) · f̂ +(r ′,ω)+h.c.

= Ê+(r ,ω)+ Ê−(r ,ω).

(2.27)

The bosonic annihilation and creation operators f̂ −, f̂ + include the quantum
noise associated with the respective permittivity of the materials consistent with
the Kramer-Kronig relation [119] and are different from the operators used in
Section 2.1.2.5 The field operators Ê+ and Ê− denote the positive and negative
frequencies, respectively. By integrating in frequency space, one can obtain the
full field operator Ê (r ). Assuming that the coupling between the sources and the
reservoir (vacuum) is weak (Born approximation) and that the correlation of the
reservoir decay is fast compared to the source coherences (Markov approxima-
tion), one can formulate a master equation with the reduced density operator
of the atomic system ρ̂ according to Equation 2.5. These assumptions are valid
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2.3. A Single Emitter Coupled to a Guided Mode

if the guided mode exhibits a broad spectrum relative to the dipole transition
and the allowed modes are closely spaced supporting a smooth distribution of
frequencies ωi as it is the case for the simple linear waveguides. In a frame rotat-
ing at the laser frequency ωP and by applying the rotating wave approximation,
we can write the Hamiltonian Ĥ and the Lindblad Operator L̂ for an atom at
position r ′ as

Ĥ = −ħ∆Pσ̂
+σ̂−− (

d · Ê−
P

(
r ′) σ̂++d∗ · Ê+

P

(
r ′) σ̂−)

, (2.28a)

L̂(ρ̂A) = −Γ
2

(−2σ̂−ρ̂σ̂++ σ̂+σ̂−ρ̂+ ρ̂σ̂+σ̂−)
. (2.28b)

The steady solution of the master equation can be obtained in a similar fashion
as discussed for the semi-classical case.

We can rewrite Equation 2.26 in terms of the quantum field operators

Ê+
t = Ê+

P + Ê+
1D,scat. (2.29)

The operator of the scattered field Ê+
1D,scat can be expressed in the source field

picture [83]. By using the waveguide Green’s function from Equation 2.25 and
by assuming that the probe field EP has the same orientation as the transition
dipole moment d, we can rewrite equation 2.29 and arrive at [99]

Ê+
t (r ) = Ê+

P (r )+ ω2
P

c2ε0
G1D (r ,r ′,ωP) ·d︸ ︷︷ ︸

E eff
P (r )

σ̂−. (2.30)

The last term can be interpreted as an effective probe field E eff
P (r ) multiplied

by the atomic coherence operator σ̂−. It is noteworthy that the scattered field
E1D,scat relates linearly withβ. Although,β is a measure for the scattered intensity
into the waveguide mode, it also a measure for E1D, scat/EP when the probe field
interacts with the emitter via the waveguide mode. The effective probe field seen
by the emitters scales with

√
β for this excitation scheme while the emitted field

of the dipole into the waveguide also scales with
√
β.

The normalized transmission T can be calculated by evaluating the intensity
expectation value of the transmitted field 〈E+

t E−
t 〉 relative to the probe field

5 The derivation of this formulation is not helpful for the further discussion and the reader is
referred to reference [119] for details.
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〈E+
P E−

P 〉. The expectation values of the atomic raising and lowering operators
are related to the density matrix of the system as 〈σ+σ−〉 = ρss

ee and 〈σ−〉 = ρss
eg.

In the steady-state, we can write

T = 〈Ê+
t Ê−

t 〉
〈Ê+

P Ê−
P 〉

= 1+ β2 Γ
2

Ω2
P

ρss
ee︸ ︷︷ ︸

Incoherent part

−2β
Γ

ΩP
Im

[
ρss

eg

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Coherent part

= 1− β(2−β)Γ2

Γ2 +4∆2
P +2Ω2

P

. (2.31)

For negligible probe Rabi frequencies ΩP ¿ Γ, the resonance fluorescence of
the emitter scales linearly with the incoming field and the emitter scatters the
incoming light purely coherently, thus, allowing for destructive interference in
transmission (extinction). However, for elevated Rabi frequencies ΩP ≥ Γ, the
excited state |e〉 gets populated and incoherent contributions from spontaneous
emission will grow. In that situation, the scattered light will not only carry the
transition frequency ω0, but also sidebands at ω0 ±ΩP/2 (Mollow triplet) [120].
The details of this process are discussed in Section 6.2.4. The incoherent contri-
butions cannot interfere with the probe field, but will still be emitted into the
guided mode reducing the extinction contrast.

Figure 2.7a shows the resonant transmission signal as a function of the probe
Rabi frequencyΩP. The extinction signal is maximal in the weak driving regime.
Figure 2.7b shows the coherences ρeg (red) and the excited state population
ρee(blue) as a function of the probe Rabi frequency. The coherent contribution
is strongest for ΩP < Γ, while the excited state population ρee dominates for
ΩP > Γ and exhibits a saturation behavior with further increasing Rabi frequency
as it is known from the incoherent fluorescence signal.

The normalized reflection R can be readily calculated using the expression for
Ê+

1D,scat in Equation 2.30 since no other field contributions are expected. We
arrive at

R = 〈Ê+
scatÊ−

scat〉
〈Ê+

P Ê−
P 〉

=
(
βΓ

ΩP

)2

ρss
ee =

β2Γ2

Γ2 +4∆2
P +2Ω2

P

. (2.32)

The normalized power scattered into non-guided modes S can be calculated
assuming energy conservation with 1 = R+T+S and gives

S = 2(1−β)βΓ2

Γ2 +4∆2
P +2Ω2

P

. (2.33)
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Figure 2.7 – Coherence properties of the light emitted by a resonantly driven two-level system:
(a) On resonant transmission signal of a TLS coupled with β= 1 to the waveguide as a function
of the probe Rabi frequencyΩP. With increasingΩP the extinction contrast 1−T is reduced. (b)
Density matrix elements ρss

ee and ρss
eg as a function of the Rabi frequency. The coherently radiated

emission scales with ρss
eg while the incoherent emission depends on ρss

ee. See text for details.

Figure 2.8a illustrates the spectral response of all three channels for β= 0.5 in
the weak driving regime. A strong extinction dip in transmission as well as peaks
in reflection and in the scattered light intensity are observable. The extinction
signal 1−T (red) exhibits a superior contrast with increasing coupling efficiencyβ
than the reflection signal (blue) as can be seen in Figure 2.8b. The light scattered
into non-guided modes S reaches its maximum for β= 0.5, where the probe field
couples rather efficiently to the emitter but the resonantly scattered light still
couples with a 50 % probability to non-guided modes. For β< 0.5 the emitter
sees less probe field while for β> 0.5 the light is preferentially scattered into the
waveguide mode and, thus, S decreases.

A part of the excitation can be lost to non-coherent channels as red-shifted fluo-
rescence or to non-radiative processes (dissipation). The interaction of a guided
mode with an atom exhibiting more than two energy levels (three-level atom)
is discussed in reference [40]. We take decay to other channels into account by
considering a finite scattering efficiency on the resonant transition α= Γres/Γtot

where Γtot is the total decay rate of the excited state and Γres describes only
its resonant contribution [77, 121]. The definition of α via the decay rates of
the respective channels resembles the definition of the coupling efficiency β.
A probe field launched into the waveguide will interact with an effectively re-
duced dipole moment

p
αd [121] which, in turn, will resonantly scatter a field

proportional to
p
α into the waveguide mode. Accordingly, a finite resonant

scattering efficiency can be included phenomenologically by replacing β with
an effective coupling efficiency αβ in Equations 2.31 to 2.33 describing only
the resonant part of the light scattered by the emitter. The physical origin of a
reduced resonant scattering efficiency will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.8 – (a) Reflection R (blue), transmission T (red) and loss S (green) signal of a two-level
system coupled to a waveguide probed with a weak laser beam for a coupling efficiency of β= 0.5
as a function of the probe detuning ∆P in units of the total emission rate Γ. The reflected and
scattered intensity show a Lorentzian peak while the transmission exhibits an extinction dip. (b)
Signal amplitudes for weak on-resonant excitation as a function of the coupling efficiency β for
an ideal TLS. The red curve shows the extinction signal 1−T for clarity.

Assuming that the non-resonant decay channels will result in red-shifted fluores-
cence, the total emitted power will be still conserved but non-resonant P nres

total and
resonant P res

total parts contribute 1 = P nres
total +P res

total. Accordingly, the power lost to
incoherent channels P nres

total scales with αβ(1−α). We can calculate the expected
red-shifted signals for no laser detuning and negligible probe Rabi frequency as

Tred = Rred = 1

2
αβ2(1−α) and Sred =αβ(1−α)(1−β). (2.34)

Figure 2.9 shows the expected coherent and red-shifted signals as a function
of the resonant scattering efficiency α for a moderate coupling efficiency of
β= 0.6 and no laser detuning. In this picture, for a vanishing resonant scattering
efficiency α ≈ 0 the emitter will not interact with the guided mode, a probe
beam would be completely transmitted. With increasing scattering efficiency
the coherent signals indicating the molecular resonance become stronger. The
incoherent signals, however, are strongest for a resonant scattering efficiency of
α= 0.5, where the interaction probability of the emitter with the guided mode
is still strong but the excitation of red-shifted fluorescence is not negligible.
In addition to red-shifted fluorescence channels, non-radiative dephasing has
to be considered for solid-state emitters (see Chapter 3). This can be done by
splitting 1−α in two terms as 1−α = ιred + ιnr with a red-shifted ιred = Γred/Γ
and a non-radiative contribution ιnr = Γnr/Γ. Here, Equations 2.34 can be readily
used by replacing 1−α with ιred.
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Figure 2.9 – Coherent channels (a) and red-shifted (b) channels as a function of a finite resonant
scattering efficiency α for a coupling efficiency of β = 0.6. All signals are normalized to the
incident power at the position of the emitter. (a) Sum of all coherent signals P res

total (black), coherent
transmission Tres (red), coherent reflection Rres (blue) and coherently scattered light into non-
guided modes Sres (green). (b) same as in (a) but for the red-shifted signals. Here, the reflection
signal is identical to transmitted signal (Tred =Rred).

In order to understand the extinction signal in a more intuitive fashion, we con-
sider an emitter interacting linearly with the electric field similar to the response
of a classical dipole. Here, the emitter will coherently scatter a field E1D,scat scal-
ing with β to the incoming probe EP propagating inside the waveguide. The
electric field induces a dipole moment dind = κEP depending on the polarizabil-
ity κ of the emitter [122]. Using equation 2.16 the electric field emitted by the
dipole into the guided mode reads as

E 1D
scat =

ω2

c2ε0
G1Ddind = ω2

c2ε0
G1DκEP. (2.35)

On resonance, the oscillating dipole acquires a phase of eiπ/2 which is included in
the expression for the polarizabilityκ.6 We can write the polarizabilityκ= eiπ/2/Γ
[122] in terms of the dipole projected Green’s function using Equation 2.20.
Under the condition that the probe field is aligned parallel to the dipole moment
and in combination with equation 2.25, the transmitted field Et can be written
as coherent superposition of the scattered field and the probe field EP which
carries an additional phase shift of π/2. This results in destructive interference
observed in transmission.

Et = EP +E 1D
scat = EP ·eik|z−z ′| (1−β)

. (2.36)

6 The phase lag of π/2 is analog to a classical harmonic oscillator which is driven resonantly.
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The last identity is analogous to the expression of the transmitted field obtained
via the source field approach in equation 2.30. We want to emphasize that
extinction is a phenomenon that can be also observed in free space by tight
focusing on a two-level system [123–125]. In this case, the π phase shift between
incoming light field and scattered field is a combination of the Gouy phase and
the dipole response.

A single emitter resonance can also cause Fano-like line shapes in transmission
if the transmitted field interferes with either an additional broader resonance or
a third light field. The first scenario can be realized with waveguides exhibiting
a so-called colored reservoir, as for example in photonic crystal waveguides
or cavities [99]. However, also coherent background light in a transmission
measurement can interfere with the transmitted mode of the waveguide.

We did not write the explicit time dependency of the electric field for the sake of
simplicity. The resulting expressions given here are only valid under steady-state
conditions.

2.3.3 Photon Statistics

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the light emitted by a single TLS exhibits special
statistical properties. As soon as the coherently emitted light interferes with a
weak probe field, as in the case of a transmission measurement, the photon
statistics will be altered. Assuming that a weak laser is probing the waveguide-
emitter system, it is obvious that for β close to zero the second-order correlation
function of the transmitted light, will resemble the uncorrelated statistics of a
coherent state with g (2)(0) = 1. The second order correlation function will drop
to zero for β = 0.5 where on average every second photon is scattered by the
TLS. Here, for an incoming two-photon state one photon will be scattered and
interferes destructively in transmission, leaving a single-photon state behind
[39]. The situation changes for βÀ 0.5 where nearly every guided photon will
be seen by the TLS. Thus, states with more than one photon within the tem-
poral interval of the emitter’s lifetime will be transmitted while single photon
states interfere destructively. This results in strong bunching at τ= 0 and can be
understood as a strong non-linearity acting on the single photon level as soon
as the coupling efficiency reaches a critical value above 0.5. The second order
correlation function of the coherently transmitted light g (2)

T (τ) can be described
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(a) (b)

g(2)(τ=0)=1

Time delay τ (Γ) Coupling efficiency  β

Figure 2.10 – Second order correlation statistics of a weak field probing an waveguide-emitter
system in transmission: (a) Second order correlation function for β ranging from 0 (dark) to 0.7

(bright) in steps of 0.1. For low coupling efficiencies (β< 0.1) g (2)
T (0) is close to one, with increasing

β anti bunching evolves. For βÀ 0.5 strong bunching can be observed while the minimum in

the correlation function is shifted towards longer delay times τ. (b) g (2)
T (0) as a function of the

coupling efficiency β. Note the semi-logarithmic representation. The gray dashed line indicates

g (2)
T (0) = 1.

quantitatively by [39]

g (2)
T (τ) = e−Γτ

{(
β

1−β
)2

−eΓτ/2
}2

. (2.37)

Figure 2.10a shows the evolution of the second order correlation function for
different coupling efficiencies. An anti-bunching feature can be observed for
βÀ 0.5 at time delay τ0 = 4log

[
β/(1−β)

]
/4 additional to photon bunching at

τ= 0. Figure 2.10b shows g (2)(0) as a function of β. The correlation function g (2)

exhibits a strong dependency on the coupling efficiency for β> 0.4 while the
transmitted light shows the unaltered statistical properties of the probe field for
β< 0.2. The properties of the scattered S and the reflected light field R are not
influenced by the coupling efficiency β since the respective fields should not
interfere with the probe field.

2.4 Many Emitters Coupled via a Guided Mode

In case that two or even more emitters couple efficiently to the same guided
mode, non-negligible emitter-emitter interactions will arise. In the following, we
will introduce the formalism that allows one to describe the formed many-body
states.
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We take all energy conserving interactions into account in order to generalize
the Hamiltonian Ĥ in Equation 2.28a to N emitters. This includes dispersive
coupling between atom i and atom j described by the term Ji j also known as
spin-exchange term. The corresponding Lindblad operator L̂ describes dissi-
pative interactions between all atoms quantified by the associated decay rates
Γi j .

We can write [99, 110, 119]

Ĥ=−ħ∆P

N∑
i
σ̂+

i σ̂
−
i −ħ

N∑
i , j=1

Ji j σ̂
−
i σ̂

+
j

−
N∑

i=1

(
d · Ê−

P (ri )σ̂+
i +d∗ · Ê+

P (ri )σ̂−
i

) (2.38)

L̂(ρ̂A) =−
N∑

i , j=1

Γi j

2

(
−2σ̂−

i ρ̂σ̂
+
j + σ̂+

i σ̂
−
j ρ̂+ ρ̂σ̂+

i σ̂
−
j

)
. (2.39)

Both interaction parameters Ji j and Γi j can be expressed in terms of the Green’s
function using the dipole transition moments di which are associated with atom
i at position ri [48, 98, 126, 127],

Ji j ≈ ω2
L

ħc2ε0
d∗

i ·Re
[
G(ri ,r j ,ωL)

] ·d j (2.40a)

Γi j = 2ω2
L

ħc2ε0
d∗

i · Im
[
G(ri ,r j ,ωL)

] ·d j . (2.40b)

The dispersive term Ji i corresponds to the Lamb shift for a single quantum
emitter in free space giving a constant energy offset. For two separate emitters
with i 6= j , Ji j describes a coherent population transfer.

The dissipative term Γi j describes the fact that the spontaneous emission of
emitter i can influence the emission of emitter j and vice versa. This interaction
is mediated by vacuum fluctuations. For a single emitter, Γi i corresponds to its
natural emission rate Γ in the presence of the waveguide. It is worth mentioning
that there is a factor of two difference in the definitions of Γi j and Ji j , which is
convenient for the following discussion.

If we now assume that the interaction between both emitters is waveguide
mediated and near-field effects can be neglected, we can replace G(ri ,r j ,ωL) in
Equations 2.40a and 2.40b by the waveguide contribution of the Green’s function
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Figure 2.11 – Dispersive Ji j (red) and dissipative coupling rate Γi j (blue) between two emitters
with parallel dipoles spaced by ∆zi j for a waveguide with β = 0.5 (a) and free space (b). For
∆zi j ¿λ near-field contributions dominate.

G1D
i j . The 1D Green’s tensor contribution for two dipoles with different coupling

efficiencies βi and decay rates Γi can be written analogous to Equation 2.25 as
[47, 98]

G1D
i j = i

√
ΓiΓ j

√
βiβ jG

′
0eikeff|∆zi j |, (2.41)

with ∆zi j = zi − z j . Different coupling efficiencies of the emitters might arise
due to different dipole orientations or positions [98]. The expressions for the dis-
sipative and the dispersive coupling rates depend on the spatial phase between
both emitters keff∆zi j , their respective coupling efficiencies βi and decay rates
Γi . For i 6= j we can write [47, 98]

Ji j = 1

2

√
ΓiΓ j

√
βiβ j sin

[
k∆zi j

]
, (2.42a)

Γi j =
√
ΓiΓ j

√
βiβ j cos

[
k∆zi j

]
. (2.42b)

Figure 2.11 shows both parameters Γi j and Ji j as a function of the spacing
∆zi j = zi −z j between emitters i and j along the waveguide axis with a common
coupling efficiencyβ= 0.5 and decay rate Γ (a) in comparison with free space (b).
Near-field effects dominate in both cases for spacings ∆zi j much smaller than
the transition wavelength λ. However for ∆zi j À λ (far-field), the amplitude
of the oscillating coupling rates is a constant in a lossless waveguide. If no
waveguide is present, a substantial interaction arises only in the near-field since
the coupling rates Γi j and Ji j decay with 1/r 3 as expected for a dipole-dipole
interaction in three dimensions.
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We want to emphasize that expression 2.42a and 2.42b neglect near-field effects
as the Green’s tensor was decomposed into guided mode contributions and
losses. However, the near-field contribution as they are shown in Figure 2.11
can be extracted from numerical simulations and can be included by plugging
the full field information into equations 2.40a and 2.40b which are universally
valid. In the following, we will neglect near-field contributions and use the
expression for the guided mode Green’s tensor G1D in order to obtain a model
which correctly describes the long-range interactions.

The atomic coherences of the coupled N emitter system depend on their spatial
arrangements due to the spatial sensitivity of Γi j and Ji j . In order to find the
eigenstates of the system, we first write down the master equation for the density
matrix elements ρi

ge for the i th emitter in the weak excitation regime [99],

∂ρi
ge

∂t
=

(
i∆L − Γ

2

)
ρi

ge + iΩi
P + i

N∑
j=1

gi jρ
j
ge. (2.43)

Equation 2.43 resembles the evolution of a single emitter in a driving field with

Rabi frequencyΩi
P =−EP(ri )di /ħ and an additional term gi j = ω2

L
ħc2ε0

d∗
i ·G1D

i j ·d j

describing the field generated by all other emitters j . It can be shown [99] that
the general steady-state solution for all N coherences ρge follows

ρge =−A−1Ω, (2.44)

where the elements of matrix A are defined as Amn = (∆L + iΓ/2)δmn + gmn .
Upon diagonalization of A, the polaritonic eigenfunction ψk evolve with their
corresponding eigenvalues λk (with k = 1, ...N ). The eigenstates ψk describe
phases and populations of the N emitters along the waveguide resulting in many-
body states as shortly discussed in Section 2.4.2. By substituting the solution for
the coherences into Equation 2.57, one can obtain the self-consistent total field
allowing to calculate the transmission and reflection spectrum [99].

2.4.1 Two Coupled Emitters

In order to gain a better understanding of the dissipative and dispersive coupling
between single emitters, it is helpful to discuss first the simple case of two
emitters without considering an external probe field.

We obtain the eigenstates of the system by solving the eigenvalue equation of
the energy conserving Hamiltonian Ĥ describing two coupled emitters with
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individual resonance frequencies ωi and coupling rates Ji j

Ĥ=ħ
N=2∑

i
ωi σ̂

z
i +ħ

N=2∑
i 6= j

Ji j σ̂
+
i σ̂

−
j . (2.45)

Assuming the same linewidth Γ for both emitters, we can write the eigenstates
of the coupled system in the atomic basis |gi 〉, |ei 〉 as [128]

|g〉 = |g1〉 |g2〉 (2.46)

|a〉 = u |e1〉 |g2〉+ v |g1〉 |e2〉 (2.47)

|b〉 = v |e1〉 |g2〉−u |g1〉 |e2〉 (2.48)

|e〉 = |e1〉 |e2〉 . (2.49)

The mixing coefficients are given by u = dp
d 2+J 2

12

and v = J12p
d 2+J 2

12

with d =∆12 +√
∆2

12 + J 2
12 and the relative detuning between the emitters∆12 = (ω2−ω1)/2. The

states |a〉 and |b〉 are maximally entangled for no emitter detuning ∆12 = 0. The
energy Eg of the ground and the excited state Ee is chosen to correspond to the
mean energy of the transition frequencies of the two emitters ±ω0 =±(ω1+ω2)/2
while the energy of the intermediate states can be expressed as a function of

ωcoh =
√
∆2

12 + J 2
12.

Eg = −ħω0 (2.50)

Ea = ħωcoh (2.51)

Eb = −ħωcoh (2.52)

Ee = ħω0 (2.53)

The energy splitting ħ∆ab = Ea −Eb between state |a〉 and state |b〉 is dominated
by the coherent coupling strength J12 which is ∆ab = J12 for no emitter detuning
(∆12 = 0). The level scheme of the coupled system is represented in Figure 2.12.
Solving the full master equation including the dissipative interaction is more
involved. The reader can refer to references [128, 129] for a detailed calculation.
For an emitter detuning ∆12 6= 0, an interference term can shuffle population
from state |a〉 to state |b〉 and vice versa. Accordingly, ΓA and ΓB depend on each
other. In case of no detuning ∆12 = 0 the decay rates ΓA and ΓB are decoupled.
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Γa

Γb

-hω0

-hωcoh

hωcoh

hω0

Figure 2.12 – Level scheme of two coupled TLSs. Γa and Γb describe the decay rates of the
eigenstates states |a〉 and |b〉 into the ground state |g〉. See text for details.

Depending on the separation between two resonant emitters, the dispersive or
the dissipative coupling term can dominate (see Figure 2.11). In the near-field,
the dispersive interaction J12 strength dominates resulting in a large level split-
ting∆ab . In the far-field, the maximal coherent coupling strength in a waveguide
is limited by β. Here, the resulting level splitting between state |a〉 and state |b〉
can be expressed as a function of ∆z12 using Equation 2.42a as

∆farfield
ab =β ·Γ · sin[keff∆z12] . (2.54)

The decay rates Γa and Γb will also depend on the separation between both
emitters. For no emitter detuning, we can write

Γfarfield
a = Γ

(
1+βcos[keff∆z12]

)
, (2.55a)

Γfarfield
b = Γ

(
1−βcos[keff∆z12]

)
. (2.55b)

For an effective path difference of keff∆z12 = qπ between two emitters, where q
is an integer, the dispersive interaction is switched off, and states |a〉 and |b〉 are
degenerate. However, their lifetimes are altered by strong dissipative interactions.
For even q state |a〉 (state |b〉) will show an enhanced (reduced) decay rate. The
situation reverses for odd q . For two dipoles oscillating in phase (bright or super-
radiant state) the emission rate is raised to a maximal value of 2Γ corresponding
to the near-field limit. For dipoles oscillating out of phase (dark or sub-radiant
state) the emission can be completely suppressed for β= 1. This situation can be
compared to the formation of a cavity, where a spontaneously emitted photon
by emitter one is reflected by emitter two [130] and a standing wave can form
due to constructive interference (bright state) or emission can be suppressed
due to destructive interference (dark state).
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The emitters are phase shifted relative to each other by π/2 for spacings of
keff∆z12 = (q +1/2)π. Here, the dissipative term is suppressed, the coherent cou-
pling dominates and the degeneracy of levels |a〉 and |b〉 is lifted. As can be seen
from equation 2.54 the strong collective coupling regime J12 À Γ between both
emitters cannot be reached in the far-field of a simple linear waveguide since
the coherent coupling strength is limited by β. Therefore, oscillatory behavior in
the decay dynamics of the spontaneous emission will be hardly observable for a
moderate β below one [128].

Theoretical Model of Two Coupled Emitters

In the following section, we will discuss the spectral signatures of a coherently
coupled system consisting of two emitters coupled to the same guided mode.
Our model is based on the formalism introduced above.7

We consider two coupled TLSs and allow for an emitter detuning by introducing
the individual resonance frequencies ωi . In the semi-classical picture and in
the frame rotating at the laser frequency ωP, we can write the Hamiltonian of
the coupled system driven with a probe field similar to the formulation given in
Equation 2.38 with ∆P,i =ωP −ωi as

Ĥ=−ħ
N=2∑

i
∆P,i σ̂

z
i −ħ

N=2∑
i , j=1

Ji j σ̂
−
i σ̂

+
j −ħ

N=2∑
i=1

Ωprb,i

2

(
σ̂+

i + σ̂−
i

)
. (2.56)

The atomic operators σ̂z
i , σ̂+

i and σ̂−
i correspond to the individual atomic op-

erators which can be expressed in the eigenbasis of the coupled system. We
can readily use the Lindblad operator of Equation 2.39 with N = 2. We further
assume that the emitters exhibit individual decay rates Γi and coupling efficien-
cies βi while they are spatially separated by ∆zi j = zi − z j along the waveguide
axis.

The Rabi frequencies ΩP,i = di Ep (ri )/ħ depend on the dipole moment of the
TLS di and on the electric field amplitude at its position Ep (ri ). If the TLSs are
individually addressed from the side and not via the waveguide mode, we can
independently adjust their respective Rabi frequencies Ωprb,i . However, for a
system probed via the guided mode, the Rabi frequencies will depend on the
respective coupling efficiencies βi . We can account for this by scaling the probe
field with

√
βi which is effectively seen by the TLS (see also Section 2.3.2).

7 The model was implemented using Mathematica. The first Mathematica script was written by
Harald Haakh which was then adopted and modified.
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By using the definition of the dissipative and dispersive interaction terms from
Equations 2.42a and 2.42b, we can solve the corresponding master equation

numerically under the steady-state condition
dρ

dt
!= 0 imposing that Tr[ρ] = 1.

The solution renders the steady-state density matrix of the coupled system
ρss giving all coherences and populations as a function of the laser detunings
∆P,i , coupling efficiencies βi , decay rates Γi , emitter spacing ∆zi j and Rabi
frequenciesΩP,i .

In order to calculate the transmission of the waveguide-emitter system probed
via the guided mode, we express the transmitted field Ê+

t similar to Equation
2.29 as the sum of the driving field Ê+

P and the fields generated by the emitters
coupled to the waveguide. Using the source field expression as analogous to
Equation 2.30, we arrive at [50, 99]

Ê+
t (r ) = Ê+

P + ω2
L

ε0c2

N=2∑
i=1

G(r ,ri ,ωL)di σ̂
i
ge. (2.57)

We use the first emitter as phase reference with keff∆z1i and calculated the
transmitted field at position z as coherent superposition of the probe field and
the field scattered by emitter i as

Ê+
t (z) = Ê+

P (z)−
N=2∑

i
EP(z)

(
iβi eikeff(z+∆z1i ) Γi

ΩP,i
σ̂−

i

)
. (2.58)

Evaluation of the normalized expectation value of this expression for z À∆z12

as defined for one emitter in equation 2.31 in combination with the steady state
solution of the density matrix renders the transmission signal. The reflection
spectrum is obtained analogous by considering the expectation value of the
scattered field in Equation 2.58. For driving schemes where only the emitter i is
driven from the side and the light scattered into non-guided modes is detected
at the position of emitter i or j , we adjustΩprb,i accordingly and setΩprb, j = 0.
Evaluation of the excited state population 〈σ̂z

i 〉 or the coherences 〈σ̂z
j 〉 renders

then the corresponding signals.

For the ease of the following discussion we assume that both emitters exhibit
the same dipole moment d and couple equally efficiently to the guided mode.
All spectra shown in the following are calculated in the weak driving limit with
ΩP ¿ Γ.
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T

S2S1

Pwg

Psc,1

Emitter spacing Δz12

Emitter 1 Emitter 2

Psc,2

R

Figure 2.13 – Excitation and detections schemes of two emitters coupled via a shared guided mode
and spaced by ∆z12: The system can be excited via the waveguide port Pwg and orthogonally to
the guided mode via the scattering ports Psc,1 and Psc,2. Signals can be detected in transmission
T, reflection R or at the position of the emitters via the scattered light S1 and S2, respectively.

Spectral Response of a Two Coupled Emitters

In the experiment, various excitation and detection schemes are conceivable
as illustrated in Figure 2.13. Light can be either sent into the waveguide mode
(port Pwg) or can be focused from the side on the individual emitters (ports Psc,1

and Psc,2). Detectable signals are the reflected R, transmitted T or the scattered
light S1 and S2 into non-guided modes at the respective emitter positions. For
the ease of the discussion, we normalize signals S1 and S2 to the light which can
be detected at port S1 if a single emitter is resonant to an incoming driving field
either via the guided mode Pwg or via port Psc,1. The transmission and reflection
are normalized to the unaltered probe field intensity.

The formation of a cavity occurring when the spatial phase is a multiple of π
can be easily observed by exciting one atom selectively via an external port,
e.g. Psc,1, and monitoring the resulting fluorescence signal scattered into non-
guided modes (e.g. S1) while the resonance frequency of the second emitter
is swept. If the two emitters are resonant, more light will be scattered at the
position of emitter one into non-guided modes (S1). Figures 2.14 (a) and (b)
depict the expected signals at ports S1 and S2 for a moderate β of 0.6 where the
signal in channel S1 is increased by a factor of three when the two emitters are
resonant. This increase in channel S1 can be phenomenologically explained
by considering that photons emitted into the guided mode by emitter one can
be reflected by emitter two and scattered into non-guided modes (S1) at the
position of emitter one. When the emitters are off-resonant, a single Lorentzian
peak with a FWHM of Γ is observable in channel S1 indicating the resonance
of emitter one. Channel S2 only reveals a fluorescence signal if the emitters
are close in resonance frequency. Here, emitter two scatters guided photons
stemming from emitter one into non-guided modes (S2).
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Figure 2.14 – Scattered light signatures of two emitters coupled via a guided mode with β = 0.6 in
the weak driving limit. Emitter one is driven via port Psc,1 with a weak probe beam : Scattered
light at ports S1 (a) and S2 (b) with a spatial phase of keff∆z12 = qπ. (c), (d) same as for (a) and (b)
but for a spatial phase of keff∆z12 = (q +1/2)π. The signal in (d) is multiplied by a factor of two
for better visibility. All signals are normalized to the signal detectable at port S1 for far detuned
emitters.

For purely dispersive coupling between the emitters with a spatial phase of
keff∆z12 = (q +1/2)π, where q is an integer, a level splitting between the coupled
states |a〉 and |b〉 will evolve. The level splitting can be observed by driving
emitter one via port Psc,1 and monitoring at the same position signal S1 while the
resonance frequency of emitter two is swept (Figure 2.14c). When the emitters
are resonant, the onset of an anti-crossing can be observed corresponding to
transitions from |g〉 to |b〉 and |a〉 of the coupled system where the degeneracy
of |b〉 and |a〉 is lifted. The signal detected at scattering port S2 will not reveal
the anti-crossing as indication for the dispersive nature of the interaction (see
Figure 2.14d) since light will be only scattered when both emitters are resonant
to each other.
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The coupled system can also be probed in transmission by coupling a weak laser
beam via port Pwg to the guided mode and monitoring the transmitted T and
reflected R power. Figure 2.15 compares the observable signals at ports S1, S2,
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Figure 2.15 – Signals obsersable at various waveguide ports if two TLSs are coupled via a waveguide:
Spatial phase dependence of the scattered signals S1 (a) and S2 (b) when emitter one is excited
via Psc,1. Transmission T (c) and reflection R (d) for excitation via the waveguide mode Pwg. The
emitter detuning∆12 is zero. Signal S1 and the reflection show the strong modulation with varying
spatial phase. The assumed coupling efficiency is β= 0.6.
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Figure 2.16 – Spectral feature of a coupled system (β = 0.6) for a spatial phase of keff∆z12 =
(q +1/4)π detectable in the scattered light S1 (a) and the reflected R light (b) when the waveguide-
emitter system is probed via the guided mode.
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R and T for the case of resonant emitters as a function of their spatial phase
and laser detuning. The strongest signal modulations can be observed at port S1

(Figure 2.15a) and in reflection R (Figure 2.15d) whereas the transmission T and
the light scattered at port S2 only shows a minor phase dependency. The poor
modulation of the transmission signal originates from the already substantial
extinction signal expected for a single emitter with β = 0.6. In reflection, the
detected light does not interfere with the probe beam resulting in a stronger
modulation of the signal as a function of the spacing keff∆z12.

Figure 2.16 shows exemplary the expected spectral signatures in S1 and reflection
R for an intermediate spatial phase of keff∆z12 = (q +1/4)π revealing asymme-
tries in the spectra arising from competing dispersive and dissipative coupling
rates. Further interference effects will be observable by driving both emitters
simultaneously via ports Psc,1 and Psc,2 and varying the phase of the driving
fields relative to each other. The discussion of these effects is, however, beyond
the scope of this work.

In the weak driving regime, the coherent waveguide transmission TN=2 for two
emitters (N = 2) and reflection RN=2 can be formulated in case of no laser
detuning ∆P,1 = 0 and no emitter detuning ∆12 = 0 as

T N=2(∆z12) = (1−β)2
∣∣∣∣ 1−β

1−β2exp[2ikeff∆z12]

∣∣∣∣2

(2.59)

RN=2(∆z12) = β2
∣∣∣∣1− (

1−2β
)

exp[2ikeff∆z12]

1−β2exp[2ikeff∆z12]

∣∣∣∣2

. (2.60)

These equations resemble the transmission and reflection coefficients of a Fabry-
Perot cavity with mirror reflectivity β2 for which one can define a cavity finesse
F according to [131] as

F= π
√
β

1−β . (2.61)

However, it is important to keep in mind that the mirror reflectivity itself exhibits
a small bandwidth which is limited by the linewidth of the emitter Γ. Figure 2.17
shows the resonant (∆P,1 = 0, ∆12 = 0) transmission (a) and reflection (b) signals
of a weak laser beam probing the system via the guided mode as a function of
the coupling efficiency β and spatial phase keff∆z12. In case of pure dispersive
coupling (keff∆z12 = (q+1/2)π) the reflection is minimal with 4β4/(1+β2)2 while
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(a) Transmission T Reflection R(b)

Spacing keffΔz12 Spacing keffΔz12

Figure 2.17 – Resonant transmission (a) and reflection (b) signals of two emitters coupled to a
waveguide as a function of their individual coupling efficiency β and their relative spatial phase
keff∆z12. The reflection and transmission signals are normalized to the input power. Here, the
coupled system is directly probed via the guided mode.

it is maximized for dissipative coupling (keff∆z12 = qπ) with 4β2/(1+β)2. The
light scattered into non-guided modes can be readily calculated using the energy
conservation argument S=T+R-1.

The coupled system can also be directly excited via a two-photon transition from
the collective ground state |g〉 to the collective excited state |e〉 with an energy
separation of 2ħω0. The two-photon excitation of the collective excited state was
observed for two near-field coupled molecules [18] and can be used to generate
squeezed light and induce entanglement between the emitters [132]. For two
emitters coupled in the far-field via a guided mode, the interaction potential is
distance dependent. Here, the two-photon transition probability will be reduced
for purely dispersive coupling while it will be maximal for purely dissipative
coupling.

2.4.2 Many Emitters - Polaritonic Systems

It is difficult to extract universally valid expressions for the observable signals
when N emitters are coupled via a guided mode. Here, numerical methods
allow one to solve the eigenvalue equation and to investigate the corresponding
eigenstates. This section discusses only qualitatively some limiting cases of the
polaritonic phase space. The interested reader is referred to references [50, 99].

Let us assume that all N emitters exhibit the same transition frequency ωA , the
same linewidth Γ, the same coupling efficiencyβ and the same dipole moment d.
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A chain of emitters can lead to different phenomena depending on their relative
spatial ordering, inducing Bragg resonances, cavity formation, longitudinal
localization or two-body states [50]. The latter situation arises at high densities
with ∆zi j ¿ λ when the average spacing between two adjacent emitters is
subwavelength and near-field interactions dominate.

As discussed for a system of two emitters, in a regular chain with a spacing of
keff∆zi j = qπ pure dissipative coupling will govern the interactions. For high
coupling efficiencies only one of the formed collective eigenstates will couple
efficiently to the guided mode where all the emitters have either the same phase
(for even q) or are phase shifted byπ relative to its nearest neighbor (for odd q) as
illustrated in Figure 2.18 (a) and (b). These two states, which are equivalent with
the Γ- or, respectively, the X -point of the Brillouin zone, show a superradiant
behavior with a collective emission rate γ+ [50]

γ+ = [
1+β(N −1)

]
Γ. (2.62)

The other N −1 Bloch modes have a periodic phase modulation but cannot
couple efficiently to the guided mode due to their symmetry (subradiant states).
These states can be, depending on β, efficiently excited via free space by adjust-
ing the spatial phase of the incoming light field for each emitter. The collective
decay rate γ− of these eigenstates is reduced [50]

γ− = (1−β)Γ. (2.63)
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Figure 2.18 – Three exemplary eigenstates of a polaritonic system with purely dissipative coupling
and periodic spacing of keff∆zi j : Super radiant eigenstate for a chain of emitters with spacing of
keff∆zi j = qπ for even q (a) and odd q (b). Subradiant eigenstate for odd q spacings (c).
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The decay rates γ+ and γ− of the collective states determine an upper and,
respectively, a lower bound for the decay dynamics of the polaritonic system.
The transmission and reflection of the system probed via the waveguide mode
scale with N 2 for a regular chain with a phase difference of π between adjacent
emitters [50]

Tπ =
(
1− Nβ

Nβ+ (1−β)

)2

(2.64)

Rπ =
(

Nβ

Nβ+ (1−β)

)2

. (2.65)

Another regime is a highly dilute system of emitters with negligible coupling
efficiency β¿ 0.1. Here, the interaction between the emitters can be neglected
and the transmission as well as the reflection can be calculated as the sum over
the individual particle contribution. This yields the well-known Lamber-Beer
law in transmission [99]

Tβ¿1 = exp

{
−N · ln

[
∆2

P + (Γ+Γ1D)2/4

∆2
P +Γ2/4

]}
. (2.66)

By introducing disorder I on the relative average spacing L between the emitters
of an ordered chain and varying the density, a larger polaritonic phase space can
be probed. A measure for the number of emitters participating on average in a
collective state ψn can be defined as p =∑N

n=1

∣∣ψn
∣∣4. Figure 2.19 plots the aver-

age participation number p as a function of the disorder I /L and emitter density.
For small disorder, extended Bloch states with large participation number arise
(light blue) while as soon as disorder is introduced these states start to collapse.
With increasing disorder, localized states dominate the coupled system with
an intermediate participation number ranging from 5-20. For high densities,
these localized states will further collapse to two-emitter resonances due to
near-field interactions with an average participation number of two (dark blue).
Localized states will always decay to non-guided modes if β< 1 independent
of the number of emitters N as can be seen from equation 2.63 which, in turn,
means that no Anderson localization will be observable [133, 134].
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Figure 2.19 – Polaritonic phase space for 100 emitters coupled via a shared guided mode with
β= 0.4. The average participation number p as a function of the disorder I of a regular chain of
emitters being spaced by L and as a function of the density. Reprint with permission from [50].

We conclude that many emitters being coherently coupled to a shared guided
mode provide a huge phase space in which a variety of many-body phenom-
ena such as Bragg-resonances, Bloch states and localization will be already
observable for moderate coupling efficiencies β.
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3 Single Molecule Spectroscopy

Organic dye molecules are used in many scientific areas and technical appli-
cations ranging from fundamental physics and fluorescence microscopy to
their use as color pigments and in OLED displays in modern smartphones. Dye
molecules are particularly well known in the scientific community for their re-
cent important contributions to the development of fluorescence nanoscopy
[135]. Although conventional dye molecules suffer from strong phonon coupling
and prohibitive photobleaching, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) such
as pentacene or dibenzoterrylene (DBT) can be nearly indefinitely photostable
when embedded in organic crystals [136, 137]. Furthermore, PAHs can have
very stable and narrow resonances at superfluid helium temperature, giving
access to scattering cross sections close to the ideal value of 3λ2/2π [123]. Al-
together, these properties lead to efficient light-matter interactions that allow
functionalities such as single-molecule transistors [41] and few-photon non-
linear quantum optics [44]. As we show in this work, single molecules lend
themselves as highly efficient solid-state quantum emitter for applications in
integrated nano-quantum optics on a chip [97].8

3.1 General Optical Properties

A common structural property of organic dye molecules are extended π orbitals
which define the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the system. The
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is characterized by an electron
density distribution exhibiting one more node in the wave function than the
HOMO. Neglecting all other energy eigenstates of the system, a molecule can
be approximated by a two-level system where the HOMO corresponds to the
ground state |g〉 and the LUMO to the excited state |e〉 as introduced in Chapter
2.

8 The introduction was partly adopted from reference [138] and modified.
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Figure 3.1 – Typical energy level scheme (a) of an organic dye molecule with an electronic singlet
ground |g〉 and singlet excited state |e〉. Each state has vibronic sublevels v 6= 0 and phonon side
bands (light gray). A non-spin conserving process (inter system crossing rate, ISC) connects the
excited state |e〉 with the triplet state. Schematic of an emission spectrum (b) at low temperature
which maps the electronic ground state |g〉. The spectrum can be obtained by optically pumping
the molecule via the 0-1 ZPL into the excited state and detecting spectrally resolved the emitted
light (see text for details).

Similar to the quantum mechanical toy model of an electron in a box-potential,
the energy spacings between |g〉 and |e〉 grow smaller with increasing size of the
shared π system. A charge redistribution upon excitation from |g〉 to |e〉 with one
more node evolving in the wave function is a dipole allowed transition with a
non vanishing transition dipole moment d = 〈g|e r̂ |e〉 6= 0 that can be optically
addressed. Typical transition frequencies range from the UV for simple double
bonds to the near infrared for conjugated aromatic π systems.

In case of resonant or near-resonant excitation of the electronic transition from
|g〉 to |e〉, it is valid to neglect other electronic states. However, the two-level ap-
proximation has to be slightly modified to better explain the spectral response of
a realistic molecular system. A single molecule also supports discrete vibrational
eigenmodes (v > 0) with typical transition frequencies up to a few terahertz cou-
pling to |e〉 and |g〉. Figure 3.1a shows a schematic level diagram with the pure
electronic ground (|g〉, v = 0) and excited state (|e〉, v = 0) where each state can
exhibit vibrational sublevels with v > 0. If the relative atomic positions within a
molecule differ between the excited state (|e〉, v = 0) and the ground state (|g〉,
v = 0), vibronic modes will be excited upon decay from |e〉 to |g〉. Accordingly,
the dipole moment of the electronic transition d will be reduced by

p
αFC where

we introduced the so called Franck-Condon factorαFC [121]. A quantitative mea-
sure for αFC can be deduced by evaluating the overlap integral αFC = |〈ψe|ψg〉 |2
of the nuclear wave functions in the ground ψg and excited state ψe which can
be at maximum unity for no nuclei displacement (Franck-Condon principle)
[139].
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3.1. General Optical Properties

In many applications, dye molecules are embedded in an organic matrix. The
matrix, however, supports phonons which can couple to the eigenstates of the
molecule. The phonons which strongly interact with the electronic states exhibit
a quasi continuous energy distribution with typically frequencies ranging from a
few gigahertz up to several terahertz [65, 69]. We indicate the coupling between
the discrete molecular energy states and the so called phonon wing (PW) by
gray bars in Figure 3.1a. Coupling to phonons reduces additionally the transition
dipole moment. This can be quantified introducing the Debye-Waller factorαDW.
The total dipole moment is reduced to

p
αDWαFCd including the Franck-Condon

factor.

At room temperature, the thermal energy kB T is sufficient to excite most of the
phononic states in the matrix, with kB being the Boltzmann constant and T the
temperature. During the excited state life time of a molecule Γ−1 interactions
with phonons lead to additional dephasing at a rate Γdeph [140]. Here, the ratio
of Γ/2Γ2 with Γ2 = Γ/2 +Γdeph can become as small as 10−6 [141] reducing
the coherence time of the excited state drastically and decreasing the effective
interaction cross section σ of a single molecule defined as

σ= 3λ2

2π

Γ

2Γ2
= 3λ2

2π

Γ

Γ+2Γdeph
. (3.1)

At lower temperatures the phononic eigenstates will be less populated (frozen
out). The critical temperature at which a nearly lifetime limited resonance can
be observed depends on the specific host-guest system but is typically below
4 K [65, 69]. Under these conditions, additional dephasing is suppressed and the
ratio Γ/2Γ2 can come close to the natural limit of unity, a regime where a single
molecule behaves as a well isolated quantum system and allows for efficient
light matter interaction.

The optically allowed transition between the pure electronic ground (|g 〉, v=0)
and excited state (|e〉, v=0) is denoted as 0-0 zero phonon line (0-0 ZPL, marked
green in Figure 3.1a). Upon excitation light will be spontaneously emitted to
resonant (0-0 ZPL, green) and red-shifted channels (see light green, orange
and red arrows in Figure 3.1a). The red-shifted photons are generated due to
excitation of phonons (phonon wing PW), molecular vibrations (0-N ZPL) or
both (phonon wing of 0-N ZPL).

Figure 3.1b depicts a typical emission spectrum of a single molecule at low
temperatures which can be obtained by pumping a molecule via the a 0-1 exci-
tation into the first vibronic state of the excited state (|e〉, v=1) and by spectrally
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Figure 3.2 – Inhomogeneous broadening of single emitters in the solid-state: (a) Distorted lattice
of host material with embedded dye molecules (colored circles) sitting in defect sites. (b) Inhomo-
geneous broadening of the individual molecular resonances exhibiting a Gaussian distribution in
frequency space. Adopted and modified with permission from [142].

analyzing the resulting fluorescence light. Here, the vibrational energy of the
optically driven state (|e〉, v=1) is usually dissipated due to non-radiative decay
(NRD) and the excited state (|e〉, v=0) gets populated. The spontaneously emitted
photons map the electronic ground state including vibrational sublevels and the
associated phonon wings. The Debye-Waller factor can be extracted from the
emission spectrum by comparing the number of photons emitted in the 0-0 ZPL
to the number of photons detected in the 0-0 ZPL and its corresponding phonon
wing. The Franck-Condon factor is defined as the number of photons emitted
in the 0-0 ZPL compared to the number of photons emitted in all 0-N ZPLs
(see Appendix B). The combined Franck-Condon/Debye-Waller factor defines,
therefore, the ratio of resonantly scattered light by a single molecule and can
readily replace the resonant scattering efficiency α=αDWαFC as introduced in
Section 2.3.2.

Commonly, the electronic ground and excited state of organic dye molecules
are singlet states with a total spin of zero. Although transitions to states with
a different total spin are dipole forbidden, their transition probability is finite
due to interactions with the host matrix. Consequently, state |e〉 can also decay
to a triplet state with total spin one (inter system crossing, ISC) [141]. Once the
system is in the triplet state (dark state), there is no fast decay channel to the
ground state. Depending on the dye molecule and the host material, the ISC rate
can manifest in substantially lower fluorescence yields and blinking behavior.

The narrow linewidth of the 0-0 ZPL at low temperatures compared to its
resonance frequency promotes molecules to ideal probes of their local nano-
environment. Slight modifications in the electron density distribution surround-
ing a molecule shift its electronic energy levels resulting in a measurable shift
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of its resonance frequency. Figure 3.2a depicts a schematic representation of
a distorted crystal lattice in which single emitters are embedded (colored cir-
cles). Since each molecule sees a slightly different nano-environment, an inho-
mogeneous distribution of individual resonance frequencies can be observed
(inhomogeneous broadening, IHB). Figure 3.2b shows schematically the inho-
mogeneous broadened excitation spectrum of many molecules which can be
obtained by scanning a narrowband laser in frequency (red peak) and monitor-
ing the fluorescence signal.

In order to specifically excite single molecules, spatial and/or spectral selection
is necessary. By focusing light to a diffraction-limited spot, the excited volume of
the matrix can be drastically reduced. For very low dopant concentrations only
a single molecule will sit with a certain probability in the focal volume. However,
for moderate doping concentrations many hundred emitters will be within that
volume. In this situation, a narrow band laser can be used to address single
molecules resonantly via the 0-0 ZPL exploiting the inhomogeneous broadening
[69].

3.1.1 Stark Tunability

The molecular resonance frequency ωA can be externally influenced by static
electric fields (Stark effect). The change in resonance frequency δωA can be
explained by considering the interaction of a dipole d with an static electric field
Eext. The interaction can be described using perturbation theory if the electric
field is much weaker than the potential with which the electrons of the molecule
are bound. We can express the frequency shift as

ħδωA =−δd ·Eext − 1

2
Eext ·δκ ·Eext (3.2)

considering only up to second order perturbations [143]. The change in dipole
moment between the ground state and the excited state is defined as δd = dee −
dg g . A change in polarizability is defined as δκ= κee −κg g with the tensorial po-
larizability κ. Common isolated dye molecules which are used in single molecule
spectroscopy, such as dibenzoterrylene (DBT) and dibenzanthanthrene (DBATT),
do not posses a permanent dipole moment dee = dg g = 0. However, the polar-
izabilities of the ground and the excited state are intrinsically different with
κee 6= κg g . Therefore, a purely quadratic Stark effect can be often observed.

The symmetry of the molecular orbitals is altered if the molecule experiences a
non-centro-symmetric crystal field inducing a permanent dipole. If the induced
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Chapter 3. Single Molecule Spectroscopy

dipole is different for the ground and the excited state, a linear component
in Equation 3.2 arises. Especially for highly disordered host crystals such as
polymers the linear part will dominate over the quadratic component [144].

3.1.2 Spectral Instability

The high quality factor of the molecular resonances ωA/Γ in the range of 107 at
low temperatures makes the center of the resonance frequency highly sensitive
to changes in the local environment. The shift of the molecular resonance fre-
quency over time is known as spectral diffusion and has different underlying
mechanisms. Spectral diffusion will be observable at low temperatures if two or
more host configurations near the fluorophore are energetically accessible. Tun-
neling between the configurations leads to a change in the electric field at the
molecular position [145]. Depending on the ratio of energy barrier and thermal
energy, these jumps can occur on different time scales [69]. Spectral diffusion on
a time scale much faster than the detection rate leads to an altered Lorentzian
lineshape with a broadened width observable in an excitation spectrum. Mod-
erate spectral diffusion rates on the same time scale as the detection rate will
result in blinking behavior at the original molecular resonance frequency. Here,
the spectrum will exhibit several non-Lorentzian peaks originating from a sin-
gle molecule [69]. If the jump in resonance frequency takes place on much
longer time scales than the detection rate, the Lorentzian resonance of a single
molecule can occur at different spectral positions over time.

Only some molecules of the IHB will exhibit spectral diffusion. The fraction of
the spectrally stable molecules depends on several factors, many of them are
still not well understood. In general, strong spatial confinement and vicinity to
crystal boundaries can degrade the optical properties. Strong spatial confine-
ment of the crystal in nanoscopic channels can shift the center of the IHB as
well as enhance spectral diffusion [67]. Crystal strain induced effects also make
molecules sensitive to macroscopic mechanical vibration of the host material
[146].

3.2 Host-Guest Systems

Dibenzoterrylene (DBT) was used in this work as organic dye molecule. The
center of the inhomogeneously broadened 0-0 ZPL can range from 690 nm
up to 795 nm depending on the host matrix. Figure 3.3a shows the chemical
structure of DBT which is usually embedded in three different matrices (Figure
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Dibenzo-terrylene (DBT)

Cl

Cl

Naphthalene (Naph)
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              (p-DCB)

Guest molecule Host molecules(a) (b)

Figure 3.3 – Molecular structure of dibenzoterrylene (a) and host molecules (b) namely naphtha-
lene (Naph), anthracene (Ac) and para-dichlorobenzene (pDCB).

3.3b), namely naphthalene (Naph), anthracene (Ac) and para-dichlorobenzene
(pDCB). All these matrices form crystalline structures which ensure good optical
properties of DBT at low temperature, including narrow 0-0 ZPL transitions (30-
35 MHz) and reasonable Franck-Condon/Debye-Waller factors (αFCαDBW ≥ 0.3).
Additionally, DBT can also be embedded in polyethylene (PE) with an IHB of
the ZPL close to 435 THz. This polymeric system is, however, not well studied
so far. Table 3.1 summarizes the properties of DBT in these four different host
matrices.

Low background fluorescence and a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is pivotal
for single molecule spectroscopy. Therefore, any absorption line of the host ma-
terial should be blue-shifted with respect to the 0-0 ZPL of the guest molecule.
Low absorption in the host material can be ensured if the conjugated π system
of the host molecule is substantially smaller than the π system of the dye or not
even existent as for example in PE. Another important property of the host is its

Table 3.1 – Characteristic properties of DBT embedded in various matrices as the main transition
frequencies of the 0-0 ZPL ωZPL, the combined Franck-Condon/Debye-Waller factor αcomb,
the first strong transition frequencies into higher vibrational modes ω0-N, the linewidth at low
temperature Γ and the corresponding melting temperatures Tm of the host guest systems.

Dye/Matrix ωZPL (THz) αcomb ω0-N (THz) Γ (MHz) Tm(K)

DBT/Ac [147–152] 382, 377 0.3-0.5 391 35 490
DBT/Naph[153–155] 396 0.3 400 30 353
DBT/pDCB [156] 403, 383 0.4 410 30 326
DBT/PE 435 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
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Table 3.2 – Refractive indices of naphthalene and anthracene.

Matrix Crystal symmetry nα nβ nγ Wavelength (nm)

Ac [158] monoclinic C5
2h 1.55 1.775 2.04 589

Naph [159] monoclinic P21/c 1.52 1.72 1.85 578

crystallization behavior. The average crystallite size should be much larger than
the wavelength λ in order to ensure good optical access and low scattering. How-
ever, very high quality crystals of the matrix tend to expel the dopant. Control
of the crystallization process is crucial when dye-doped organic matrices are
integrated into nanophotonic structures, as will be discussed in Chapters 5 and
6 [67, 138, 154]. Many organic substances crystallize in monoclinic, triclinic and
orthorhombic space groups [157] which automatically results in birefringence
of the formed crystals. Anthracene and naphthalene, as summarized in Table
3.2, exhibit refractive indices between 1.5 and 2 depending on the optical axis.
The refractive index is especially important when dye-doped organic matrices
are interfaced with nanoguides.
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4 Experimental Setup

The experimental data presented in this thesis were collected with a number of
optical setups and three different generations of cryostats. The complexity of
the setup steadily increased and the system became nearly fully automated. In
the following, we will describe the basic elements of the final system that was
developed over the years.

Samples were investigated at temperatures below 2 K in a helium bath cryostat
with optical access. The confocal microscope described in Section 4.1 was used
to focus light tightly on the cold sample. Sample characterization and prepa-
ration required two separate room temperature setups which are presented in
Section 4.2.

4.1 Cryogenic Microscope

The experimental setup can be formally divided into five units, namely the cryo-
stat including vacuum and liquid gas handling equipment, electronics, optics,
the laser system, and the software used for data acquisition and controlling
the individual devices. The cryostat forms the core of the experiment about
which the rest of the setup is constructed. Inside the cryostat, a moderately
sized, cylindrical sample chamber (height 11 cm, diameter 14 cm) can be cooled
to 1.2 K (Section 4.1.4). At these temperatures dye molecules can exhibit narrow
resonances down to a few tens of megahertz on the 0-0 ZPL requiring a nar-
rowband laser system (Section 4.1.1) which allows for spectral selectivity. Two
independent confocal microscopes are used to send laser light into the cryostat
and extract photons from the structures and molecules of interest (Section 4.1.2).
Electronic devices such as data acquisition cards and light detectors (Section
4.1.3) are used to automate the measurement protocols which are implemented
in a LabView based software that was developed during this thesis.9 The design
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Chapter 4. Experimental Setup

principle of the cryogenic microscope resembles setups as they were developed
by previous doctoral students in the group [124, 125, 160–163].

4.1.1 Laser System

The continuous-wave narrowband laser system is based on a titanium sapphire
(Ti:Sa) all-automated, tunable ring cavity (SolsTiS, M Squared Lasers). The os-
cillator is pumped with a frequency-doubled solid-state diode laser (Sprout-G,
Lighthouse Photonics) that emits at 532 nm with a maximal power of 10 W. Sev-
eral dispersive elements inside the ring cavity can be used to tune its resonance
frequency and hence the laser wavelength between 700 nm and 1000 nm. The
frequency of the laser is stabilized via a side of fringe locking scheme using an
external, tunable cavity module.
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Figure 4.1 – Laser frequency drift over time with (a) the laser locked to the external reference cavity
and (b) with an additional longterm stabilization using the wavemeter as feedback allowing for a
long term frequency stability of below ±2 MHz on a time scale of hours. The signals shown here
are obtained by hole burning experiments in a praseodymium doped YSO crystal [71]. Courtesy
of E. Eichhammer.

The active stabilization scheme allows for a laser linewidth below 0.5 MHz
on a time scale of minutes. Figure 4.1a depicts the measured laser frequency
as a function of time in a hole burning experiment using a praseodymium
doped yttrium orthosilicate crystal (YSO) similar to the experiments described
in reference [71]. The measured drift is 0.4 MHz/s. Longterm frequency stability
can be achieved by using a high precision wavemeter (WS-7, HighFinesse) as
slow feedback. Combining both locking schemes yields frequency stabilities

9 The first version of the software was developed by T. Nowak. The details of the program are not
discussed here.
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of a few MHz on time scales of hours (< 3 MHz deviation in 90 min, Figure
4.1b). The maximal scanning range of the external cavity is 20 GHz (fine scan).
For frequency scans larger than 20 GHz a TeraScan option is available which
exploits the wavemeter information in order to stitch consecutive 20 GHz scans
in frequency space. Further details of the laser system can be found in references
[164, 165].

4.1.2 Optical Setup

The schematic beam path of the optical setup including its principle elements
is depicted in Figure 4.2. The narrowband, continuous wave (cw) laser system
used for addressing single molecules is spatially separated from the experiment
on an additional optical table actively temperature stabilized to ±0.1 K. This
ensures high temperature stability of the laser system and reduces vibrational
cross talk between the laser and the experimental table which, in turn, improves
the long-term frequency stability. The laser light is split in two beams from
which one path is amplitude and frequency modulated while the other is only
amplitude modulated using two independent acousto optical modulators (AOM)
which operate at a center frequency of 200 MHz (MT200-A05-800, AA Opto-
Electronics Sa). In order to compensate for angular beam displacements and to
generate a larger frequency modulation bandwidth, a double-pass configuration
was implemented. Each of the two laser beams is coupled into a polarization-
maintaining single mode fiber (PMF, PM780-HP, Thorlabs GmbH) to send the
laser light to the experimental table. Here, the intensity is stabilized using the
signals from photo-diode PD-1 and PD-2 as feedback for power modulating
the corresponding AOM drivers. By changing the center frequency of AOM-2,
the two laser beams can be detuned relative to each other by approximately
±80 MHz while the center frequency is set by the laser cavity itself.

Two independent confocal microscopes (confocal microscope 1, red, and confo-
cal microscope 2, blue) are oriented from two opposite sides towards the cryostat
where two aspheric lenses (AL, NA=0.77, Edmund Optics) act as low temperature
objectives facing towards the sample (Sa). The beam diameter of the laser is
chosen to overfill the clear aperture of the aspheric lenses of 6 mm. Confocal mi-
croscope 1(2) is fed with laser light from fiber PMF-1(2) from the laser table. The
laser beam can be spatially scanned on the sample using a galvo mirror (GSM,
FSM-300-03, Newport) and a piezo scanning mirror (PSM, S-334, Physik Instru-
mente) resulting in an effective field of view of approximately 80 x 80 µm2. Three
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Figure 4.2 – Schematic of the optical setup: The laser system is situated on a separate optical table
(upper panel) with a pump laser coupled to a tunable Ti:Sa ring cavity. The laser frequency is
stabilized using an external reference cavity (RefC) and a wavemeter (WM). The other elements
are: Optical isolator (OI), polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), acousto-optical modulator (AOM), spatial
filter (SpF) and telecentric lens assembly (TCA). Two independent confocal microscopes are used
on the experimental table with the following elements: Polarization maintaining fiber (PMF), Glan
laser polarizer (GLP), photo- diode (PD), shutter (Sh), intensity manipulation (IM), polarization
manipulation (PM), beam pick-off (BPO), piezo scanning mirror (PSM), aspheric lens (AL), sample
(Sa), flip mirror (FM), galvo scanning mirror (GSM), spectral filer (SP), pinhole (PH), translation
stage (TS), beam splitter (BS), avalanche photo-diode (APD), camera (Cam), wide-field lens (WL).
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avalanche photo-diodes (APD, SPCM-AQRH-4X-W4-WX, Excelitas Technologies
Corp.) and two cameras are used as sensitive detectors.

Microscope 1 is equipped with a back-illuminated EMCCD camera (Cam-1, iXon
897, Andor, Oxford Instruments), while microscope 2 uses a scientific CMOS
camera (Cam-2, ORCA-Flash4.0, Hamamatsu) in detection. Upon removal of
pinholes PH-1 and PH-2, the cameras allow to image the sample in wide-field
illumination using either laser or white light (not shown). All lenses were pur-
chased from Thorlabs with an anti-reflection coating for the near-infrared (B-
coating). The ND-filters mounted inside the intensity manipulation wheels (IM)
are absorptive and anti-reflection coated. All mirror in the setup are protected
silver mirrors ensuring reasonable polarization maintaining properties.

The laser beam in confocal microscope 1 can be also sent to room temperature
setup 1 (RT setup 1), a replica of the cryostat sample chamber which can host the
cryostat insert. This setup can be used for mounting and pre-aligning samples
as well as testing the functionalities of the sample positioning system. Another
optional beam path can be used to send the laser light to a second room temper-
ature setup (RT setup 2) as it is used for sample characterization (see Section
4.2).

4.1.3 Electronics

A schematic of the basic electronic components is shown in Figure 4.3. Two
workstations interface various electronic devices with each other via digital
channels (blue wires). Data acquisition cards (NI DAQ PCIe-6321 and USB-
6211, National Instruments) are used to record and generate digital signals
(black wires) as well as analogue signals (red wires). The data acquisition is
hardware timed using an internal clock from the PCIe-6321 card. A generated
hardware trigger times the frame acquisition for both cameras (Ixon 897 and
Orca Flash) and ensures synchronized signals. The APD signals are split by a
power divider and sent to the DAQ card as well as to a time correlating single
photon counting module (SPC 130, Becker-Hickl GmbH) where the latter allows
for the simultaneous measurement of photon statistics between two APD inputs.

A high-voltage driver (MDT693B, Thorlabs GmbH) generates voltages up to
150 V with low noise level sent to a high-voltage switch. The switch distributes
the potentials to various programmable outputs fed into the cryostat, which are
used in Stark tuning experiments. The center frequency of AOM-2 is modulated
using a home-built radio frequency driver with an analog input controlled by
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Figure 4.3 – Schematic of the basic electronic components including optical detectors (light
orange), controllers of optical elements (light green), data acquisition hardware (light blue),
devices communicating with the cryostat (yellow), other electronic devices (gray), laser electronics
(red) and two workstations (PC-1, PC-2). Blue wires represent digital communication channels,
red wires analogue signals and black wires simple digital TTL pulses. The red zig zag lines on the
right side represent the connection to the cryostat. PD: photo-diode, PID: proportional-integral-
derivative controller, AOM: acousto optical modulator, GSM: galvo scanning mirror, PSM: piezo
scanning mirror, APD: avalanche photo-diode, TA: trans-impedance amplifier, SPC: single photon
time correlation card, TSC: translation stage controller, HV: high voltage, ND: neutral density.

the second DAQ-card (USB-6211) due to lack of sufficient analogue outputs on
card PCIe-6321.

During a measurement, various signals are recorded including four temperatures
(sample, cryostat baseplate, needle valve, and helium tank 1, see Section 4.1.4 for
details), analogue signals (PD1, PD2, PID 1 output, PID 2 output), digital counter
inputs (APD-1, APD-2, APD-3), pressure of the isolation vacuum, laser frequency
(wavemeter) and camera frames. Additionally, an information file is generated
for capturing all the relevant settings (λ/2- and λ/4-plate positions, ND-filter
positions, camera settings, data acquisition rate, integration, time stamp etc.).
An email system sends information about finished measurements and critical
system parameters such as base plate temperature or isolation vacuum pressure.
Various measurement protocols can be easily implemented due to modular
programming. Those used in this work are described in the respective Chapters
5 and 6.
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4.1.4 Cryostat

The cryostat is custom made by Cryovac GmbH. Compared to the cryogenic
systems described in references [124, 125, 163] the system exhibits an elongated
sample chamber, a liquid nitrogen tank, direct fiber access to the sample cham-
ber, a heating system at its needle valve and four temperature sensors. The
cryostat is mounted on a vibration isolated optical table with a home made table
extension. The inhomogeneous weight distribution on the table is compensated
by six active vibration isolation legs.
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He tank I
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Figure 4.4 – Schematic of the vacuum and gas system of the cryostat with a concrete vibration
isolation (CVI) block between the helium pump and cryostat. A needle valve (NV) interconnects
He tank I and He tank II. Any connections and valves associated with the refill systems are
neglected for sake of clarity.

The functional principle of the cryostat is based on evaporative cooling of liquid 
helium. The cryostat is equipped with two chambers for liquid helium (HeCh1 
and HeCh2) and a tank for liquid nitrogen that has been added to thermally 
shield the helium tanks, thus reducing the overall helium consumption. Two 
liquid helium chambers allow continuous operation at a temperature below 
2 K inside the sample chamber. The average liquid helium consumption is 
approximately 22 l/d under working conditions of 1.7 K in the sample chamber 
whereas the liquid nitrogen consumption amounts to est. 17 l/d. Level sensors 
in all tanks monitor the respective filling status and automatically control the 
refilling of HeCh1 and the liquid nitrogen tank. HeCh1 is connected to HeCh2 via 
a needle valve (NV) which can be used to adjust the flow of liquid helium from 
HeCh1 to HeCh2 (see Figure 4.4). The pressure in HeCh2 is reduced (typically 
5 mbar) to below the λ-point of liquid helium using a rotary vane pump (SV 
40 BI, Sogevac), while HeCh1 is kept under ambient pressure. A 40 kg concrete
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block (concrete vibration isolation, CVI) between the helium pump and the
cryostat suppresses vibrations generated by the rotary vane pump. HeCh2 is
in direct thermal contact with the sample chamber. The pressure inside the
sample chamber is adjusted using a scroll pump (XDS10, Edwards) to 1 mbar of
helium atmosphere. Under these conditions a film of superfluid helium covers all
elements inside the chamber and ensures thermalization. The warm, evaporated
helium is collected and compressed using a helium recovery system.

Four silicon temperature sensors at the HeCh1, the needle valve, the baseplate
of the sample chamber and close to the sample itself monitor the respective
temperatures. The vacuum chamber surrounding all cooled elements is evac-
uated with a turbo pump (HiCube 300, Pfeiffer) and isolates the inside from
the hot environment. Five anti-reflection coated (450-850 nm reflection < 0.6%)
and 5◦ tilted 1" windows allow optical access from all four sides and from below.
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to He tank II
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Magnetic landing system

Fast exchange 
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Figure 4.5 – Graphical illustration of the sample chamber with magnetic landing system for the
insert. Nanopositioning motors move the sample and the two aspheres at low temperatures. A
mechanical decoupling system ensures that vibrations of the transfer system do not affect the
sample holder.
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In total, four windows have to be passed (vacuum chamber, 77 K shield, 4 K
shield, sample chamber) for an incoming laser beam before entering the sample
chamber. Figure 4.4 shows the basic elements and valves necessary for operating
the cryostat.

The inside of the sample chamber is home-built using gold coated, ultra high
purity copper. A baseplate is connected via four pillars to the bottom of helium
tank two (HeCh2). A temperature sensor and a magnetic three point landing
system are permanently placed on the base plate. Figure 4.5 shows the inside
of the sample chamber with a sample holder (insert) sitting on the baseplate.
The insert can be extracted from the sample chamber using a transfer system
which allows one to exchange samples with a baseplate temperature remaining
below 4 K. On the insert, the sample is fixed to a stack of two nanopositioning
motors (ANPx101-LT, ANPz102-LT, Attocube GmbH) allowing sample translation
in the x-y plane. Two aspheres focus the incoming light fields from two opposite
directions, where one asphere can be positioned along z (ANPx51-LT) and the
other in all three dimensions x,y,z (2xANPx51-LT, ANPz51-LT). 40 electrical
connections are permanently available inside the sample chamber (8x copper,
32x manganin wires). The insert itself has 30 electrical connections (15x copper,
15x manganin wires). The copper connections exhibit a typical resistance of
4Ωwhile the manganin connections show a resistance up to 120Ω. The copper
connections are used for connecting the low-temperature linear stages and the
temperature sensors while the manganing wires are used for other purposes.

The insert is mechanically decoupled from the transfer arm by four stainless steel
barbell piercings connecting the upper two plates and allowing for movement
relative to the transfer arm in all three dimensions (see Figure 4.5). Positioning
the insert on top of the permanently mounted landing system (baseplate) locks
its position with high precision. Here, three stainless steel spheres mounted
on the landing plate center in total six stainless steel bars on the lower plate
of the insert. A schematic top view of the landing system is shown in Figure
4.6a. Such a configuration exhibits only one stable position resulting in a high
and reproducible positioning accuracy. Two magnets in the base plate and two
magnets in the lower plate of the sample holder ensure correct landing even
when no optical feedback is possible.

The sample is mounted in a modular holder consisting out of up to nine plates
of different thicknesses made from spring steel. A part of the holder is perma-
nently mounted on the insert into which an exchangeable part carrying the
sample slides in (see Fig. 4.6b). The standardized lateral sample dimension are
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Chapter 4. Experimental Setup

15x15 mm2 with a minimal optically accessible area of 7x7 mm2. The thin holder
design allows for using high numerical aperture aspheres with an effective work-
ing distance of less than 1.2 mm. The sample is clamped by four screws into a
centering frame ensuring reproducible raw positioning. The upper clamping
plate exhibits cut-outs at opposite sides for eventual electrode connections on
the sample.

Brass baseplate

Sample

Slide-in mechanism

Centering frame

Clamping frame 1 cm

(a) (b)

Landing plate

Figure 4.6 – Schematic of the landing system (a) and the sample holder (b) allowing for modular
and fast sample exchange.

4.2 Room Temperature Setups

Two separate microscopes were built for sample processing. A simple inverted
microscope with heatable sample holder was used (Section 4.2.1) for filling the
samples with a dye-doped organic matrices or bonding wires to the on-chip
electrodes (see Chapters 5 and 6, respectively). Further waveguide characteriza-
tion and sample processing (e.g. butt-coupling) required a more sophisticated
optical setup (Section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Sample Preparation and Wire Bonding

Melting dye-doped organic crystals and wire bonding require elevated tempera-
tures of up to 240◦C. For this purpose, a sample carrier was designed to support
an ITO coated 18x18 mm2 cover slip (30-60Ω resistance) which is electrically
connected on two opposite sides. By sending a current through the ITO layer,
temperatures up to 240◦C could be achieved with cooling and heating rates of up
to 50 K/s. The temperature of a sample lying on top of the ITO cover slip could
be precisely adjusted after calibration with an infrared camera by tuning the
current. Optical access to the sample via an inverted microscope equipped with
a USB CMOS camera (EO-5012M MONO, Edmund Optics) allowed for monitor-
ing the filling of the nanostructures with the organic matrix which crystallized
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4.2. Room Temperature Setups

upon cooling. Electrical wires could be positioned relative to the sample using
an additional 3D translation stage. We refer the reader to Chapters 5 and 6 for a
detailed description of the sample fabrication steps.

4.2.2 Sample Characterization and Butt Coupling

The samples were characterized at room temperature using an inverted micro-
scope with additional optical access from three sides (sidewise and from top).
The sample was fixed in the same holder as shown in Figure 4.6b and mounted
on a 3D piezo-slider stage (SLC-2430 series, SmarAct GmbH). Two objectives
each fixed to a 3D piezo stage (MAX312D/M, Thorlabs GmbH) were used for
transmission measurements from the side. One of the two objectives could be
replaced by a pitch and yaw module (MDE185, Elliot Scientific) equipped with a
fiber clamp. This modification allowed us to align a fiber relative to a waveguide
for butt coupling. A long-working distance (7 cm) zoom objective microscope
(Zoom6000, Navitar equipped with a Grasshopper3 camera, Ptgrey) looking from
the top helped in alignment.
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5 Capillary-based Nanoguides

Parts of this chapter are published in Coherent interaction of light 
and single molecules in a dielectric nanoguide by S. Faez10, P. 
Türschmann10, H. Haakh, S. Götzinger, and V. Sandoghdar, 
Physical Review Letters 113, 213601 (2014).

Organic matrices as used for single molecule spectroscopy exhibit refractive
indices in the visible spectrum ranging from 1.5 for polyethylene up to 2.04 for
anthracene. By embedding these dye-doped organic materials in low refractive
index media such as fused silica (n=1.46) or magnesium fluoride (n=1.37), one
can build waveguides with an optically active core. A simple and yet powerful
approach to exploit this principle is to fill the subwavelength core of a fused

10 These authors contributed equally.

Figure 5.1 – Visualization of a nano-capillary waveguide with an organic dye-doped core (red). A
single mode fiber (right side) is butt-coupled to a filled capillary. The angle-cleaved end (left side)
scatters the transmitted mode into free space (yellow arrow).
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Chapter 5. Capillary-based Nanoguides

silica capillary (nano-capillary) with the dye-doped matrix. A homogeneously
filled capillary supports an optical mode (see Figure 5.1) where its confinement
is determined by the core diameter 2r, the refractive index ratio n1/n2 and the
wavelength λ. An intrinsic property of the system is that the dopant resides only
within the core and can thus couple most efficiently to the guided mode while
the sample fabrication does not require any nanostructuring techniques.

The chapter starts by discussing the optimal geometry for organic cylindrical
waveguides and their expected coupling efficiencies (Section 5.1). The exper-
imental results are summarized in Section 5.2, demonstrating the first exper-
imental observation of coherent coupling of single organic dye molecules to
guided modes.

5.1 Design Considerations

A subwavelength core of refractive index n1 and radius r surrounded by a
medium with refractive index n2 (Figure 5.2a) with n1 >n2 supports a single
guided mode as discussed in Section 2.2. A radially oriented dipole can couple
most efficiently to the guided mode if it is sitting in the center of the waveguide
core. Here, the coupling efficiency β depends strongly on the refractive index

2r

Fiber 
core n1

cladding n2

(a) (b)

x

Figure 5.2 – (a) Cross sectional view of a cylindrical waveguide with radius r and refractive index
n1 surrounded by a medium with a lower refractive index n2. (b) Coupling efficiency β of a radial
dipole sitting in the center of a cylindrical waveguide with an refractive index ratio n1/n2 and a
waveguide size k1r , where k1 is the wavenumber for a wave traveling in the core medium. The
white dotted line follows the ideal waveguide size for a given refractive index ratio which allows
for the maximal coupling efficiency. The white cross indicates the experimental parameters in
our nano-capillary approach. Courtesy of H. Haakh.
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5.1. Design Considerations

ratio n1/n2 and the waveguide size k1r with k1 being the wavenumber for a wave
traveling in the medium of the core. In Figure 5.2b we show the theoretically
expected coupling efficiency β of a radially oriented dipole sitting in the center
of a cylindrical waveguide as a function of the refractive index ratio n1/n2 and
the waveguide size k1r . The white dashed line indicates the optimal core radius
that yields the maximal achievable coupling efficiency for a given refractive
index contrast.

A vacuum-suspended organic core would result in the highest possible coupling
efficiency ranging from 0.5 to 0.6 for the refractive indices given above (see
Figure 5.2b). However, crystal growth and fast thermal evaporation of the organic
matrix under ambient conditions require encapsulation of the doped organic
host in another material. A transparent dielectric with a rather low refractive
index of 1.46 is fused silica from which nano-capillaries can be formed using
standard fiber drawing techniques. Using naphthalene as organic core with an
average refractive index of 1.6, we can expect a maximal coupling efficiency of
β = 0.18 for an optimal inner capillary diameter of 600 nm at λ=760 nm (see
white cross in Figure 5.2b). It is apparent that this specific geometry allows only
for rather low coupling efficiencies limited by the intrinsic material properties.
Coupling efficiency of β> 0.5 are only achievable for systems with a refractive
index contrasts of n1/n2 > 1.5.

The coupling efficiency of a dipole to the guided mode β and its emission en-
hancement factor A are affected by the radial dipole position within the core
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Figure 5.3 – Coupling efficiencies β (blue) and emission enhancement factor A (red) as a function
of the radial emitter position in the core for a radial (a), an azimuthal (b) and a longitudinal dipole
(c). The parameters used for the calculations are n1 = 1.59 (naphthalene), n2 = 1.45 (fused silica),
radius r = 300 nm and a wavelength of λ=760 nm. Courtesy of H. Haakh.
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Chapter 5. Capillary-based Nanoguides

as well as the dipole orientation. Figure 5.3 shows β and A as a function of the
radial emitter displacement relative to the core center for a radial dipole (a), an
azimuthal dipole (b), and a longitudinal dipole oriented along the waveguide
(c). A longitudinal dipole couples very weakly to the guided mode with β< 0.02,
peaking at the edge of the core. Dipoles oriented in the x-y plane couple most
efficiently to the guided mode if they are placed in the center of the core. Their
coupling efficiency drops by a factor of two from approximately 18% to 8% when
the emitter comes close to the glass-naphthalene boundary.

The emission rate of azimuthal and longitudinal dipoles is only minimally mod-
ulated with the radial position. The maximal emission rate modification can be
observed for a radial dipole with an emission rate suppression by 10% at the
waveguide-cladding boundary. These small deviations from the natural lifetime
are difficult to observe due to statistical variations in real systems.

5.2 Experimental Realization

The glass capillaries were drawn in house by the technology development and
service unit (TDSU) for fiber fabrication. The inner core diameter (ID) was
chosen to be 600 nm resulting in an optimal mode confinement when filled with
naphthalene. The outer diameter (OD) was set at 160 µm. Figure 5.4 shows two
micrographs of a capillary cut to a length of 350 µm with an empty core visible
in panel a. The length of the capillary was chosen to correspond to three or four
fields of view of the cryogenic microscope allowing fast optical inspection of the
entire sample inside the cryostat.

One side of the capillary was cleaved at 90◦ which can be used for butt coupling
to a standard single mode fiber. The other end of the capillary was cleaved at 45◦.
The angle-cleaved end scatters the guided mode out of the capillary into free
space at a 90◦ angle allowing it to be imaged from the side. This sample geometry
enables a single microscope objective to simultaneous detect the transmitted
mode and light scattered at the positions of the molecules along the capillary.

5.2.1 Sample Fabrication

The crucial steps in sample fabrication are schematically summarized in Figure
5.5. First, the protective plastic cladding of a capillary with a length of several
tens of centimeters is removed. The bare capillaries are cut in small pieces of
3 cm in length with one cleaved end (step I). The cleaved end is subsequently
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5.2. Experimental Realization

160 μm

Salt crystalliteEmpty capillary

160 μm

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4 – Micrographs of an empty glass capillary imaged with white light illumination in
transmission (a) and in reflection (b). The dark line in the center of micrograph (a) is the empty
core which becomes visible due to the lensing effect of the glass capillary. The micrograph in (b)
also shows a sodium chloride (salt) crystallite illustrating the length scales.

coated with 60 nm aluminum to ensure that eventual mode mismatch between
a standard single mode fiber and the confined mode of the nanoguide does
not result in an enhanced scattering background along the capillary. A thermal
evaporation chamber (BAE 250, BAL-TEC) is used to deposit an aluminum layer
covering only the cleaved end facet (step II) while the entry to the core remains
accessible. Several capillaries staggered by 45◦ as depicted in step III are fixed
with a removable glue (CrystalbondTM 509) on a sandblasted microscope slide.

The capillaries are cut in approximately 300 µm long pieces at an angle of 45◦

by a diamond wire saw. The fixed, short capillary pieces are then hand polished
in several steps using various diamond abrasives until the surface is optically
smooth (step IV). The angle cleaved side is coated with 60 nm aluminum (step
V). After releasing the capillary pieces from the supporting microscope slide
and rigorous cleaning, the samples are filled with the dye-doped organic matrix
DBT in naphthalene (1.7 ppm mass concentration) using the room temperature
setup as described in Section 4.2.1 (step VI). The sample is subsequently cooled
on a Peltier element to 10◦C to avoid the fast evaporation of naphthalene under
ambient conditions and carefully freed from excess of organic material (step
VII). The angle cleaved end of the filled capillary is aligned on a 15x15x0.17 mm3

microscope slide such that its facet faces away from the substrate surface (see
step VIII). The sample is fixed in this position using a small amount of ultraviolet
(UV) curable glue index matched to naphthalene (OG-142, Epotek).

A single mode fiber (SM-630HP, Thorlabs) is butt coupled to the filled capillary
while the transmission of the sample and the scattered light are monitored (the
setup is described in Section 4.2.2). Both, the capillary and the standard single
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OD 160 μm
ID   600 nm

Cleaning and preparation
of capillary

Single sided coating 
with 60 nm Al

Cutting at 45°

Single sided coating 
with 60 nm Al

Fine polishing Cleaning and filling

Cleaning of filled 
sample

Butt coupling 
and fixation

Glass support

Molten matrix

Al layer

I II III

IV V VI

VII VIII

UV glue

Figure 5.5 – Main steps in sample preparation for a capillary nanoguide: An empty capillary is
cleaved at 90◦ (I), coated with aluminum (II) and cut at 45◦ along the black dashed line in small
pieces (III). After polishing (IV), the angle cleaved facet is also aluminum coated (V). The capillary
is filled with the dye-doped organic matrix (VI). Butt coupling the filled capillary to a standard
single mode fiber allows one to optically excite the active core of the nanoguide (VIII).

mode fiber are covered completely in UV curable glue that is index matched to
naphthalene. The glue allows for nearly distortion-free imaging of the capillary
core through the cover slip and it simultaneously encapsulates the filled capillary
to prevent further evaporation of the matrix (step VIII). Covering the sample in
glue is essential for fixing the relative alignment between the single mode fiber
and the capillary especially at low temperatures. Additionally, the index-matched
glue can fill up empty parts of the capillary core where naphthalene eventually
evaporated which reduces scattering losses at both ends of the nanoguide. The
UV glue surrounding the capillary is additionally fixed to the lower cover slip
using two component epoxy glue (Zwei-Komponenten Kleber 5 min, UHU).

Figure 5.6a shows the angle cleaved and aluminum coated end facet of a capillary
embedded in glue. The opening of the core with a diameter of 600 nm is clearly
visible. The transmitted mode of the butt coupled waveguide is scattered via the
angle cleaved end into the direction of the cover slip where it can be collected
via a microscope objective. Figure 5.6b illustrates this situation where white light
illumination in transmission was used to visualize the individual parts of the
sample.
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Transmitted 
mode

Filled capillaryButt coupled 
single mode fiber

(a) (b)

Core

Glue

3x

Figure 5.6 – Micrographs of a capillary nanoguide during sample preparation: (a) Aluminum
coated end facet of an empty capillary with the opening of the core being visible in the inset. (b)
Butt coupled capillary surrounded by UV glue. The transmitted mode scattered into the objective
by the 45◦ cleaved end is visible on the right. The white bar in both images indicates 80 µm.

(a)

(b)
10 μm

Figure 5.7 – Optical micrographs of filled capillaries (ID=600 nm) recorded in crossed polarization.
The filled regions appear as bright lines due to birefringence of the organic crystal . (a) A capillary
core continuously filled over several hundred micrometers. (b) Piecewise filled capillary.

Crystallization

A high quality of the crystalline capillary core is pivotal for its waveguiding
properties. Any grain boundaries or changes in the refractive index will lead to
scattering due to a sudden change in the effective mode index. Here, even rota-
tions of the crystal axis can lead to waveguide losses due to the birefringence of
naphthalene. Therefore, it is inevitable for building an efficient one-dimensional
light-matter interface to generate a homogeneously filled capillary. Depending
on the cooling rate, the number of crystallization seeds and the geometry, which
confines the crystallization process, different crystal domains will be formed.
Figure 5.7 shows two images of a filled fiber core recorded in crossed polariza-
tion. The bright domains correspond to filled regions inside the core. Finding
the parameters for an ideal crystallization process of naphthalene in a capillary
is beyond the scope of this work. However, fast cooling rates (approx. 20 K/s) and
clean substrates can lead to large crystal domains of a few hundred micrometers
inside the capillary (see 5.7a). One has to keep in mind that the crystallization
process will also influence the spectral stability of the dopants.
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Figure 5.8 – (a) Schematic of the setup with a butt-coupled capillary waveguide mounted inside
the cryostat. A tunable narrow band laser is sent into a single mode fiber (SM) via a fiber coupler
(FC). A polarization paddle (PM) is used to adjust the polarization of the guided light. Light
leaking out of the fiber (FL) was used to stabilize the intensity in the guided mode using the
signal of a photodetector (PD) as feedback. An asphere inside the cryostat captures the light
scattered along the capillary core and the transmitted mode. The red-shifted fluorescence is
isolated from the resonantly scattered light by a dichroic beam splitters (DBS) and sent either to
avalanche photo-diodes (APDs) or sensitive cameras (C). (b) A red-shifted fluorescence image of
a mounted capillary waveguide at 1.4 K visualizing light scattered along the waveguide mode and
the transmitted mode. The image shown is obtained by stitching five fields of view (FOV). The
white scale bar indicates 50 µm.

5.2.2 Mounting the Sample

The sample was mounted in a helium bath cryostat with fiber optical and free
beam access. The simplified setup is sketched in Figure 5.8a. The other end of
the fiber butt coupled to the filled capillary was fusion spliced to a single mode
fiber (SM630HP, Thorlabs) that was permanently mounted on the transfer arm
of the cryostat. Light from the tunable, narrow-band laser system was launched
into that fiber. The polarization inside the fiber could be controlled using a
paddle polarization controller. The light intensity reaching the capillary was
stabilized by sampling the light leaking out of a bent part of the commercial
fiber. A microscope objective imaging the system orthogonal to the waveguide
propagation direction allowed us to capture the scattered light as well as the
transmitted mode. Cooling the sample from room temperature to 1.4 K was a
critical step since cooling rates of more than 50 K/hr resulted in misalignment
between the nano-capillary and the single mode fiber. The misalignment was
the result of detached UV glue from the cover slip surface. Warming the sample
up to room temperature leads to similar problems independent of the heating
rate, meaning that the samples could not be reused after warming up from 1.4 K.
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Figure 5.9 – Spatio-spectral map of red-shifted fluorescence scattered into non-guided modes
extracted by imaging the waveguide while sweeping the excitation frequency of the laser propa-
gating inside the guided mode. The bright spots correspond to individual molecules revealing
their spatial and spectral positions.

Figure 5.8b shows an image of the mounted capillary waveguide at 1.4 K obtained
by collecting the red-shifted fluorescence while the system is excited resonantly
on the 0-0 ZPL of DBT via the waveguide mode. The first few micrometers
of the capillary are filled with UV glue giving rise to broadband background
fluorescence (bright region on the left side). Further along the waveguide a
single molecule is resonant with the laser light, scattering red-shifted photons
into non-guided modes at its position as well as into the guided mode. The latter
photons manifest as a bright spot at the end of the capillary.

5.2.3 Sample Characterization

The spectral and spatial positions of the individual molecules along the filled
capillary can be found by scanning the frequency of the excitation laser coupled
to the nanoguide and imaging the red-shifted fluorescence scattered into the
non-guided modes. Figure 5.9 represents the reduced information of such a
measurement in a spatio-spectral map. In this representation, the spatial infor-
mation along the capillary is preserved while the lateral position is averaged
over the point spread function of the imaging system. The lateral position of
individual molecules can only be extracted from the original camera frames.
A line cut through a molecular resonance along the horizontal frequency axis
reveals a Lorentzian line shape while a line cut along the vertical spatial axis
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exhibits a Gaussian profile signifying the system’s point-spread function in the
propagation direction of the waveguide. Molecular resonances are randomly
distributed in both, space and frequency.

The orthogonal excitation-detection scheme intrinsically separates the excita-
tion light from the resonantly scattered light by the emitter and thus makes
the system a clean source of resonance fluorescence. Figure 5.10a shows an
excitation spectrum of a single molecule scattering red-shifted photons into
non-guided modes while excited via the waveguide. The emitter scatters also
resonant photons (Figure 5.10b). By comparing the count rates of both signals,
one can estimate the scattering efficiency on the 0-0 ZPL of the molecule (see
also Chapter 3). The total count rate without any spectral filter amounts to
87 kcts/s. Considering the individual contributions, one arrives at a combined
Franck-Condon/Debye-Waller factor of 0.36.

5.2.4 Transmission Spectroscopy

A suitable quantity for determining experimentally the coupling efficiency of a
single emitter to the guided mode is its extinction amplitude in transmission
(see Section 2.3.2). The coherent transmission spectrum is recorded by scanning
the excitation laser frequency and monitoring the resonantly transmitted light
of the guided mode using a sensitive point detector in combination with a
bandpass filter. Here, several thousand extinction dips are observed in the low
excitation regime where each dip corresponds to the coherent interaction of
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Figure 5.10 – Excitation spectrum of a single DBT molecule in naphthalene detected via scattering
into non-guided modes while the system is probed via the guided mode in (a) the red-shifted and
(b) the resonant channel. The orthogonal excitation detection scheme allows for simple spatial
separation between laser and resonantly scattered light. The spectra shown are power broadened.
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the light field with a single molecule (Figure 5.11a). A zoom onto one of the
resonances in the red-shifted channel (Figure 5.11b) and in the resonant channel
(Figure 5.11c) recorded simultaneously, shows a resonance FWHM of 35 MHz.
The maximal extinction that we observe in a reproducible manner is 8.2 %
corresponding to a coupling efficiency of 11.6 % if we account for a combined
Franck-Condon/Debye Waller factor of α=0.36 and make use of Equation 2.31.
The extinction dips with a transmission below 0.9 in Figure 5.11a could not be
reproduced in a high-resolution frequency scan. We attribute these signals to
overlapping molecular resonances where at least one molecule exhibits spectral
diffusion.

A second order auto correlations function with g (2)(τ = 0) < 0.5 of the red-
shifted photons emitted by the resonance giving 8.2 % extinction proves that
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Figure 5.11 – (a) Inhomogeneous broadening observed in a coherent transmission measurement
of a capillary nanoguide: More than 5000 molecules exhibit coherent coupling to the guided mode.
A spectral zoom on a single resonance reveals a Lorentzian line shape in simultaneously recorded
red-shifted fluorescence (b) and in the coherent light (c) with a linewidth of 35 MHz. The maximal
observed extinction signal of 8.2 % corresponds to a single emitter coupling efficiency of 11.6 %.
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the observed signal stems from a single emitter. Figure 5.12a shows the mea-
sured anti-bunching feature for the light scattered into non-guided modes with
g (2)(τ = 0) = 0.01, while Figure 5.12b depicts g (2)(τ) of the transmitted red-
shifted fluorescence with g (2)(τ= 0) = 0.3. In the latter, the contrast is reduced
due to an uncorrelated background which accumulates along the nanoguide.
The main source of this is most probably fluorescence light stemming from the
first part of the capillary filled with UV glue, as can be seen in Figure 5.8b, and
fluorescence from spectrally broad and unstable DBT molecules.

In the investigated sample, more than 5000 molecules give rise to an extinction
signal in a spectral range of approximately 3.5 THz with an average spectral
density of 1.5 molecules/GHz. The statistical distribution of the extinction signal
strength (see Figure 5.13a) originates from various radial positions and dipole
orientations of the DBT molecules inside the capillary core affecting their re-
spective coupling efficiencies. The mean value of the observed extinction signals
is 2.65 % (red dashed line). It is noteworthy that an extinction signal can be
optimized by adjusting the input field polarization. The linewidth observed on
average of 35.4 MHz (see Fig. 5.13b) corresponds to the lifetime limit of DBT in
naphthalene. Observation of linewidths below 30 MHz can be traced back to
spectrally unstable molecules exhibiting a sudden jump in resonance frequency
while being probed.

The distribution of the spectral distances between two emitters is shown in Fig-
ure 5.13c. Three sites can be identified. Most molecules are distributed around a
center frequency of 388.25 THz. The other two sites are blue shifted with respect

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12 – Normalized second order correlation function g (2)(τ) of the red shifted fluorescence
of a single molecule coupled to a nanoguide scattered into non-guided modes (a) and into
the guided mode (b). In both measurements, the system was excited via the waveguide. The
continuous red line represents a fit of the measured data yielding an upper state life time of 5.3 ns.
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Figure 5.13 – Statistical distributions of the resonances observed in the coherent transmission
spectrum of Figure 5.11: (a) Statistical distribution of the extinction signals. The red dashed line
indicates the mean value. (b) Linewidth distribution of the observed extinction signals peaking
at 35 MHz which is close to the natural lifetime limit of the DBT in naphthalene. An observed
effective linewidth below 30 MHz might be caused by spectral diffusion. Spectral separation
between two emitters (c) illustrating three spectral sites observed in the transmission spectrum.
(d) Spectral separation between two molecules with close resonance frequencies peaking at
210 MHz≈ 6Γ.

to the main site by approximately 1.9 THz and by 3 THz. The frequency separa-
tion between two molecules with similar resonance frequencies (Figure 5.13d)
peaks at 210 MHz corresponding only to six linewidths Γ.

The nanoguide geometry lends itself for studying ensemble properties due to
an easily achievable, high optical density in transmission which is accumulated
over the sample length. Broad transitions as for example excitations into higher
vibrational levels will spectrally overlap assuming an average spectral separation
of 1.5 molecules/GHz. The spectral separation can be even substantially smaller
(see Figure 5.13d) in the center of the inhomogeneous broadening resulting in a
strong fluorescence signal in transmission. By varying the frequency of a laser,
which is blue detuned relative to the 0-0 ZPL, and recording for each frequency
an emission spectrum of the red-shifted fluorescence in transmission, different
spectral sites and excitations to higher vibrational states can be easily identified
even for low dopant concentrations of approximately 10−7 Molar.
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Figure 5.14 – Spectrally resolved transmission spectra at 1.4 K for various excitation wavelengths
ranging from 735 nm (blue) up to 750 nm (green). The semi-transparent gray bar indicates the
normal site of DBT in naphthalene at 757 nm described in literature [153, 155]. The red-shaded
bar shows the red-shifted site at 771 nm.

Figure 5.14 shows spectra of the red-shifted transmitted light for excitation fre-
quencies (737 nm and 750 nm, step size 1 nm). For most excitation wavelengths,
a peak at 757 nm (gray shaded area) can be observed corresponding to the 0-0
ZPL for DBT in naphthalene also reported in literature [153, 155]. Resonant
excitation at that frequency revealed spectrally unstable resonances. For an
excitation wavelength of 748.5 nm, the transmission spectrum exhibits a sharp
resonance at 772 nm corresponding to the 0-0 ZPL of a red-shifted site (red
shaded bar in Figure 5.14) with a higher fraction of stable molecules than the
conventional blue site at 757 nm. Therefore, all the measurements presented
above were performed on the red site. Various other peaks in the transmission
spectra correspond either to relaxation from the electronic excited state into
higher vibrational levels of the electronic ground state, other spectrally shifted
sites of the 0-0 ZPL or Raman side bands of the matrix. The observation of
an emerging site shifted by 15 nm compared to center of the inhomogeneous
broadening known from literature, in combination with a spectral spread over
several THz instead of a few hundred GHz [153, 155], is a strong indication that
the organic crystal inside the capillary core experiences substantial strain and
stress.

5.2.5 Losses Along the Nanoguide

The optical losses along the nanoguide can be determined by comparing the
saturation intensities of individual molecules at different positions along the
capillary core under the constraint that the investigated molecules experience
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Figure 5.15 – Characterization of the losses along the nanoguide: (a) Linewidth of a single molecule
excited via the guided mode as a function of the laser power coupled into the single mode fiber.
The linewidth is extracted from fitting a Lorentzian to the red shifted fluorescence signal obtained
in a laser frequency sweep. The red line represents a fit to the experimental data from which the
saturation parameter S can be extracted. (b) Saturation powers PS obtained from measurements
as shown in (a) for five molecules as a function of their distance to the cleaved facet of the capillary
(excitation port, see cartoon inside figure). The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the
fitting parameter. The red line represents an exponential fit to the measured data with a waveguide
propagation constant of 1.7 mm−1.

a similar coupling efficiency β. Figure 5.15a shows a saturation measurement
of a molecule close to the butt-coupling interface excited via the guided mode
with a saturation power of 2.89 µW and a homogeneous linewidth of 33.9 MHz.
The saturation power given here relates to the power launched into the fiber.
At a saturation parameter of S = 1 the average incoming photon rate seen by
the emitter is Γ/4 (see Equation 2.9). Comparing the number of photons experi-
enced by the molecule at saturation with the power sent into the fiber, we can
estimate the efficiency with which light is coupled from the single mode fiber
into the nanoguide to be 8 ·10−5 (assuming β ≈3%). The coupling efficiency
between the single mode fiber and the nanoguide is rather low due to the mode
mismatch, strong scattering and absorptive losses in the first few micrometers
of the capillary, which are not filled with the dye-doped matrix (see also Figure
5.8b).

The saturation intensities of five molecules with a radial dipole orientation
distributed along the waveguide are shown in Figure 5.15b. Due to a nonhomo-
geneous distribution of DBT molecules along the waveguide, the region between
125 µm and 280 µm lacks sufficient data points. An exponential fit to the experi-
mental data (red line) suggests a nanoguide propagation constant of 1.7 mm−1.
The substantial deviation of the measured saturation intensities between 80 µm
and 140 µm from the expected value probably originates from a variations in
the coupling efficiencies which are not known (compare with Figure 5.3a).
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Figure 5.16 – Various experimental proposals for exploiting single emitters coupled to a nanoguide:
(a) Applying locally static electric fields would allow one to shift the resonance frequencies of
individual emitters which is necessary to compensate for the inhomogeneous distribution of
the molecular resonances. (b) Two emitter resonantly coupled to a shared guided mode. (c) An
additional external optical field can switch the spectral response of the coupled waveguide-emitter
system.

5.3 Discussion

The extinction signals observed in the transmission of the nanoguide prove
that one can efficiently interface confined guided modes with single molecules
where coherent effects play a prominent role. Previous experimental realizations
relied either on free space optical access via objectives, mirrors or scanning near-
field probes [24, 69, 123, 166]. Our organic nanoguide provides a simple but yet
powerful platform for coupling many thousand emitters simultaneously to a
single guided mode without the need for nanostructuring techniques or high-
NA focusing optics. The high number of emitters that couple to the waveguide
mode highlights the potential of this approach for further studies on polaritonic
systems in one-dimensional systems [50]. The inhomogeneous broadening with
a mean spectral separation of 1.4 GHz between two molecular resonances of
35 MHz width still hampers collective interactions. However, external control
on the molecular resonances can be experimentally accomplished by applying
locally static electric fields which modify the individual resonance frequencies
exploiting the dc Stark effect. The low optical loss rate of the waveguide com-
pared to its high spectral density allows one to use several microelectrodes along
a single waveguide, generating strong field gradients. This approach will make it
possible to tune individual emitters into resonance with each other in order to
realize well-defined few- to many-body systems (see Fig. 5.16a). The simplest
situation of two resonant emitters coupled to the same mode will already lead
to interesting effects such as two-photon interference [167] and might serve
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5.3. Discussion

as source for two-photon states (see 5.16b). In addition to electrical control,
external optical fields can be used to switch and modify the optical response
of an emitter coupled to a nanoguide (Figure 5.16c). The implementation of
these external manipulation methods (electrical and optical) is presented in the
following Chapter 6 using waveguides integrated on fused silica chips.
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6 Chip-based Nanoguides

Parts of this chapter are published in Chip-Based All-Optical Con-
trol of Single Molecules Coherently Coupled to a Nanoguide by P.
Türschmann, N. Rotenberg, J. Renger, I. Harder, O. Lohse, T. Utikal,
S. Götzinger, and V. Sandoghdar, Nano Letters 17, 4941 (2017).

Interfacing single molecules with on-chip nanoguides will enable their inte-
gration into complex photonic networks with various optical elements such as
resonators, filters, directional couplers or even on-chip photodetectors. Mod-
ern nanofabrication techniques including focused ion beam milling, electron
beam lithography, chemical vapor deposition or radio-frequency sputtering
structure and coat dielectric materials with precisions down to the regime of
only a few nanometers, ensuring smoothness of the respective structures for
electromagnetic waves at optical frequencies. These techniques allow the re-
alization of arbitrary waveguide shapes limited by material properties such as
their crystalline structure or their optical response.

In the following chapter, we will present the experimental realization of two
different waveguide geometries fabricated on fused silica chips as they are
schematically shown in Figure 6.1. The first approach, discussed in Section 6.1,
relies on a dye-doped organic waveguide core similar to the capillary nanoguide
introduced in Chapter 5. The organic core is fully embedded in fused silica ensur-
ing a defined geometry and preventing thermal evaporation of the matrix under
ambient conditions. The refractive index contrast between the organic core
(n1=1.6) and the fused silica (n2=1.46) limits the maximal coupling efficiency β
to 0.18. This intrinsic limit can be overcome by using dielectrics with a higher
refractive index such as TiO2 with n=2.4. Subwavelength TiO2 bar waveguides
will support an optical mode with a substantial fraction of its total power in the
evanescent field. By covering the waveguides with a dye-doped organic matrix,
single molecules in the evanescent field of the guided mode can experience
coupling efficiencies up to β= 0.35 as we will see in Section 6.2.
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Burried organic nanoguide

Embedded inroganic nanoguide

Organic nanoguide

ITO electrode

TiO2 nanoguide

Grating coupler

Organic matrix

Figure 6.1 – Graphical illustration of two chip compatible waveguide geometries. Upper panel: A
buried organic waveguide (green) with integrated microelectrodes (brown) along the waveguide
which allow applying static electric fields with high field gradients. Lower panel: An inorganic
waveguide (red) with integrated grating couplers on both ends is embedded in a doped organic
matrix (green) and supported on a fused silica chip. The bright yellow spheres in both images
represent single molecules that couple to the waveguide mode. The dark spheres represent
uncoupled molecules.

Microelectrodes along the waveguide can be easily integrated into both struc-
tures. The electrodes tune the molecular resonances via the dc Stark effect which
is pivotal for matching the resonance frequencies of two emitters in a controlled
manner. The chip architecture ensures additionally optical access from the
top and below the waveguide enabling optical manipulation of the individual
emitters with high spatial resolution.
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6.1. Burried Organic Nanoguides

6.1 Burried Organic Nanoguides

A schematic cross section of the organic nanoguide is depicted in Figure 6.2a
where an organic naphthalene core is surrounded by fused silica. The chip
compatibility of this geometry benefits from fast sample preparation and simple
integration of microelectrodes along the waveguide. However, the structures
that were used in this work did not give direct optical access to the guided mode.

6.1.1 Design Considerations

The maximal mode confinement can be achieved for a square waveguide with
a width of 550 nm resulting in a coupling efficiency β=0.18 for a transverse
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Figure 6.2 – (a) Schematic cross section of a buried square waveguide of naphthalene surrounded
by fused silica with a dipole (yellow) sitting in its center. (b) Expected coupling efficiency β of
a vertical dipole in the center of the waveguide core as a function of the waveguide size w for a
wavelength of 760 nm. A waveguide with w=550 nm provides the maximal coupling efficiency of
18 %. The coupling efficiency β as a function of the lateral displacement for a vertical dipole (c)
and a transverse dipole (d). It is noteworthy, that panels (c) and (d) show only a quarter of the
waveguide cross section due to redundancy. Details on the performed numerical calculations can
be found in Appendix A.
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Chapter 6. Chip-based Nanoguides

dipole sitting in the waveguide center. Figure 6.2b shows the numerically calcu-
lated coupling efficiency of a vertical dipole in the center of the waveguide as a
function of the waveguide size w.

Considering the optimal waveguide dimensions, displacement of a vertical
dipole towards the edge of the core reduces the coupling efficiency to a minimal
value of 0.1 at the material boundary as can be seen in Figure 6.2c. The radiative
lifetime of the emitter is only slightly affected. A small lifetime prolongation is
predicted for maximal displacement along the y-axis with an emission enhance-
ment factor of 0.85 due to vicinity to a medium of lower refractive index (not
shown).

A dipole oriented parallel to the waveguide propagation direction (longitudinal
dipole) couples rather inefficiently to the guided mode with a maximal coupling
efficiency of 0.025 close to the naphthalene-glass boundary (Figure 6.2d). The
emission into the guided mode is completely suppressed by symmetry in the
center of the waveguide. The emission enhancement for this dipole orientation
deviates even less from unity than in case of a vertical dipole.

6.1.2 Sample Fabrication

The waveguide structures are fabricated on fused silica substrates from Siegert
Wafer GmbH. An overview of the schematic sample design is sketched in Figure
6.3a. A 15x15x0.5 mm3 fused silica chip serves as the main substrate which
is structured using electron beam (e-beam) and laser lithography methods.
Well defined waveguide channels are obtained by etching trenches into the
main substrate and capping the structured surface from the top with a second
substrate (7.5x7.5x0.17 mm3) in a fusion bonding process (see Figure 6.3b). The
resulting waveguide channel (Figure 6.3c) is filled with a dye-doped organic
matrix via two macroscopic reservoirs on each end of the waveguide which can
be accessed using two holes in the upper substrate. Six microelectrodes along
the waveguide with a common elongated counter electrode are integrated on
the main chip (see Figure 6.3d). The electrodes are sunk into the chip, ensuring
a smooth top surface as necessary for bonding the second substrate (see Figure
6.3b).

The detailed process of sample fabrication is schematically shown in Figure 6.4.
The channels for the reservoirs and the electrodes are patterned on the main
substrate (I) using laser lithography in conjunction with reactive ion etching
(RIE) (II). The channel depth is chosen to correspond to the waveguide depth of
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doped matrixelectrode

Embedded ITO electrode

Waveguide

Lower substrate (15x15x0.5 mm3)

Upper substrate (7.5x7.5x0.17 mm3)

Openings to reservoir

Reservoirs Cut along dashed line

(a)

(b)

(d)

Reservoir

Digit 
electrodes

Counter 
electrode

Bonded 
area

Waveguide

(c)

Waveguide 
trench

Reservoir

Figure 6.3 – Schematic of an organic nanoguide chip with integrated electrodes. Top-view (a)
of the sample geometry with two reservoirs (green) interconnected by the bar waveguide (red).
Direct access to the two reservoirs is ensured via two holes (green circles) in the upper substrate
(dark gray) which is bonded on top of the structured surface of the lower substrate (light gray). (b)
Side cut along the dashed line in (a) of the sample. The ITO-electrodes are sunk into the substrate
allowing the upper substrate to be in optical contact with the lower substrate. The holes and
the reservoir are indicated by dotted lines. ITO bonding pads (orange) of 1x1 mm2 allow direct
electrical connection with conventional copper wires. (c) FIB-SEM image of an empty waveguide
trench in fused silica. The white scale bar indicates 600 nm. (d) Light microscope image of a
bonded sample with six digit electrodes and one counter electrode visible along the waveguide.
The black scale bar indicates 200 µm.

500-600 nm. The structures for the electrodes are selectively coated with 60 nm
of indium tin oxide (ITO) as conductive electrode material (III). Compared to
metals as gold or chromium, ITO has the inherent advantage of low auto flu-
orescence, high transparency and temperature stability. The latter property is
important for the fusion bonding process, where gold can exhibit dewetting and
chromium oxidizes under atmospheric conditions. The separation between ad-
jacent digit electrodes is approximately 30 µm, whereas the separation between
the digit and the counter electrodes is chosen to be 10 µm to assure that the
mode of the sandwiched waveguide is not affected (see Figure 6.3d). A trench
of 600x600 nm2 in cross section and 200 µm in length, which connects the two
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Lower substrate

Upper substrate 

Embedded ITO electrode

Dye-doped matrix

Reservoir

Fused silica wafer

(I)

(IV)
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(V)

(III)

Channel patterning for 
electrodes and reservoir

ITO coating

Waveguide patterning Bonding of upper substrate 
with integrated holes
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Filling of encapsuled sample
 and electrode wiring 

Doped matrix
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15 mm
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7.5 mm
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Figure 6.4 – Fabrication steps of buried organic nanoguide chips with integrated microelectrodes.
The schematic drawings are not to scale. A 15x15x0.5 mm3 fused silica wafer (lower substrate,
light gray) is patterned with channels for the later formed electrodes and reservoirs (II). In the next
step, the electrode channels are selectively coated with 60 nm ITO (III). E-beam lithography allows
one to structure the trench defining the waveguide with high resolution (IV). A top substrate with
two integrated holes is bonded on the structured surface (V). The reservoirs and the waveguide
channels are filled with doped matrix (green) via the holes in the top substrate (VI). The reservoirs
are indicated by gray dashed lines since they are not in the plane of this side-cut. A top-view of
the sample geometry is shown in Figure 6.3a.

reservoirs, is patterned using e-beam lithography in combination with RIE (IV),
see Figure 6.3c.

The structured and coated lower substrate is bonded to a 7.5x7.5x0.17 mm3 fused
silica chip with two holes giving direct access to both reservoirs (V) (compare
with Figure 6.3a). The holes in the upper substrate have a diameter of 1 mm
and were drilled by RS Ultraschall GmbH. The initial contact between the two
cleaned fused silica surfaces is mediated by several droplets of methanol which
help tightening the two substrates via capillary forces. The solvent also assists
the bonding process by washing away residual dust particles in regions where
atomic contact is needed. The optical contact (bonding) between the main and
the upper substrates is achieved by evaporating the remaining methanol at
elevated temperatures of 60◦C. Direct contact of the two substrates is pivotal for
a well defined waveguide geometry and reservoir height. The lateral alignment
between the two substrates is adjusted by a metallic frame centering both parts
relative to each other. Permanent bonding between the two substrates can
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Waveguide

(b)
T=1.7 K

(a)

Figure 6.5 – Images of the mounted organic nanoguide chip: (a) Filled sample with connected
electrodes mounted in the sample holder. The black scale bar indicates 15 mm. (b) Reflection
image of a buried organic waveguide at low temperature. The bright bar on top and the sharp
features below the waveguide represent the ITO electrodes. The waveguide is sandwiched between
the counter and the digit electrodes. The white scale bar indicates 15 µm.

be optionally achieved by heating the sample for 6-8 hrs at 700◦C in a muffle
furnace.

Copper wires are fixed to the bonding pads of the ITO electrodes using con-
ductive silver glue (H20E, Epoxy Technology, Inc.). All electrical contacts are
isolated with low-temperature compatible varnish. Subsequently, the cleaned
sample is heated to 100◦C (details of the setup are described in Section 4.2.1)
and naphthalene crystals are placed on top of one of the holes in the upper
substrate. Capillary forces drag the molten naphthalene into the first reservoir
where it is sucked into the second reservoir via the waveguide channel (Figure
6.4, step VI). The liquid naphthalene crystallizes upon removal from the heating
stage. After cleaning and removal of excessive naphthalene, the chip is mounted
in the sample holder (see Figure 6.5a). The electrodes are connected via the
sample transfer arm of the cryostat to the HV-switch with a potential ranging
from 0-150 V on individual electrodes. The sample holder is mounted on the
insert and cooled to 1.7 K. The sample is investigated using the dual confocal
microscope as it is described in Chapter 4. A reflection image of the sample at
low temperature is shown in Figure 6.5b.
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6.1.3 Identifying Molecular Pairs

The efficient interaction between two molecules via a shared guided mode
crucially depends on their respective optical properties. Four factors are therefor
pivotal and will be discussed here:

• A lifetime limited spectral resonance

• A similar dipole orientation of the two molecules

• Long-term stability of the resonance frequency

• Efficient coupling of both emitters to the guided mode
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Figure 6.6 – Spatio-spectral characterization of the red-shifted fluorescence along the nanoguide
in z direction: (a) Spatio-spectral map with red crosses indicating unstable resonances and green
crosses indicating lifetime limited resonances with a Lorentzian line shape. (b) Pairs of resonances
(green stars) identified from the stable resonances in panel (a) which exhibit a spatial separation
of min. 3 µm and are closer than 5 Γ in frequency space. (c) Zoom onto a pair separated by 25 µm
referring to the white dashed box in (b). The color scale represents the normalized fluorescence
signal where blue corresponds to low and yellow to high count rates.
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The information on the spectral and spatial positions of single molecules along
the waveguide can be retrieved by exciting the waveguide from the side in
the wide-field view and scanning the laser frequency while spatially resolving
the red-shifted fluorescence on a sensitive camera. This information can be
represented in a spatio-spectral map as depicted in Figure 6.6a similar to the
analysis described in Section 5.2.3.

A spatio-spectral map provides information on the linewidth and the dipole
orientation when the waveguide is illuminated with linearly polarized light
in the low excitation regime. Molecules with the same dipole orientation will
experience the same effective field strength giving rise to a comparable red-
shifted fluorescence signal as long as crystal defects and grain boundaries along
the waveguide are negligible. By defining selection criteria for the resonances,
such as a maximal linewidth of 35 MHz and a maximal residual to a Lorentzian
fit, a certain class of stable molecules fulfilling the conditions can be identified
indicated by green crosses in Figure 6.6a. The red crosses in 6.6a show the
identified resonances which do not meet the selection criteria.

Interesting pairs of stable resonances can be extracted by defining further selec-
tion criteria such as a minimal spatial separation, a maximal spectral separation,
and a maximal deviation of the red-shifted fluorescence signal between the
observed peaks in the spatio-spectral map. The green stars in Figure 6.6b show
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Figure 6.7 – Longterm drift ∆ν(t ) = νmean
i −νi (t ) of the resonance frequencies νi (t ) of 20 tracked

molecules inside an organic nanoguide compared to their average resonance frequency νmean
i .

Each line is offset by additional 50 MHz for clarity. The color coding of the individual lines
represents the RMS value of the spectral jitter.
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pairs of resonances which fulfill the required conditions (minimum 3 µm separa-
tion, maximum relative detuning of 5 Γ, maximum ± 10% amplitude difference).
A zoom onto one of these pairs separated by approximately 25 µm in Figure 6.6c
illustrates the importance of the selection process where some resonances show
only a dim fluorescence signal (upper right) due to a different dipole orientation,
while other resonances exhibit spectral diffusion (lower right) giving rise to a
non-Lorentzian line shape along the frequency axis.

Although the spectral response of an emitter resembles a Lorentzian peak, its
center frequency νi can drift on time scales longer than the detector integra-
tion time, which is typically on the order of 10 ms for APDs. The drift can be
tracked and quantified by detecting the red-shifted fluorescence with a point
detector and repeatedly sweeping the frequency of the excitation light. For each
frequency scan, the center frequency of the resonances at time t νi (t) is ex-
tracted by fitting a Lorentzian to the fluorescence signal. Each molecule can be
assigned a mean resonance frequency over the total measurement time νmean

i .
The deviation ∆ν(t ) = νmean

i −νi (t ) from the mean value at time t is a measure
for the spectral stability. Figure 6.7 shows the deviation from the average cen-
ter frequency ∆ν(t) of 20 molecules tracked in a 90 GHz wide frequency scan
repeated 40 times over four hours. The traces are color coded by the respective
root-mean-square deviation from the mean value and are off-set by 50 MHz for
clarity. Some molecules show jumps between two distinct spectral sites occur-
ring on time scales of minutes up to hours. Only eight molecules out of 20 show
a spectral stability RMS(∆ν/Γ) of better than 0.3 although all molecules fulfilled
the selection criteria discussed earlier. The long term stability of the resonances
is especially important for networks consisting of more than two emitters.

The restriction on stability and optical properties drastically reduces the number
of usable molecules inside the waveguide. From 813 identified resonances in
the spatio-spectral map shown in Figure 6.6a only 307 peaks exhibit a lifetime-
limited Lorentzian line shape, resulting in 38 potential pairs. Restrictions on the
long-term stability reduces the yield even further to only five stable molecular
pairs. The overall yield in this specific sample is accordingly 1.2 %. The mea-
surements presented here give no direct measure for the coupling efficiency
of the individual resonances which has to be considered separately. However,
molecules with a dipole orientation in the plane normal to the waveguide prop-
agation direction and a nearly lifetime-limited resonance width experience a
coupling efficiency β of 0.1-0.15 (see Section 6.1.1).
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6.1. Burried Organic Nanoguides

6.1.4 Stark-Tuning

Two molecules in the waveguide with slightly different resonance frequencies
can be tuned resonant as long as their spectral response to an applied electric
field differs (see Section 3.1.1 for theoretical details). The diverse spectral re-
sponses can originate from either their relative dipole orientations, different
polarizabilities of the local host crystal or a strong electric field gradient along
the waveguide. The latter only affects molecules that are spatially separated. In
order to generate high field gradients along the waveguide, we employ microelec-
trodes which are four micrometer away from the waveguide. Figure 6.8 shows
a confocal laser excitation scan on a position inside the waveguide for various
voltages applied to a microelectrode in close vicinity while all other electrodes
were grounded. In this host-guest system (DBT in naphthalene) we can observe
a purely linear Stark effect with a maximal linear tunability T of 1 GHz/V, where
we define the tunability T =∆ν/∆Estat as the ratio of the observed spectral shift
∆ν relative to the change in the applied electric potential ∆Estat. The red-shifted
fluorescence intensity of some resonances exhibits a dependency on the applied
voltage while other resonances give a voltage independent count rate. It is also
noteworthy that even within the same confocal spot some molecules are blue
shifted with increasing Stark voltage while others are red-shifted.

The spatial dependence of the Stark tunability can be investigated by exciting
the waveguide in wide-field illumination and spatially resolving the red-shifted
fluorescence with a camera while varying the excitation frequency and the volt-
age applied to one micro-electrode. For each position along the waveguide and
each voltage a spectral scan reveals the molecular resonances similar to the
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Figure 6.8 – Confocal excitation frequency scans in red-shifted fluorescence for increasing voltage
applied to a micro-electrode close to the nanoguide. Color coded: blue corresponds to low voltages
whereas green corresponds to high voltages. The spectra are offset along the y axis for clarity.
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measurements presented in Figure 6.8. Tracking the spectral position for all reso-
nances as a function of the position and the applied voltage allows one to extract
the individual Stark tunabilities. Figure 6.9a plots the observed tunabilities as a
function of the position along the waveguide. The maximal Stark shift can be
observed close to an electrode (grey dashed line) with values up to ±1 GHz/V.
Although the number of molecules along the waveguide is inhomogeneously dis-
tributed (Figure 6.9b), a clear decay of the tunability with increasing distance to
the electrode is observable. The average tunability decreases to half the maximal
value 10 µm away from the micro-electrode. Figure 6.9c shows the statistically
distribution of observed tunabilities.

The decay of the tunability can be modeled in the 0th approximation by assuming
a point charge (digit electrode) which is displaced by zp along the propagation
direction z of the waveguide and by yp along y in the sample plane relative to a
position P inside the waveguide (see Figure 6.9d). The digit electrode induces
an image charge via the grounded counter electrode at the position (zp , −3yp ).
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Figure 6.9 – Observed Stark tunabilities along the waveguide: (a) Frequency shift as a function
of the spatial position along the waveguide. The gray dashed line indicates the position of the
micro-electrode. (b) Distribution of molecular resonances along the waveguide. (c) Statistical
distribution of observed frequency shifts. The maximal shift is ±1 GHz/V. (d) Schematic represen-
tation of the experimental arrangement including digit and counter electrodes (orange) as well as
the organic waveguide (green).
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6.1. Burried Organic Nanoguides

Assuming a linear Stark effect and neglecting the x-component of the electric
field, we can express the tunability T of the molecules inside the waveguide as a
function of their positions along the waveguide as

T(z) = T̄0

[
−yp[

(z − zp )2 + y2
p
]3/2

− 3yp[
(z − zp )2 +9y2

p
]3/2

]
. (6.1)

Here, the introduced universal tunability T̄0 is independent of the positon z
of the molecule along the waveguide. By analyzing the absolute values of the
observed tunabilities in the range of 0-40 µm, two molecular species can be
distinguished which show different values of T̄0. The red and magenta shaded
areas in Figure 6.10a represent the expected spatial dependence of |T| for an
electrode at zp = 45 µm and yp = 7.5 µm for a range of universal tunabilities
which can be assigned the two species. One species (magenta colored area)
shows lower universal tunabilities T̄0 ranging from 0.01 to 0.03 m2MHz/V while
the other species (red colored area) experiences tunabilities between 0.2 and
0.3 m2MHz/V (see Figure 6.10b). We attribute these two species to molecules in
slightly different crystal sites with different polarizabilities.

The observed universal tunabilities of up to 0.03 m2MHz/V are high compared to
values reported in the literature for other host guest systems which are typically
one order of magnitude smaller [143, 168, 169]. The absolute tunability of up
to 1 GHz/V in this sample geometry is only comparable with studies using a
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Figure 6.10 – (a) Absolute Stark tunabilities T of molecules inside a buried organic waveguide
as a function of their spatial position along the waveguide. Two species can be observed with
higher (red-shaded area) and lower (magenta-shaded area) universal tunability. (b) Distribution
of absolute frequencies of the universal tunability extracted from the experimental data using the
model discussed in the main text.
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Figure 6.11 – Confocal excitation at two positions (4 µm distant) along the waveguide detecting
the red-shifted fluorescence signal while laser frequency (x-axis) and applied voltage (y-axis)
on a micro-electrode is swept. The color code represents the intensity difference between the
signals of the two point detectors. The molecule in confocal spot one (blue line) is resonant to the
molecule in confocal spot two (red line) for an external voltage of approximately 1 V.

metal coated scanning near-field tip in order to generate locally high electric
field gradients achieving tunabilities of 0.5 GHz/V [170].

The applied voltages of 0-150 V allow one to tune a single molecular resonance
over several hundreds of GHz which corresponds to a substantial fraction of
the inhomogeneous broadening (1-3 THz). The high sensitivity requires a high
absolute voltage stability on the microelectrodes since any small fluctuation
will translate to a modulation of the molecular resonance frequency. A spectral
stability ∆νRMS as discussed in section 6.1.3 better than 0.3 Γ is ensured as long
as the maximal RMS voltage noise of the high voltage supply is below 1 mV
which is in accordance with the driver specifications (details of the electronic
equipment are discussed in Section 4.1.3). Additionally to a low-noise voltage
amplifier, it is important to shield the cables connected to the microelectrodes
electrically since noise sources can easily induce small voltage fluctuations in
the wires.

Two molecules fulfilling all the required properties as lifetime-limited reso-
nances, a similar dipole orientation, a reasonable long term frequency stability
and minimal spatial separation of several µm could be identified using the anal-
ysis discussed in Section 6.1.3. Localization of both molecules from the side
reveals a spatial separation of 4 µm which corresponds to approximately 8λ. The
molecular resonances can be matched by applying an external voltage of 1 V (see
Figure 6.11), where both emitters emit resonantly into the same guided mode,
giving rise to emitter-emitter interactions as discussed theoretically in Section
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6.2. Embedded Inorganic Nanoguides

2.4.1. However, the lack of direct optical access to the guided mode hampered
the characterization of the static scattering losses in the waveguide and did not
allow measuring the individual coupling efficiencies via a coherent transmission
spectrum which, in turn, impeded the observation of any significant signals
indicating resonant energy transfer between both emitters.

6.2 Embedded Inorganic Nanoguides

Efficient coupling of single emitters to a guided mode does not necessarily re-
quire the emitter to sit inside the waveguide core. Close vicinity to the core, on
the order of a tenth of a wavelength, is sufficient for the emitter to experience the
evanescent field of the guided mode. The major benefit of this approach is that
high refractive index materials such as GaP or TiO2 can be used as core material
boosting mode confinement and, thus, the maximal coupling efficiency above
the values expected for the organic core nanoguides. We realize this geometry
by immersing TiO2 waveguides supported on a fused silica chip in a dye-doped
organic matrix (see Section 6.2.1). Although the organic crystal covers several
square millimeters, only molecules within the evanescent field of the nanoguide
will efficiently couple to the guided mode. We can adjust the probability to find a
molecule within the evanescent field by controlling the nominal dopant concen-
tration of the organic matrix. The crystallization behavior, which is important for
uniform coverage of the nanoguide, can be controlled by choosing the heating
and the cooling rates during sample preparation (Section 6.2.2). The sample

Ac (n=1.6) TiO2 (n=2.4)Ac (n=1.6) TiO2 (n=2.4)

w

h
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Fused silica (n=1.46)

(b)
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Figure 6.12 – (a) Cross section of a TiO2 nanoguide (red) supported on a fused silica chip (gray) and
embedded in a dye-doped organic matrix (green). A dipole (yellow) within the evanescent field
will couple to the guided mode. (b) Computed coupling efficiency β for a horizontal dipole 50 nm
spaced from the waveguide edge with dx =w/2+50 nm and dy =0 nm. The coupling efficiency
peaks at w≈200 nm and h≈200 nm with a β factor of 35 %. A central wavelength of λ=780 nm was
assumed for the calculations (see Appendix A for details).
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geometry allows for the growth of single crystal domains of several hundred
square micrometers covering many nanoguides, avoiding large propagation
losses of the guided mode.

In addition to a discussion of the chip structure, we demonstrate coherent cou-
pling of single molecules to the waveguide mode (Section 6.2.3). External optical
and electrical control not only modifies the optical response of the waveguide-
emitter system (Section 6.2.4) but also allows one to realize a small ensemble of
two emitters coherently coupled via a common guided mode (Section 6.2.5).

6.2.1 Design Considerations

The waveguide core is formed by a TiO2 bar (width w and height h) with an
experimentally determined refractive index of 2.4 and supported on a fused silica
substrate with n=1.46. We surround the top part of the waveguide with a dye-
doped organic matrix (DBT in anthracene). For the numerical simulations, we
assumed an isotropic refractive index of anthracene with n=1.6 corresponding to
the fastest optical axis of a single crystal [158]. The dye molecules can sit in the
evanescent field tail of the nanoguide. We refer to the position of a dye molecule
relative to the center of the waveguide with dx and dy in the plane normal to the
propagation direction z. Figure 6.12a shows a cross section of the nanoguide
geometry and the respective dipole position.

Calculations of the coupling efficiency of a horizontal dipole located 50 nm away
from the waveguide edge (dx =w/2+50 nm, dy =0 nm) as a function of the width
w and height h reveals that a maximal coupling efficiency of 35 % is provided for
w≈ 200 nm and h≈ 200 nm at a wavelength of 780 nm (see Figure 6.12b). The
coupling efficiency will, however, drop drastically with increasing spacing of
the emitter from the waveguide edge due to the decay of the evanescent field
(Figure 6.13a) reaching values below 0.15 already for a distance of only 100 nm.
Close to the waveguide edge the dipole emission into the waveguide mode is
enhanced. Here, the emission rate is boosted by a factor of two relative to an
emitter sitting in a homogeneous anthracene crystal (see Figure 6.13b). The
emission enhancement is substantially larger than one would expect from the
ratio of refractive indices n1/n2 between TiO2 and anthracene of 1.5 (see inner
part with dy =dx =0 nm) [171, 172]. For large displacements from the waveguide
edge of more than 100 nm, A approaches unity.

A dipole oscillating along the waveguide propagation direction (longitudinal
dipole) will also couple a substantial part of its emitted light to the guided mode
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6.2. Embedded Inorganic Nanoguides

with contributions up to 30 % approximately 50 nm distant to the waveguide
edge (Figure 6.13c). The radiative lifetime of an emitter with longitudinal dipole
orientation differs, however, insignificantly from unity in the evanescent field of
the waveguide.

In order to approximate the number of molecules that will couple to the waveg-
uide, it is helpful to define an active area in the transverse plane of the nanoguide
in which a molecule will couple at least 10 % of its emitted light to the guided
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Figure 6.13 – Coupling efficiency β and emission enhancement A of a horizontal, (a) and (b), as
well as a longitudinal, (c) and (d), dipole as a function of its position dx and dy relative to the

center of a TiO2 nanoguide with a cross section of 200x200 nm2 (see also Figure 6.12a). The black
dashed lines in all figures illustrate the extent of the waveguide core. It is noteworthy that only
a quarter of the waveguide cross section is shown. A horizontal dipole experiences a coupling
efficiency up to 35 % 50 nm away from the waveguide (a). A longitudinal dipole with β=32 %
couples also substantially to the waveguide mode (c). The emission of a horizontal dipole close to
the waveguide edge is enhanced by a factor of two (b) while the radiative lifetime of an emitter
with longitudinal dipole orientation in the evanescent field of a nanoguide seems comparable (d).
Details of the numerical simulations are discussed in Appendix A.
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Chapter 6. Chip-based Nanoguides

mode. In case of the organic waveguide (see Section 6.1.1) the active area is
simply set by its cross section of 500x500 nm2=0.25 µm2. For the inorganic TiO2

nanoguide, we can approximate the active area from the calculation shown in
Figure in 6.13a by assuming a maximally allowed spacing dmax of the dipole
from the waveguide edge of 185 nm. In a simple geometrical model, the optically
active area surrounding the nanoguide is dmax(2h+w)≈0.1 µm2. Comparing both
waveguide structures, we find that the active volume of the inorganic nanoguide
is a factor of 2.5 smaller than the active volume of the organic waveguide of
the same length. The smaller active volume can be compensated for by simply
increasing the dopant concentration.

6.2.2 Sample Fabrication

Various designs of TiO2 nanoguides were realized in this work. We explain the
basic design principle of all structures on the example of a 50 µm long, linear
waveguide (Figure 6.14). The TiO2 waveguides are supported on fused silica
chips (lower substrate, 15x15x0.5 mm3). Two diffraction gratings, one at each end
of the waveguide, launch light into the guided mode and retrieve the transmitted
signal. The waveguide cross section is optimized at 200x200 nm2 to achieve a
maximal coupling efficiency in the evanescent field as discussed in Section 6.2.1.
In order to surround the nanoguides with a defined thickness of organic crystal,
an upper substrate (7.5x7.5x0.17 mm3) with an integrated channel is bonded on
top of the lower substrate generating a well defined reservoir. Filling the reservoir
via capillary forces with a dye-doped matrix results in near-uniform coverage of
the TiO2 nanoguides.

A single chip can host several hundreds of waveguides (see Figure 6.15a) allowing
for the variation of waveguide parameters as width, length and geometry. ITO
electrodes on both sides of the waveguide are embedded in the lower substrate
(see Figure 6.15b and c). Ten ITO bonding pads are used to contact the electrodes
with metallic wires. The micrograph in Figure 6.15c shows the waveguide array
with electrodes and the variation of waveguide length (50 and 100 µm) as well
as geometry (linear and 90◦ bend). A zoom onto one of the waveguides reveals
the actual electrode design (Figure 6.15d) with one counter electrode and one
(50 µm long waveguides) or two (100 µm long waveguides) digit electrodes. The
grating with an approximate size of 5x5 µm2 is made of eight concentric lines in
the TiO2 with a pitch of 440 nm. The width of the individual lines grows larger
with increasing radius minimizing back reflections into the waveguide mode.
An adiabatic taper interfaces the grating coupler with the waveguide mode.
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6.2. Embedded Inorganic Nanoguides

The procedure of sample fabrication is summarized in Figure 6.16. In the first
step, a 4" fused silica wafer is coated with 200 nm TiO2 (Plasma Quest Ltd.,
UK) from one side and with an anti-reflection coating (AR600-900nm/0-50◦,
Laseroptik GmbH) from the other side with a reflectivity below 1 % for normal
incidence. The wafer is subsequently diced into 15x15 mm2 substrates (I). The
waveguides are structured by e-beam lithography using a negative resist and
reactive ion etching (II). Channels of a few hundred nanometers depth are
etched into the structured substrate for the electrodes using laser lithography
methods (III). The channels are selectively coated with approximately 50 nm
ITO as conductive electrode material (IV). An upper substrate with an integrated
channel of 600 nm depth and an anti-reflection coating on the other side is
bonded to the structured surface of the lower substrate similar to the procedure
described in Section 6.1.2 (V). Details of the fused silica and wire bonding
process (VI) can also be found in Section 6.1.2. The reservoir formed between the
two substrates covers all waveguides and can be filled either via two holes in the
upper substrate or via the reservoir openings at the end of the upper substrate
with the organic matrix (see Figure 6.15a). The anti-reflection coatings on the
outer surfaces of the photonic chip reduce back reflections of the incoming laser
beams normal to the substrate plane.

Upper substrate with 
integrated reservoir

Doped matrix

Lower substrate

TiO2 waveguide 
with grating coupler

50 μm

Cross sectional view

Lower subtrate

200 nmTiO2Matrix

Upper subtrate

Figure 6.14 – Schematic view of a single TiO2 nanoguide (red) on a fused silica chip: The nanoguide
with a cross section of 200x200 nm2 (see inset) has a typical length of 50 µm. Two gratings on
both ends of the waveguide couple light in and out of the guided mode. A reservoir etched into
the upper substrate defines the height of the doped organic crystal (green) surrounding the
nanoguide.
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The photonic chip is heated to 210◦C and filled with a 8.5 mass ppm DBT/an-
thracene solution. The matrix crystallizes upon cooling to room temperature.
Heating and cooling rates of the photonic chip during the filling process are
controlled in order to ensure high crystal quality in the reservoir. However, de-
fects and grain boundaries could not be fully avoided (see Figure 6.17). Stitched
microscope images allow us to identify structures that are suitable for low tem-
perature studies. Here, a homogeneous coverage by the organic matrix and no
structural damage of the waveguides are equally important. The prepared sam-
ple is mounted in the cryostat and investigated at 1.7 K using the dual confocal
microscope described in Chapter 4.

(a)

Embedded ITO electrode

TiO2 Waveguide

Lower substrate (15x15x0.5 mm3)

Upper substrate (7.5x7.5x0.17 mm3)

Reservoir (upper substrate)

(b)       Cut along dashed line

(c) (d)

Figure 6.15 – Design of the fused silica chip supporting TiO2 nanoguides with integrated ITO
electrodes: (a) Schematic of the sample with several hundred TiO2 waveguides (red) on the lower
substrate (light gray). Embedded ITO electrodes (orange) allow us to apply electric fields along the
waveguides. (b) Cross section of the photonic chip along the black dashed line in (a) showing only
a single TiO2 waveguide and one electrode bonding pad for clarity. Note that the the drawings in
(a) and (b) are not to scale. (c) Light micrograph of a structured lower substrate with waveguides
and ITO-electrodes (white areas). The blue scale bar indicates 50 µm. (d) SEM micrograph of a
single TiO2 waveguide and three ITO electrodes. The zoom shows the grating coupler used for
coupling light in and out of the guided mode. The white scale bar indicates 50 µm.
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TiO2 coated fused silica wafer Waveguide patterning Channel patterning 
for electrodes

ITO deposition on 
electrode channels

Bonding of upper substrate 
with integrated reservoir
and holes used for filling 

Bonding of wires to electrodes 
and filling of encapsulated 

sample 

(I) (II) (III)

(IV) (V) (VI)

Lower substrate Embedded ITO electrode

Dye-doped matrixUpper substrate

TiO2

Anti-reflection coating

200 nm
15 mm

200 nm 0.5 mm

0.17 mm

50 nm

5 mm

100 nm

600 nm 7.5 mm

Figure 6.16 – Important steps in the sample fabrication of the photonic chips with integrated
electrodes. The schematic drawings show only one waveguide for clarity and are not to scale. (I) A
fused silica wafer with an anti-reflection coating on one and a 200 nm TiO2 layer on the other side
is diced in 15x15 mm2 substrates. The TiO2 layer is structured giving waveguides (II). Channels
for the embedded electrodes are etched into the fused silica (III). After coating the channels with
50 nm ITO (IV), an upper substrate is bonded to the structured surface of the lower substrate
(V). The last step includes contacting the electrodes and filling of the reservoir with a dye-doped
organic matrix (VI).

Grain boundary

Crystal defects

Scratched waveguide

ITO electrodes

Figure 6.17 – Optical micrograph of a filled TiO2 nanoguide chip with a homogeneous organic
crystal covering an area of several 1000 µm2. Crystal boundaries, defects or damages of the
waveguide structure reduced the number of usable waveguides. The black bar indicates 50 µm.
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6.2.3 Sample Characterization

Coupling of single molecules to the guided mode can be probed by shining a
weak laser beam onto one of the gratings (input grating) and monitoring the
light scattered at the second grating (output grating). In order to optimize the
coupling efficiency of the focused beam to the waveguide mode, we adjusted
the effective beam diameter on the sample plane by modifying the divergence
of the beam entering the aspheric lens inside the cryostat. The maximal trans-
mission signal is detected for incoming linearly polarized light with an electric
field oscillating in the sample plane orthogonal to the propagation direction
of the waveguide. The red-shifted reflection spectrum of the input grating was
monitored simultaneously to the transmitted signal.

By tuning the frequency of the laser beam, extinction dips in transmission and
associated peaks in red-shifted fluorescence can be observed (see Figure 6.18).
Not all the peaks in reflection can be related to an extinction signal in trans-
mission. We attribute these missing resonances to molecules which are sitting
on the input grating and couple rather inefficiently to the nanoguide mode.
However, a zoom onto an extinction dip in transmission reveals a Lorentzian
line shape with a FWHM linewidth of 40 MHz close to the value expected for
bulk media [149]. A maximal extinction signal of 9 % could be observed which
translates to a coupling efficiency of 9.2% if we use the relation T= (1−αβ)2 (see
Section 2.3.2), where T is the resonant transmission in the low excitation regime,
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Figure 6.18 – (a) Transmission (green) and red-shifted fluorescence spectrum in reflection (red)
of a TiO2 nanoguide at low temperature. The cartoon illustrate the measurement scheme. (b)
A spectral zoom onto an extinction dip in transmission reveals a Lorentzian line shape with a
FWHM linewidth of 40 MHz.
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and assume a combined Debye-Waller/Franck-Condon factor of α =0.5. The
latter was determined in a separate measurement (see Appendix B).

We further explore the coupling of single emitters to the guided mode by exciting
one molecule with a focused laser beam from the side and spatially resolving
the red-shifted fluorescence on a camera (see Figure 6.19a). Three bright spots
at the positions of the grating and the molecular position show that red-shifted
photons are emitted into the waveguide mode. The low fluorescence background
level along the waveguide verifies low scattering losses of the guided mode. Any
crystal boundaries in the organic host or fabrication imperfections would lead
to fluorescence light leaking out of the waveguide which, in turn, would be
detectable on our sensitive camera. In order to estimate the scattering losses
of our nanoguide, we evaluate the count rate of red-shifted photons detected
along the nanoguide on our camera chip (white dashed line in Figure 6.19a)
while a single molecule was driven resonantly from the side. However, even for
an integration of 30 min with our EMCCD camera, the signal was dominated by
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Figure 6.19 – (a) Low temperature widefield fluorescence image of a single molecule coupled to
a TiO2 nanoguide excited at its position with a resonant laser beam. The cartoon illustrates the
excitation and detection scheme. Fluorescence light of the emitter is coupled to the nanoguide and
scattered into free space at the positions of both gratings. (b) Reflection image of the waveguide
geometry. (a) and (b) allow us to determine the separation between molecule and waveguide. The
white scale bars indicate 10 µm.
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Figure 6.20 – (a) Fluorescence intensity of a molecule confocally excited from the side as a function
of the linear laser polarization. The polarization angle φprb is defined in the substrate plane (xz)
with φprb = 0 for a linear polarization parallel to the waveguide. The red line represents a fit to the

experimental data scaling with sin[φprb]2. (b) Normalized second order correlation function of
the fluorescence light scattered at the two gratings into free space for a single molecule excited
confocally from the side. The red line represents a fit to the experimental data allowing us to
extract the radiative lifetime of 5 ns and a Rabi frequency of 0.9 Γ. The cartoons illustrate the
respective excitation and detection schemes.

the read-out noise. By assuming that an exponential decay of the fluorescence
light along the waveguide is hidden in the background noise and by comparing
the accumulated counts along the waveguide with the counts at the position of
the driven molecule and the gratings, we can estimate the waveguide losses to
be less than 3 db/100 µm.

By localizing the molecular position via its red-shifted fluorescence signal and
correlating the information with a reflection image of the nanoguide (Figure
6.19b) we can determine the spacing between the molecule and the center of
the waveguide in the sample plane (x-z) to be 42 nm. We attribute the observed
coupling efficiency of 9 % to an additional displacement in the y-direction of
approximately 150 nm from the waveguide edge by comparing with the numeri-
cal simulations as shown in Figure 6.13a and c. The in-plane dipole orientation
of the molecular resonance can be obtained by measuring the fluorescence
intensity of the molecule as a function of the incoming polarization of the laser
field [173]. The experimental data (see Figure 6.20a) suggests that the dipole is
tilted by 68◦ relative to the waveguide axis and thus couples rather efficiently to
the Ex and Ez components of the guided mode. The out of plane component
of the dipole was not determined in this work although it can, in principle, be
extracted by using three-dimensional optical polarization tomography [174].
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In the ideal case, a molecule coupled to the nanoguide must act as a perfect 50:50
single photon beam splitter as its transition dipole moment is linearly polarized.
By exciting the molecule from the side and cross-correlating the red-shifted
fluorescence detected at the position of the two gratings, we can calculate the
normalized second-order correlation function (Figure 6.20b). An anti-bunching
measurement with g (2)(τ= 0) of 0.01 limited by the dark counts of the detector
confirms the high spectral selectivity to a single emitter. A fit of the experimental
data (red line) using Equation 2.13 allows us to extract the radiative lifetime of
5 ns and the Rabi frequency of the driving field withΩprb = 0.9 Γ. By comparing
the count rates that we detect at both waveguide gratings (see Figure 6.19a), we
arrive at an off-chip splitting ratio of 47:53. We attribute the slight difference
from the theoretically expected value to structural imperfection either caused by
sample fabrication or due to defects in the organic matrix covering the gratings.

We can determine the performance of the grating couplers by comparing the
laser power that has to be sent into the cryostat in a saturation measurement
of a single molecule with its theoretically expected value. For a molecule with
an excited state lifetime of 5 ns as extracted from the second-order correlation
measurement shown in Figure 6.20b, a laser beam with a power of 11.9 pW
should be sufficient to achieve a saturation parameter of unity (compare with
Equation 2.9). Considering the waveguide-molecule coupling efficiency of 7.3 %
determined for this specific molecule via an extinction measurement, we arrive
at a theoretically expected saturation power inside the waveguide of 163 pW.
In the experiment 12.9 nW have to be sent into the cryostat. Accounting for
optical losses due to an overfilled objective and due to reflections of various
windows 9 nW impinge on the grating coupler. Thus, we arrive at an in-coupling
efficiency of 1.8 % for a focused Gaussian mode into the nanoguide. The outcou-
pling efficiency of the gratings can be evaluated by comparing the saturation
count rate of a single molecule detected at the positions of the gratings with
the expected count rate for a given radiative lifetime of 5 ns, β factor of 7.3%,
saturation parameter S and combined Franck-Condon/Debye-Waller factor of
0.5 (see Appendix B). Accordingly, we estimate the out-coupling efficiency of the
grating into the half-space which is accessible with a single aspheric lens to be
43 %.

The rather low incoupling efficiency is a consequence of the mode mismatch as
one can readily see in Figure 6.19a at the position of the gratings. Optimizing the
spatial mode profile and the incident angle of the incoming light using a spatial
light modulator should boost the incoupling efficiency close to the value of the
outcoupling efficiency.
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6.2.4 All-optical Switch and Amplifier

We can exploit the inherent nonlinearity of a single dye molecule coupled to
a nanoguide by introducing a pump beam that dresses the electronic states
of the emitter. A second weak laser beam that probes the dressed states in
transmission of the waveguide can be switched or even amplified depending on
the relative laser detunings and their respective Rabi frequencies. Here, the TLS
acts as a nonlinear medium mediating an interaction between both laser fields
[44, 175, 176]. In the following, we shortly review the physics of the underlying
processes followed by a discussion of our experimental findings. The numerical
simulations shown in this section are based on a script originally written A.
Maser. For details we refer the reader to reference [125].

Dressing a Two-Level-System with a Strong Laser Beam

Let us first consider a single strong laser beam (pump) interacting with a TLS.
Here, the dressed state picture provides an intuitive description of the coupled
light-matter eigenstates and their populations induced by the laser field. A
profound theoretically treatment can be found in reference [84].

Using the full quantum description, the eigenstates of the uncoupled system
are composed of the bare atomic eigenstates |g〉, |e〉 and the photonic states
|m〉 of a specific mode occupied by m photons. The combined state of a TLS
in the excited state and of m−1 photons in the pump beam mode |e,m−1〉 is

Bare atomic states Uncoupled states Perturbed states

Figure 6.21 – The unperturbed levels of a TLS (bare states) |e〉 and |g〉. A two-level system which
interacts with a quantized radiation field containing N photons at the frequency ωpmp can be
represented in the uncoupled basis by four energy levels. In case of a strong interaction between
pump beam and the TLS (∆prb ≈ 0,Ωpmp ≥ Γ) the perturbed states correctly describe the system.

In this basis three optical transitions are possible atωpmp−ΩG
pmp,ωpmp andωpmp+ΩG

pmp which
can be observed in the emission spectrum of the system (Mollow triplet).
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energetically separated by the pump-molecule detuning ħ∆pmp =ħ(ωpmp −ωA)
from a state with the TLS in the ground state and m photons in the pump beam
mode |g,m〉 (see Figure 6.21). Here, we denote the pump laser frequency as
ωpmp, the molecular transition frequency as ωA and the frequency of the weak
laser beam as ωprb where we have chosen on purpose a different notation than
in Chapter 2.

The system can be modeled by the Hamiltonian from Equation 2.11 where its
interaction part couples all pairs of states with |e,m−1〉 and |g,m〉 with a cou-
pling strength depending on the transition dipole moment d and the quantized
electric field amplitude E0 at position of the TLS. The coupling rate describes
the absorption or emission of a photon resulting in a transition between the
bare eigenstates. Here, we again neglect higher order terms as we apply the
rotating wave approximation. The eigenstates of the interaction Hamiltonian
resemble the dressed state picture and can be written using the mixing angle
θpmp expressed in the uncoupled basis as

|1(m)〉 = sin
(
θpmp

) |g,m+1〉+cos
(
θpmp

) |e,m〉 (6.2a)

|2(m)〉 = cos
(
θpmp

) |g,m+1〉− sin
(
θpmp

) |e,m〉 . (6.2b)

This mixing angle θpmp is a function of the generalized pump Rabi frequency

withΩG
pmp =

√
∆2

pmp +Ω2
pmp. We can write

tan
(
2θpmp

)=−
ΩG

pmp

∆pmp
for 0 ≤ 2θpmp ≤π (6.3a)

with ΩG
pmp =

√
∆2

pmp +Ω2
pmp and ħΩpmp = d ·E0. (6.3b)

The energetic separation between the two states of the lower manifold with
(|1(m−1)〉 and |2(m−1)〉) and the two states of the upper manifold with (|1(m)〉
and |2(m)〉) scales with the generalized pump Rabi frequencyΩG

pmp. The altered

energetic landscape allows for three optical transitions at ωpmp ±ΩG
pmp and at

ωpmp shifted relatively to the original molecular resonance frequency ωA (see
colored arrows in Figure 6.21). The emission spectrum revealing these transitions
is also known as Mollow triplet in case of resonant pumping [120].

The coupled light-matter system can be probed using a second weak laser beam.
Depending on the respective populations of the involved eigenstates the probe
beam can be coherently amplified, attenuated or simply transmitted. The popu-
lations of the dressed states can be written in the steady state solution as [84]
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πss
1 = sin4θpmp

sin4θpmp +cos4θpmp
(6.4a)

πss
2 = cos4θpmp

sin4θpmp +cos4θpmp
. (6.4b)

Here, πss
1 denotes the populations of the states |1(m)〉, whereas πss

2 describes the
populations of the states |2(m)〉. The splittings and the respective populations of
the energy levels as a function of the pump detuning are schematically plotted
in Figure 6.22.

A weak probe beam detuned relative to the pump by ∆prb = ωprb −ωpmp will
interact with the bare TLS states when the pump laser is far off resonant with
∆pmp À Γ and the eigenstates can be well described in the uncoupled basis. For
pump detunings on the the order of a linewidth, an interaction between probe
and pump laser field is generated via the molecular response.

Let us consider the situation of a red detuned pump laser with ∆pmp < 0. Here, a
probe beam with ∆prb =−ΩG

pmp will be resonant to levels with an inverted pop-
ulation (|e,m−1〉 and |g,m+1〉, dark red line) inducing stimulated emissions
which amplifies the probe signal. This process is known as three-photon ampli-
fication [175] or stimulated Hyper Raman scattering [177, 178]. As can be seen
from the states involved, a probe photon triggers the transition between two
states differing by two in their pump photon number. Thus, one probe photon
and two pump photons are involved in this process. A blue detuned probe beam
with ∆prb =+ΩG

pmp will be resonant to the energy levels |g,m〉 and |e,m〉 with a
strongly populated ground state leading to an extinction of the probe signal in
transmission.11 The transition between those states does not involve a change
in the pump photon number. The spectral shift of both features, amplification
as well as extinction, relative to the original resonance frequency of the two-level
system originates from Autler-Townes effect (ac-Stark) induced by the pump
beam (see Figure 6.22b).

This situation reverses for a blue detuned pump beam with ∆pmp < 0. As can be
seen from Figure 6.22a by sweeping the probe beam frequency and monitoring
its transmission, an extinction signal at ∆prb =−ΩG

pmp and an amplification at

∆prb =+ΩG
pmp will be observable [176, 179, 180].

11 The physical origin of an extinction signal is discussed in Section 2.3.2.
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For a resonant probe beam with ∆prb = 0 but ∆pmp 6= 0 transitions between
equally populated states are probed which differ in the limit of large pump
detuning in their pump photon number by one (|g,m〉 - |g,m+1〉 and |e,m−1〉 -
|e,m〉) but preserve the TLS state. This process can be understood as an interac-
tion between pump and probe photons including bidirectional energy transfer
mediated by the two-level system [175, 181]. Such a transition manifests in a

Ωpmp Ωpmp
G

(a)

(b) (c)

Δpmp= 2 Γ

Ωpmp= 5 Γ

Δpmp= 0

Ωpmp= 5 Γ

Figure 6.22 – (a) Energy levels of a dressed TLS as a function of the pump detuning. The linewidth
of the lower energy states (red) and the higher energy states (blue) indicate the state populations
(reproduced from [125, 177]). Possible transitions are marked with dashed arrows color coded that
indicates their respective energy. (b) and (c) show normalized transmission spectra of a weak laser
beam probing the dressed two-level system withΩprb = 0.01Γ for two different pump detunings
∆pmp. The red vertical line shows the TLS resonance frequency ωA and the gray horizontal line
represents a transmissions of unity as expected for an unperturbed probe beam. The simulated
spectra are based on a script written by A. Maser. For details see [125].
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dispersive spectral feature for ∆prb 6= 0 and is also referred to as stimulated Ra-
man scattering [180] (marked by a red arrow in Figure 6.22b). An exemplary,
normalized transmission spectrum of the probe beam for a fixed pump detuning
is shown in Figure 6.22b.

In the case of the pump laser resonant to the TLS (∆pmp = 0) the spectrum of the
transmitted probe light exhibits a symmetric structure (see Figure 6.22c) with
dispersive features for a red and blue detunings. A more detailed quantitative
treatment for the interaction of two laser beams with a two-level system can be
found in references [125, 182–184].

The inherent nonlinearity of a two-level system can be used to all-optically
switch and even amplify a weak probe beam with a second, strong laser field
(pump beam). This process was experimentally demonstrated using a single
organic dye molecule and free space optics [44]. In the following, we exploit
these effects with a molecule coupled to a nanoguide.

A Nonlinear Waveguide Switch

Our nanoguide geometry eases the modal separation between the two laser
fields where the weak laser beam probes the system via the waveguide mode
while the pump beam is focused from the side onto the molecule. The inset in
Figure 6.23a illustrates the excitation and detection schemes. In the following,
we refer with all given detunings, linewidths and Rabi frequencies to ordinary
frequencies and not to angular frequencies for the sake of clarity.

The full spectral response of the system for a fixed pump and probe Rabi fre-
quency can be measured by sweeping the pump-molecule detuning ∆pmp and
the probe-pump detuning ∆prb while recording the red-shifted fluorescence
in reflection from the location of the pump beam simultaneously to the probe
beam transmitted through the waveguide mode.

Figure 6.23 shows the recorded red-shifted (a) and the coherently transmitted
light (b) for a probe Rabi frequency ofΩprb = 0.1 Γ and a pump Rabi frequency
of Ωpmp = Γ as a function of the pump detuning ∆pmp while the probe-pump
detuning is constant with ∆prb=100 MHz. We can observe two peaks in the red-
shifted reflection spectrum (Figure 6.24a). The peak at ∆pmp =−100 MHz relates
to the probe beam resonant to the molecular resonance giving a dim fluores-
cence signal. The second peak at ∆pmp = 0 MHz corresponds to fluorescence
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−Δprb

(a) (b)
−Δprb

(b)
prb pmp

Figure 6.23 – (a) Red-shifted reflection spectrum at the position of the pump beam for a probe
Rabi frequency of Ωprb = 0.1Γ and a pump Rabi frequency of Ωpmp = Γ as a function of the
pump-molecule detuning for a fixed probe-pump detuning of ∆prb=100 MHz. The coherent
transmission spectrum (b) was simultaneously recorded to (a). The inset in (a) illustrates the
excitation and detection schemes. See text for details.

which is generated when the pump laser is resonant to the molecule. The situa-
tion is similar in the coherent transmission spectrum (Figure 6.23b), where we
observe an extinction dip at∆pmp =−100 MHz and a peak at∆pmp = 0 MHz. The
latter originates from resonant scattering of the pump beam into the waveguide
mode.

The recorded fluorescence and transmission spectra for various pump-molecule
and probe-pump detunings are shown in Figure 6.24a and b. For no probe-pump
detuning, both laser field have the same frequency and the two fluorescence
traces in Figure 6.24a merge. In the coherent transmission, the extinction signal
(blue trace) is switched transparent for∆pmp =∆prb=0. However, for finite probe-
pump detunings ∆prb 6= 0 and no pump detuning ∆pmp = 0 (white dashed line
in Figure 6.24b) the resonantly scattered pump beam enhances the waveguide
transmission above unity. This enhancement is not a coherent effect and is even
present if the probe beam is switched off. We can compensate for the resonantlly
scattered pump light in the waveguide mode by normalizing each transmission
spectrum to its value for a far detuned probe at a fixed pump detuning.

In order to extract effects of the nonlinear interaction between the laser fields
mediated by the molecule, we average several tens of spectra for each laser
setting. Here, the following measurement protocol compensates for slow spectral
drifts of the molecular resonance on the time scale of minutes.
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i. A reflection spectrum of the red-shifted fluorescence is recorded at low
excitation power by sweeping the pump laser frequency. A Lorentzian fit
to the molecular resonance reveals its center frequency νmol.

ii. The pump detuning ∆pmp is set accordingly, the pump power is adjusted
and the probe beam is switched on.

iii. The frequency of the probe beam is swept while recording the reflected
and transmitted signal of the waveguide and keeping the pump-molecule
detuning constant.

iv. The probe beam is switched off and the intensity of the pump beam is
reduced.

Steps (i) and (ii) ensure the correct pump-molecule detuning while in step (iii)
the data of interest is recorded. After step (iv) the routine starts again at step
(i) either for the same pump Rabi frequency and pump detuning or modified
pump parameters. Additionally, we use the red-shifted fluorescence signal, as
shown in Figure 6.24a, a posteriori to compensate for frequency drifts which
could not be adjusted for via the experimental measurement scheme.

We explore the transmission spectrum of the probe for a slightly detuned pump
beam with ∆pmp =-13 MHz as a function of the pump Rabi frequency. Figure
6.25a shows the transmission spectra recorded for three exemplary pump Rabi
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Figure 6.24 – (a) Red-shifted reflection spectrum for a pump Rabi frequency of Ωpmp ≈ Γ and
a probe Rabi frequency of Ωprb ≈ 0.1 Γ. The central bright line indicates the resonance of the
molecule driven by the pump laser beam while the dim line for large probe detunings represents
the molecular resonance driven by the probe beam. (b) same as in (a) but for the coherent trans-
mission. The extinction (blue) of the molecule is switched transparent for zero pump detuning
(white dashed line).
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frequencies ofΩpmp=0.5 MHz (blue), 43 MHz (green) and 77 MHz (red). For low
pump powers, we observe, as expected, an extinction signal in transmission.
The extinction contrast at the molecular frequency (gray dashed line) decreases
with increasing pump power until the transmission reaches unity atΩpmp > Γ.
Besides optical switching, a more evolved spectral structure can be observed
for pump Rabi frequencies Ωpmp ≥ Γ and a probe detuning with ∆prb 6= 0. For
negative probe detunings a shallow extinction is observable shifted in frequency
due to the ac Stark effect, while for positive probe detunings the transmitted light

Ωpmp= 77 MHz

Ωpmp= 43 MHz

Ωpmp= 0.5 MHz

(a)

(b)

Amplification

Δprb (MHz)

Δprb (MHz)

Figure 6.25 – (a) Probe transmission spectra with Ωprb = 0.1 Γ for a fixed pump detuning of
∆pmp =-13 MHz and three exemplary pump Rabi frequenciesΩpmp of 0.5 MHz (blue), 43 MHz
(orange) and 77 MHz (red). The solid curves show the theoretically predicted spectra. The gray
dashed line indicates the resonance frequency of the molecule where the switching process is
most sensitive. The orange dashed line represents the probe frequency for which the strongest
coherent amplification of 0.3 % is observed. The black dashed line shows the pump frequency. (b)
Color coded transmission spectra for various pump Rabi frequencies and pump-probe detunings
illustrating the spectral shift of the extinction signal due to the ac Stark effect.
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is amplified by 0.3% (orange dashed line in Figure 6.25a). The latter signal is the
result of a coherent three-photon amplification process as was discussed in the
beginning of this section. Figure 6.25b shows the recorded transmission spectra
for various other pump Rabi frequencies. Here, the ac Stark shift is prominent
as the extinction signal is red-shifted and the amplification is blue-shifted with
respect to the molecular resonance frequency with an increasing pump power.

The pump power dependence of the extinction signal at the original molecular
resonance frequency (blue) and of the maximally observed coherent amplifica-
tion signal (red) are summarized in Figure 6.26. The blue and red shaded areas
in this figure indicate the theoretically expected range of signals for a molec-
ular resonance exhibiting spectral diffusion of ±0.15 Γ on a time scale faster
than the acquisition rate (10 ms per point). Spectral diffusion on that time scale
can be compensated neither by post processing the data nor by sophisticated
measurement schemes and affects the extinction contrast, the effective pump
detuning ∆pmp and the experimentally measured linewidth. The discontinuity
of the red curve in Figure 6.26 is a result of our definition of net amplification as
any transmission higher than unity.

The onset of the coherent amplification can be already observed for an average
number of 480 pump photons per lifetime of the emitter sent into the cryostat.
Improving the coupling efficiency of the pump beam to the molecule either by
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Figure 6.26 – Extinction at the molecular frequency (blue) and coherent amplification (red) of
the probe signals observed in transmission as a function of the pump Rabi frequency and pump
photon number per lifetime (upper axis). The blue and red shaded areas represent the theoretically
predicted response assuming a spectral diffusion of ±0.15 Γ of the molecular resonance.
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using better focusing optics or a second waveguide evanescently coupled to the
molecule, can drastically reduce the number of photons needed [44, 125]. By
following Equation 2.9 in Section 2.1.1 and assuming an ideal coupling efficiency
of β= 1, only a quarter of a photon would be sufficient to achieve a saturation
parameter of one.

6.2.5 Ensemble of Two Emitters

We can match the resonance frequencies of two molecules coupled to the same
nanoguide by applying an electric field to the microelectrodes shown in Figure
6.19b. The response of the molecular resonances to the applied electric field
is not linear as we saw in the case of DBT/naphthalene (see Section 6.1) but
follows a quadratic shift. Figure 6.27a shows the coherent transmission spectrum
of the nanoguide as a function of the laser detuning and the applied Stark
voltage. In the detuned case the two emitters give a resonant transmission
of T1 = 0.9457(4) and T2 = 0.9385(3) (blue spectrum in Figure 6.27b) which
correspond to coupling efficiencies of β1=5.5 % and β2=6.25 % assuming a
combined Franck-Condon/Debye-Waller factor of 0.5.

Two resonant but non-interacting molecules should give a transmission of Tn =
T1T2 = 0.8875(7). In the experiment, we observe for an external voltage of 116 V
a resonant transmission of T3 = 0.891(2) (see red spectrum in Figure 6.27b).
The difference between both transmission signals T3 −Tn = 0.003(2) suggests
arising emitter-emitter interaction. Taking these emitter-emitter interactions
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Figure 6.27 – (a) Transmission spectra of the nanoguide for various voltages applied to the micro-
electrode. Two molecules give rise to extinction signals (blue curves) which cross for an applied
voltage of 116 V. (b) Transmission spectra in case of detuned emitters (blue) and for resonant
emitters (red) taken at the voltage as shown by color coded dashed lines in (a). See text for details.
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Figure 6.28 – Normalized fluorescence image of two molecules coupled to the waveguide. The
separation between both emitters is 2.08 µm. The input and output grating on the left and on the
right side are visible as bright spots. The white scale bar indicates 10 µm.

into account as we discussed in Section 2.4.1 of the theory chapter, we can
estimate the resonant transmission to be T = 0.888 modulated between T =
0.890 and T = 0.886 depending on the relative emitter spacing ∆z12 along the
waveguide axis (see Equation 2.59).

However, uncorrelated spectral jitter of the individual resonances on the time
scale of the data acquisition can also lead to a reduced extinction contrast. We
quantify the expected reduction due to spectral instability by extracting the indi-
vidual molecular resonance frequencies as a function of time for the far detuned
case (blue spectrum in Figure 6.27b). The analysis of the time resolved spectra
follows the procedure as described in Section 6.1.3 of this chapter. For the aver-
aged center frequencies, we can calculate a standard deviation of 4.1 MHz and
1.6 MHz, respectively, on a time span of 20 min. These values are in accordance
with the uncertainty in a linewidth fit of the resonance giving 57 ±4 MHz and
45 ±2 MHz. A Lorentzian fit to the resonant extinction signal of both molecules
gives a linewidth of 44 ±2 MHz suggesting no additional on-resonant broaden-
ing. Assuming an uncertainty of the relative detuning between both emitters of
±4 MHz, we expect a maximal transmission of T = 0.8915 for a spatial phase of
keff∆z12 = qπ where q is an integer.

The permitted detuning between both resonances results in the overlap be-
tween the experimentally observed transmission T3 = 0.891(2) and the expected
transmission for the uncoupled transmission Tn = 0.888(2) considering their
respective uncertainties.

By localizing the point spread function of both molecules separately, we can
extract their spacing to be ∆z12 = 2.08±0.02 µm. Figure 6.28 shows a red-shifted
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fluorescence image of the two emitters coupled to the TiO2 waveguide while be-
ing excited via the nanoguide mode. We attribute the difference in fluorescence
intensities observed at the two gratings in Figure 6.28 to additional background
fluorescence which arises at the input grating (incoupler) due to scattered laser
light. From numerical calculations we expect an effective mode index neff of
1.89 for a waveguide of 220 nm width and 210 nm height as extracted from SEM
micrographs. It is noteworthy, that the effective mode index depends critically
on the refractive index of the surrounding medium. However, due to birefrin-
gence of the anthracene crystal and its unknown crystal orientation around
the nanoguide, we can only estimate the refractive index. We do this by assum-
ing a non-birefringent material surrounding the waveguide with a refractive
index of 1.79 corresponding to the arithmetic mean of refractive indices given in
reference [158] for a single anthracene crystal.

For a mode with an effective mode index of 1.89 a separation of ∆z12 = 2.08±
0.02 µm corresponds to a phase of 10 π. It is noteworthy that the error on this
value is substantial as the refractive index of our organic matrix is only estimated.
Thus, this analysis procedure is not well suited to determine precisely the optical
phase between both emitters.

We can further prove that both molecules emit into the same mode by cross
correlating the red-shifted photons scattered into our aspheres at the positions
of the two gratings. A single emitter will only emit a stream of single photons
manifesting in anti-bunching as already discussed in Section 6.2.3. However,
g (2)(τ= 0) should ideally give a value of 0.5 for two resonant but non-interacting

Time delay τ (ns)

Figure 6.29 – Second order correlation function of the red-shifted fluorescence coupled to the
waveguide of a single emitter (blue) and two resonant emitters (red). The inset illustrates the
excitation and detection schemes. Both emitters are excited from the side and the red-shifted
fluorescence scattered at the grating couplers is detected.
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emitters. Figure 6.29 shows the second-order correlation function for a single
emitter with g (2)(τ= 0) = 0.03 (blue curve) and for two resonant emitters with
g (2)(τ = 0) = 0.5 both excited from the side (red curve). Correlation measure-
ments directly on the 00-ZPL were, unfortunately, not possible due to strong
background scattering. Selective excitation into higher vibrational levels and
detection on the 00-ZPL were also hampered due to strong background fluores-
cence which is most probably originating from broad, unstable molecules in the
confocal spots. Initialization of both emitters in the excited state is, however,
especially interesting for entanglement generation via interference of indistin-
guishable photons [185–187].

In the following, we propose an alternative measurement scheme that is capable
of compensating for spectral jitter of the molecular resonances and that allows
an analysis not relying on the knowledge of the mode index. We can transform
equation 2.59 into an expression that describes the modulation of the resonant
transmission signal independent of the individual coupling efficiencies β1 and
β2. We can write(

1+β2
1β

2
2 −

(1−β1)2(1−β2)2

T N=2(∆z12)

)
(2β1β2)−1 = cos[2keff∆z12] . (6.5)

Equation 6.5 allows us to extract the effective mode index of the waveguide by
analyzing the variation in resonant transmission for several molecular pairs.
Here, their spatial separation ∆z12 and their individual coupling efficiencies β1,
β2 can be determined in separate measurements as discussed above. Record-
ing spectrally and spatially resolved the red-shifted fluorescence from the side
while measuring the transmission of the waveguide allows to gain additional
information on the detuning between both molecular resonances with high
precisions. That information can be used posteriori during data analysis and will
help to reduce the error on the observed resonant transmission. Accordingly, this
measurement scheme could provide the basis for observing oscillatory behavior
in the resonant transmission of the waveguide as function of emitter separation
even for small coupling efficiencies.

6.3 Discussion

In this chapter, we studied two waveguide geometries interfacing guided modes
with single molecules on a chip. The first approach relied on an active organic
waveguide core doped with dye molecules. Here, single molecules are expected
to experience coupling efficiencies to the guided mode of up to 18%. Integration
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of microelectrodes along the waveguide allowed for high tunabilities via the
dc Stark shifts of the molecular resonance up to 100 GHz. This range covers a
substantial fraction of the inhomogeneous broadening which is typically in the
order of a few terahertz. The sharp tip of the electrode generates strong field
gradients along the waveguide leading to a high spatial sensitivity of the Stark
tuning range. The average tunability is reduced to less than half its maximal
value ten micrometers away from the tip. This strong spatial dependence fa-
cilitates to match the resonance frequencies of spatially separated molecules.
However, lack of direct optical access to the guided mode in our specific sam-
ple geometry prevented us from experimentally determining the single emitter
coupling efficiencies, which, in turn, impeded the observation of waveguide
mediated emitter-emitter interactions.

Our second approach exploits the evanescent field surrounding a subwave-
length, high-refractive index TiO2 waveguide. A dye molecule only a few tens of
nanometers away from the TiO2 surface can experience coupling efficiencies
up to 35%. We investigated the coherent interaction between the guided mode
and single molecules by probing the coherent waveguide transmission. Here,
a single molecule can attenuate a weak probe beam by up to 9%. The inherent
nonlinearity of a single emitter enables all-optical manipulation of the coupled
waveguide-emitter system. By focusing a second laser beam (pump), containing
on average only a few hundred photons per lifetime, on a molecule, we were able
to switch and even amplify a weak probe beam propagating inside the nanogu-
ide. External optical manipulation is especially promising for the realization of
more complex networks since it can be applied with diffraction limited spatial
resolution and at speeds of up to several hundreds of megahertz. Additional to
optical control, we used electric fields to tune two molecules on resonance. By
comparing the individual extinction signals in the detuned case with the merged
extinction signal for two resonant emitters, we were able to observe a deviation
from the value expected for two non-interacting emitters suggesting coherent
coupling mediated via the shared guided mode. Waveguide mediated coupling
between two remote emitters was so far only observed in the microwave regime
using superconducting qubits [188] and in atomic systems, however, without
control on the individual emitter level [62].

The experimental demonstration that high quality organic crystals can uniformly
cover inorganic nanoguides opens realistic prospects for investigating quantum
many-body phenomena with dye molecules while controlling each individual
emitter contribution via external fields. Furthermore, bringing molecular quan-
tum optics to on-chip waveguide systems allows for the use of optical circuit
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elements such as beam splitters, routers, and interferometers [189], which in
combination with novel devices such as on-chip superconducting detectors
[190] will open the field of integrated quantum circuitry. In addition, molecular
chip architectures ideally lend themselves to interfacing with other chip-based
materials such as color centers [58] or rare-earth ions [71, 191] to realize hybrid
quantum systems.12

12 Parts of this text might show similarities to the original publication which can be found in
reference [138].
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7 Towards Higher Coupling Efficiencies

A coupling efficiencyβ close to unity would allow the application of a waveguide-
emitter system as an integrated single photon source [14] for linear quantum
computing [192] or for quantum communication [193]. Furthermore, such a
system could be used as a building block for a complicated quantum network
consisting of entangled emitters [48, 50, 194]. In the following, we will briefly
discuss alternatives to the nanoguide geometries as presented in Chapters 5 and
6 which can bring the coupling efficiency closer to its ideal value of one.

In principle two mechanisms can boost the coupling efficiency [14]. One way is
to suppress the emission into non-guided modes by using waveguides with a
high refractive index constrast. The maximal refractive index ratio puts an intrin-
sic limit on the maximal achievable coupling efficiency, while the bandwidth of
this approach is only limited by the material dispersion. It is, however, difficult to
find material combinations with a refractive index ratio larger than three in the
optical regime. The material with one of the highest refractive indices is gallium
phosphide (GaP) with n=3.2 at a wavelength of 760 nm. Although the material
band gap is at approximately 551 nm, non-negligible losses are observed in thin
layers and, thus, hamper so far the application as waveguide material in the opti-
cal regime [195]. Thin layers of other dielectrics such as titanium dioxide (TiO2)
exhibit low losses but also offer a lower refractive index typically between 2.3
and 2.4. Here, sophisticated waveguide designs could allow coupling efficiencies
up to 65% in geometries compatible with single molecule spectroscopy (Section
7.1).

The other way is to enhance the emission into the guided mode (Purcell en-
hancement) relative to the non-guided modes via a strong waveguide dispersion
as it is exploited in photonic crystal waveguides [196], plasmonic structures
[197] or waveguide coupled cavities. This approach allows one to overcome the
intrinsic limitations due to material properties of the first approach as we will
see in Section 7.2.
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7.1 Slot Waveguides

We can improve the limited coupling efficiency of our TiO2 nanoguides by bring-
ing two bar waveguides in close vicinity with a gap of size g that is smaller than
λ/10 [107, 198]. The respective evanescent fields of the guided modes will over-
lap and generate a high field amplitude in the low-refractive index gap region
(evanescent field enhancement) that scales with n2

1/n2
2 compared to the inside

of the bar [199]. A challenge in fabricating these, so called, slot waveguides con-
cerns the high precision that is needed for structuring the narrow gap region.

Our TiO2 nanoguide geometry discussed in Section 6.2 can be readily extended
to form slot waveguides (see Figure 7.1a). The guided mode with the strongest
field confinement is shown in Figure 7.1b. Here, the main polarization compo-
nent is along the x axis. The mode with its main polarization component along
the y axis will not be concentrated inside the slot (Figure 7.1c).

In Figure 7.2a and b we show the calculated coupling efficiency of a horizontal
dipole in the center of the gap between the two waveguides as a function of the
gap width g, waveguide width w and waveguide height h for the same parameters
as used for the TiO2 nanoguides in Section 6.2 at a wavelength of 785 nm. A
maximal coupling efficiency of 65 % can be achieved for a slot waveguide with
w=160 nm, h=200 nm and a gap size of below 50 nm. Figures 7.2c shows a SEM

Ac (n=1.6)

(a)
(b)

Ac (n=1.6)Ac (n=1.6)
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w
g

Fused silica (n=1.46)

Etot Etot

(c)

x

y
x

y

TiO2

(n=2.4)

Emitter

Figure 7.1 – (a) Schematic cross section of a TiO2 slot waveguide (red) consisting of two bars
of height h and width w. A dipole placed in the subwavelength gap of width g between the two
bars will experience an enhanced evanescent field amplitude. (b) Cross sectional field intensity
distribution for the fundamental guided mode with its main field component along x for a
wavelength of 785 nm simulated for a slot waveguide with w=200 nm, h=200 nm, and g=50 nm.
(c) Same as in (b) but for guided mode with its main field component along y. The white bars
indicate 200 nm.
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Figure 7.2 – (a) Numerically calculated coupling efficienciesβ of a linear dipole (x-polarized) in the
center of the gap with g=50 nm as a function of the waveguide height h and width w (λ=785 nm).
(b) same as in (a) but for square waveguide bars (w=h) and as a function of the gap size g and width
h. The maximally experienced coupling efficiency is approximately 65 % for g=50 nm, w=180 nm
and h=200 nm. (c) SEM micrograph of a TiO2 slot waveguide structured via e-beam lithography
methods supported on a fused silica substrate with an integrated grating coupler (left side). The
black scale bar indicates 5 µm. The zoom-in visualizes the slot of an approximate width of 70 nm
where the black scale bar indicates 1 µm. SEM pictures courtesy of J. Renger.

micrograph of a TiO2 slot waveguide fabricated on a fused silica chip which was
structured following the procedure described in Section 6.2.2.

The strong field confinement in the gap region comes at the expense of a re-
duced active volume where an emitter embedded in the low refractive index
material will couple efficiently. By simply comparing the gap size of 50x200 nm2

to the area of the core in an organic nanoguide (see Section 5) with 600x600 nm2,
we arrive at an active volume that is reduced by a factor of 36. The reduced
active volume might be compensated by increasing the dopant concentration.
However, high dopant concentration in combination with strong spatial confine-
ment of an organic crystal inside the gap region might result in a pronounced
spectral instability of single dye molecules [67] and impeded crystal growth.
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(a) (b)

In Out

Drop
Add

Figure 7.3 – SEM micrographs of TiO2 nanoguides with integrated optical resonators: (a) A linear
TiO2 nanoguide with two Bragg reflectors and two input/output gratings on both ends. (b) A TiO2
ring resonator with two waveguides evanescently coupled to it resulting in four accessible ports,
namely an input, output, drop and add port. Additional integration of three micro-electrodes
around the ring with a diameter of 20 µm allow one to tune molecular resonances via the dc Stark
effect. The white bars in both images indicate 10 µm. SEM pictures courtesy of J. Renger.

7.2 Introducing Resonant Feedback

The emission of an emitter into a specific mode can be enhanced by providing
optical feedback. As it is well known from cavity quantum electrodynamics, the
Purcell enhancement factor P into the cavity mode is proportional to the ratio
of the resonator’s quality factor Q and its effective mode volume Veff [115]. By
exploiting the small effective mode area of nanoguides, one can build resonators
with an intrinsically small mode volume resulting in substantial Purcell factors
already for moderate quality factors. TiO2 nanoguides allow the realiziation
of various resonator geometries. A periodic modulation of the effective mode
index along the waveguide can efficiently reflect an incoming guided mode.
The reflectivity can be adjusted by the number of refractive index modulations
and is mainly limited by fabrication imperfections. By using two of these Bragg
reflectors one can build a cavity (Figure 7.3a) whose resonance frequency can be
varied by changing the distance between the two reflectors. Another approach is
to fabricate ring resonators (Figure 7.3b) where the resonator quality factor is
mostly limited by scattering or bending losses. The high refractive index contrast
between the waveguide material and the surrounding medium allows for small
ring radii. Both structures can be readily combined with our chip geometry
discussed in Section 6.2.

Figure 7.4a shows an experimentally measured transmission spectrum of a TiO2

ring resonator supported on a fused silica substrate covered with a protective
PMMA (polymethylmethacrylat) layer. Here, a tunable laser was sent onto the
input grating and the intensity at the drop port was monitored (see Figure 7.3b)
while scanning the laser frequency. From the transmission spectrum, we can
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Figure 7.4 – Transmission spectrum of TiO2 ring resonator with a diameter of 20 µm measured
by sweeping the laser frequency sent into the nanoguide via the add port and monitoring the
signal at the drop port (see cartoon). A fit (red) lets us extract relevant parameters as the quality
factor Q≈ 104, the free spectral range FSR=1.88 THz and the finesse F=53. (b) Calculated coupling
efficiency (blue) and emission enhancement (red) of a radial dipole in the center of the gap of a
GaP slot ring with a radius of 1.44 µm as a function of its quality factor. Here, the quality factor
is artificially changed by adding material losses. The black dashed line indicates the coupling
efficiency expected of a corresponding linear waveguide. For details see reference [34].

extract the characteristic resonator quantities (free spectral range FSR=1.88 THz,
finesse F=53, quality factor Q=1.2 ·104). Such a cavity resonance with a width of
33 GHz has to overlap with the inhomogeneous band of the single molecules
surrounding the resonator. Fabrication uncertainties and the not exactly pre-
dictable mode index lower the probability to hit the resonator properties as
needed. However, beside the possibility to structure several hundreds of res-
onators on a single chip with slightly varying parameters, we can also employ
microelectrodes around the resonator (see Figure 7.3 b) to tune the resonance
frequencies of the molecules.

Figure 7.4b shows the coupling efficiency and the emission enhancement cal-
culated for an emitter coupled to a GaP slot waveguide ring with a radius of
1.44 µm supported on fused silica and filled with an organic matrix as a function
of the quality factor. In this example, the quality factor of the resonator is set
by introducing artificial material losses. Already moderate quality factors below
103 would boost the emission into the guided mode by a factor of more than 50
rendering a coupling efficiency close to unity [34].
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8 Concluding Remarks

8.1 Summary

A key challenge in modern quantum optics is to efficiently couple a controlled
number of emitters via a common optical mode. An appropiate light-matter in-
terface would enable one to build complex quantum networks from the bottom
up [1] where each emitter can act as a nonlinear medium on the single photon
level [2]. Subwavelength, one-dimensional dielectric waveguides (nanoguides)
offer a unique combination of optical properties. Their small effective mode
area results in high single-emitter coupling efficiencies, while a nearly lossless
propagation of light makes them serve as ‘wires’ for interconnecting remote
emitters.

In this work, we coupled dye molecules embedded in a solid organic matrix at
superfluid helium temperatures to three different nanoguide geometries with
expected coupling efficiencies up to 35 %. We started with fiber-coupled cylin-
drical waveguides made out of glass capillaries. Their core was filled with a high-
refractive index organic material doped with dye. By probing the formed capil-
lary nanoguides in resonant transmission, we showed that single dye molecules
can interact coherently with the guided mode, manifesting in extinction signals.

The limited scalability and versatility of the capillary approach evoked the need
for the further development of a chip-compatible waveguide. Here, buried or-
ganic nanoguides encapsulated in fused silica substrates offer an alternative. We
could gain local control of the molecular resonance frequencies via the dc Stark
effect by applying static electric fields to integrated microelectrodes. However,
the lack of direct optical access to the guided mode triggered a conceptional
change in the waveguide design principle.

In the next approach, we exploited evanescent coupling of dye molecules to the
confined mode of a titanium dioxide nanoguide structured on a fused silica chip
with integrated microelectrodes. We demonstrated coherent optical control of
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the waveguide-emitter system which can be used to switch or even amplify a
weak probe beam using a second, slightly stronger pump beam. Furthermore,
the inorganic nanoguide allowed us to tune two, well-separated emitters into
resonance and coherently couple them via a guided mode. This represents the
first realization of a waveguide-coupled molecular ensemble. The combination
of optical as well as electrical control at the individual emitter level with the
high optical densities makes our geometry an attractive approach for future
investigations of many-body quantum systems.

8.2 Future Directions

In the following, we will envision several ideas for future experiments that exploit
our nanoguide geometry.

The excitation light field can be easily separated from the light scattered by an
emitter if a coupled nanoguide-emitter system is driven via the guided mode
and the light scattered into non-guided modes is collected. This, in combina-
tion with optical feedback provided by, for example, a ring resonator might
enable single molecule Raman spectroscopy. Due to the small scattering cross
section that is associated with Raman transitions [200], single molecule signa-
tures could only be observed exploiting plasmonic enhancement near metallic
structures [201]. However, coupling efficiencies close to unity and a strong Pur-
cell enhancement could help to compensate for the small Raman scattering
probability. Developing this thought even further, one could also envision the
integration of plasmonic structures into dielectric nanoguide circuits as it was
recently proposed in reference [197].

By placing more than two electrodes per waveguide on our photonic chip, several
emitters can be tuned on resonance. The rather weak nonlinear response of a
waveguide-emitter system with a coupling efficiency below 0.5 could be then
increased by the sheer number of coupled emitters. This would allow one to
generate substantial nonlinearities which can be exploited for efficient optical
switching [58] or to imprint a considerable phase shift onto transmitted photons
[26, 46]. For optically dense systems, we even expect a normal mode splitting in
the spectrum of the transmitted light [50] similar to the observations made with
ensembles of emitters strongly coupled to surface plasmon polaritons [202, 203].

Our nanoguide chip geometry is inherently compatible with on-chip photode-
tection using superconducting wires. Their integration would not only allow
a detection efficiency up to 90 % and a high temporal resolution down to one
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nanosecond [204–207] but would also facilitate the production of highly inte-
grated photonic circuits including molecules as single-photon sources, elec-
trodes for tuning the molecular resonances, dielectric waveguide structures and
built-in photodetectors. This could drastically reduce the footprint of the setup.
Furthermore, active control of the guided mode index can be obtained by, for
example, integrating phase change materials [208, 209] or exploiting the piezo-
electric properties of galliumphosphide waveguides [210]. Both methods would
allow one to tune the resonance frequencies of ring or Bragg resonators and
could be used to modify the propagation path of the on-chip optical network
even after fabrication via switchable directional couplers.

One could also think of interfacing our molecular nanoguide system with other
emitters such as atomic vapours [211] or Rydberg atoms [212, 213] rendering
hybrid quantum systems possible [214]. Such a device would meld the advan-
tageous of gas phase emitters with the ones of solid-state emitters on a single
chip.

Room temperature spectroscopy in liquid environments is also a promising area
of application of our nanoguides. Here, the effectively probed volume depends
on the waveguide length which can extend into the centimeter regime. Highly
concentrated dye solutions with approximately 1 mol/L will render 1010 emitters
per λ3 for λ = 780 nm. Accordingly, this approach would allow one to probe
many molecules efficiently and simultaneously as long as their homogeneously
broadened absorption lines overlap. This is especially interesting for investi-
gating optical transitions with a small scattering cross section. An example is
given by the singlet-triplet transition in organic dye molecules which was, up to
now, observed only indirectly via low fluorescence yields [215] or electron loss
spectroscopy [216]. Knowledge of the energetic separation between the singlet
ground state and the triplet states would provide direct optical access to spin
states which are highly interesting for optically detected magnetic resonance
spectroscopy [217, 218]. Moreover, access to additional long-lived energy levels
could be used to explore more complicated driving schemes such as electromag-
netic induced transparency [219].

In summary, our nanophotonic chip platform lends itself to many interesting
experiments on optically interconnected quantum emitters and promises a
bright future for on-chip single molecule studies.
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A Numerical Simulations

All numerical simulations investigating single emitter coupling efficiencies or
guided mode properties that are shown in this work were carried out using COM-
SOL Multiphysics. The guided mode profiles of specific waveguide geometries
were calculated using the integrated 2D mode solver. These calculations were
also used to estimate the guided mode index as discussed in Section 6.2.5.

In order extract the coupling efficiencies β and the emission enhancement fac-
tors A of an emitter coupled to an arbitrary waveguide geometry, we calculated
the full field generated by a linear dipole source d oscillating at the transition
frequency ωA in the specific dielectric nano-environment using a 3D simula-
tion in the frequency domain. The out of phase response of the electric field at
the position rd = (xd , yd , zd ) of the dipole is proportional to the total, emitted
power Γtotal ∝ d · Im[E (xd , yd , zd )]. Using the approximation as introduced in
Equation 2.21 we can extract the power emitted into the guided mode by evalu-
ating the dipole projected electric field amplitude at the same position (xd , yd )
in the transverse plane but further along the waveguide with |zd − z| À λ as
Γ1D ∝

√
|d ·E (xd , yd , z)|2. Accordingly, we can define the coupling efficiency β

and the emission enhancement factor A as

β=
√

|d ·E (xd , yd , z)|2
|d · Im[E (xd , yd , zd )]| (A.1a)

A= |d · Im[E (xd , yd , zd )]|
|d · Im[Ehom(xd , yd , zd )]| . (A.1b)

Here, we introduced the electric field Ehom(xd , yd , zd ) at the position of the
dipole source in a homogeneous reference medium which can be obtained in a
separate calculation. As reference medium we chose the organic matrix the dye
molecules are embedded in. These reference calculations were performed for
all combinations of parameters using the same meshing as in the calculation
with an inhomogeneous medium and allowed to compensate for possible back
reflections due to the boundary conditions or meshing artifacts.
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Appendix A. Numerical Simulations
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Figure A.1 – Normalized field amplitude along the waveguide of a radiating dipole source extracted
from an exemplary numerical simulation: The out of phase response (red) at the position of the
emitter z = 0 is proportional to total emitted power (dashed line). In the far field with z Àλ, the
field amplitude (blue) is a measure for the power radiated into the guided mode. The gray bars on
both sides indicate the boundary condition of the numerical simulation (perfectly matched layer,
PML).

Figure A.1 shows the normalized x-component of the electric field extracted
from a numerical 3D simulation as function of z along the waveguide axis at the
transverse position of the dipole source also polarized along x. The out of phase
response (red trace) at the position of the dipole at z = 0 is proportional to the
total emitted power. In the far field with z Àλ, the guided mode contributions of
the field amplitude |Ex | (blue) dominate which can be related to the power emit-
ted into the waveguide mode. The oscillation period (wavelength) renders the
mode index of the waveguide if compared with the dipole transition frequency.
The gray bars in Figure A.1 show the region where the boundary condition of
the numerical simulation apply (perfectly matched layer, PML).
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B Emission Spectrum

The efficiency with which a molecule embedded in a solid scatters light on its
0-0 ZPL transition frequency is proportional to the Debye-Waller and Franck-
Condon factors. We can estimate these factors by exciting a single molecule to a
higher vibrational level of the excited state (e.g. via v=0 to v=2 transition) and
analyzing the fluorescence spectrum of its decay to various lower vibration levels
of the ground state. An example for DBT in an anthracene matrix (Ac) is shown in
Fig. B.1. The different ZPL transitions (sharp peaks) are accompanied by a broad
phonon wing. The Debye-Waller factor for the 0-0 ZPL is defined as the fraction
of the emission on the ZPL (blue shaded region) to the sum of this contribution
and the decay into the phonon wing (red shaded region). From the spectrum
in Figure B.1, we extract a Debye-Waller factor of 0.65(3) for DBT in Ac. The
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Figure B.1 – (a) Emission spectrum of a single DBT molecule in anthracene at 1.7 K while it is
excited into a higher vibrational level at 767 nm and the red-shifted fluorescence is spectrally
resolved recorded. The spectrally integrated intensity as function of integral limits is shown in red.
(b) Simplified level of DBT with the excitation laser marked in blue. The color coding represents
the various decay mechanisms.
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Appendix B. Emission Spectrum

Franck-Condon factor is defined as the fraction of the ZPL emission to higher
vibrational levels of the electronic ground state (orange shaded region). From
the spectrum, we extract this ratio to be 0.78(1). The efficiency α with which a
molecule will coherently scatter on the 0-0 ZPL is then simply the product of
these two factors, which we calculate to be 0.51(3). The errors given here are
estimated based on a limit variation of the respective spectral integrals (see red
curve in Figure B.1a).13

13 The text was adopted from reference [138] and slightly modified.
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Coherent Coupling of 
Single Organic Dye Molecules 
to Optical Nanoguides

Optical studies of single emitters have become routine for a number of systems 
ranging from atoms and ions in the gas phase to molecules, color centers and 
quantum dots in the solid-state. A new direction in experimental quantum optics  
is to exploit this know-how to assemble well-defined arrangements of optically 
coupled emitters for investigating quantum many-body physics. However, common 
approaches via strong focusing or cavity quantum electrodynamics do not scale 
favorably.
We developed a scalable light-matter interface by coupling organic dye molecules 
to subwavelength dielectric waveguides (nanoguides). Their small effective mode 
area gives rise to substantial single-emitter coupling efficiencies with expected  
values up to 35 %. By combining high-resolution microscopy with fluorescence 
excitation and resonance fluorescence spectroscopy, we study the coupled nano-
guide-emitter system. Our results demonstrate the versatility of the geometry for 
reaching high optical densities and yet maintaining the addressability of each single 
emitter. We show that we can couple several thousand molecules simultaneously 
and coherently to a single guided mode, while their nearly lifetime-limited resonances 
re inhomogeneously distributed.
The optical response of the coupled nanoguide-emitter system can be controlled 
by modifying the molecular electronic states either via static electric or external 
optical fields. Here, a pump beam can switch and even coherently amplify a weak 
laser beam that probes the inherent nonlinearity of a single molecule. Moreover, 
we gain local control of the molecular resonance frequencies via the dc Stark  
effect by applying static electric fields on microelectrodes integrated along our 
chip-compatible nanoguides. Exploiting this tunability allows us to match the  
resonance frequencies of two molecules that are coherently coupled to the same 
waveguide mode.
All these crucial ingredients, a scalable light-matter interface, high optical densities, 
external control over the molecular resonance frequencies and their nonlinear  
response, open up realistic prospects for investigating small, but well-defined  
networks of quantum emitters coherently coupled via a shared guided mode.
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